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This issue concludes our year-long commemoration of the United States Air Force’s entry into
the missiles and space field. That event began fifty years ago, when General Bernard A. Schriever
opened the Western Development Division in Inglewood, California, and embarked on a revolutionary
technology program that built the Atlas, Titan, Thor, and Minuteman long-range ballistic missiles.
These ICBMs and IRBMs not only stood on strategic alert during the Cold War, they also served as
space launchers for the military and NASA.

General Schriever promoted “technology push”—the notion that change was inevitable—and
its corollary that we had better master it or suffer the consequences. Now, fifty years later, it is the
historian’s task to record and analyze how well we have adapted to change. Our authors have accept-
ed that challenge; they welcome your reactions to how well they fared. Please weigh in, write “Letters
to the Editor.”

In the lead article, Don Baucom examines Germany’s introduction of ballistic missiles in
World War II and traces the history of our effort to build defenses to counter these weapons. Dwight
D. Eisenhower, as general and President was a central figure throughout the period. Next, David
Arnold, through his study of the career of Lt. Gen. Forrest McCartney, demonstrates how the Air Force
evolved space professionals. In the third article, Dwayne Day discloses how NASA’s administrator
James Webb used intelligence data to influence the race to the Moon. Finally, Sean Atkins examines
a 1960s issue—the deployment of cruise missiles to the United Kingdom—to seek lessons relevant to
contemporary issues concerning military alliances.

On a lighter note, Rob Bardua introduces the recent addition the National Museum of the
United States Air Force (formerly the Air Force Museum). His subject is Vittles—the dog who flew dur-
ing the Berlin Airlift.

Congratulations to Scott Willey, our book review editor, for providing seventeen reviews, pos-
sibly a record number. Also, the diversity of topics suggests that all readers should find an appealing
review.

The departments section contains the familiar titles, including Bob Dorr’s “History Mystery,”
George Cully’s guide to “Upcoming” events, a list of reunions, letters to the editor, news, and a report
by the Air Force Historical Foundation’s president, Lt. Gen. Michael Nelson. Among other topics,
General Nelson outlines the Foundation’s new strategic plan and solicits reactions from the member-
ship. (Please see page 71.)

With great sorrow, we note the passing of Brig. Gen. Brian S. Gunderson (See page 72). The
very popular “Gundy” was involved with Air Force history for several decades following his service in
World War II. . He led the Air Force’s official history program, was president of the Foundation, wrote
and reviewed articles for the journal, and served as publisher for Air Power History. He will be missed.

From the Editor

Air Power History and the Air Force Historical Foundation disclaim responsibility for statements,
either of fact or of opinion, made by contributors. The submission of an article, book review, or other
communication with the intention that it be published in this journal shall be construed as prima facie
evidence that the contributor willingly transfers the copyright to Air Power History and the Air Force
Historical Foundation, which will, however, freely grant authors the right to reprint their own works,
if published in the authors’ own works. In the case of articles, upon acceptance, the author will be sent
an agreement and an assignment of copyright.
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Donald R. Baucom

Eisenhower and 
Ballistic Missile Defense

The Formative Years, 1944-1961



Behind all these other changes in the middle years
of the 1950s loomed the changes of science, remak-
ing the world and bringing new problems. More
and more, the jet aircraft, the nuclear power plant,
the hydrogen bomb, the ballistic missile were com-
ing into the consciousness of all of us.

Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1963.1
Introduction

A
lthough the United States started an anti-bal-
listic missile (ABM) program shortly after
World War II, it was conducted with minimal

funding and with a low priority for the first decade.
As a result, developments were still in the concep-
tual phase in 1953, when Dwight D. Eisenhower
became the thirty-fourth President of the United
States. However, by the time Eisenhower left office
eight years later, the U.S. was pursuing a major
ABM program and had established a firm concep-
tual foundation for future ballistic missile defense
(BMD) developments.

America’s postwar ABM program was a direct
response to the German rocket program of World
War II, which produced the world’s first long-range
ballistic missile, the V–2.2 While used only during
the final months of the war, the V–2 and its air-
breathing cousin the V–1 made a strong impression
on Allied leaders, including Eisenhower.

Eisenhower and the Dawn of the Missile Age,
1944-1945

As Supreme Allied Commander, Europe,
General Dwight Eisenhower witnessed the dawn of
the missile age and was duly impressed by the
destructiveness of the V–2 rocket. Indeed, while
overseeing the preparations for Overlord, Eisen-
hower received “alarming intelligence reports con-
cerning the progress of the Germans in developing
new long-range weapons of great destructive
capacity.” He considered these warnings serious
enough to give them as one reason for launching
Overlord at the earliest possible moment.3

Eisenhower’s sense of urgency was not mis-
placed. About a week after D-Day, German V–1
“buzz bombs” began falling on London. Three
months after D-Day, the Germans ushered in the
ballistic missile age when they began launching
V–2 rockets against key Allied targets, especially
London and the port city of Antwerp, Belgium.4

V–weapon attacks against England had “a
very noticeable effect upon morale,” according to
Eisenhower. The successful lodgment of Allied
armies on the continent in June 1944 had given the

British “a great sense of relief.” However, “their
hopes were dashed” when the missile attacks
started. Moreover, Eisenhower pointed out, it was
not just civilian morale that was affected. “Soldiers
at the front began again to worry about friends and
loved ones at home, and many American soldiers
asked me in worried tones whether I could give
them any news about particular towns where they
had previously been stationed in southern
England.”5

Eisenhower understood the operational char-
acteristics of Germany’s “V” weapons. The V–2, he
noted, “was a rocket, shot into the air to a great
height, which fell at such high speed that the first
warning of its coming was the explosion. During
flight it could not be heard, seen, or intercepted.”
Because of its velocity, the V–2 tended to penetrate
whatever it hit before exploding. If it struck in the
open and penetrated the ground, the missile’s
explosive forces were channeled upward, causing
little damage to surrounding structures. However,
if it hit a building within a cramped urban area, the
V–2 detonated inside the building so that its explo-
sive forces were coupled to the structures around it.
In this case, Eisenhower wrote, “the destruction
was almost complete.”6

Between September 8, 1944, and March 27,
1945, the Germans aimed 1,359 V–2s against
London; 1,190 of these attempted launches were
successful. The V–2s which struck England
destroyed or damaged thousands of homes and
buildings. They also killed 2,724 civilians and seri-
ously injured another 6,467 civilians. On the aver-
age, according to Sir Winston Churchill, England’s
wartime prime minister, each V–2 killed twice as
many people as did a V–1. The main reason for this
disparity was the fact that the sound of the
approaching V–1 warned people to take cover;
there was no such warning in the case of the hyper-
sonic V–2.7

While these losses were small compared to
overall wartime casualties, the impact of the V–2
on morale was serious enough to justify a search for
countermeasures. This search spawned the world’s
first missile defense architecture, which included
the same basic components that still make up
today’s architectures: weapons, sensors, and a com-
mand and control system.

The London missile defense system called for
the city to be laid off in a grid and surrounded by
anti-aircraft artillery (AAA). Radar would pick up
the V–2s once they reached an altitude of 5,000
feet. Radar data would then be used to calculate
the missile’s trajectory and determine which
square in the grid it would hit. At the right
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moment, the AAA guns would fire a barrage of
shells timed to go off at the optimum altitude over
the proper square. In theory, the V–2 would have to
fly through this barrage and be destroyed. To be
sure that the barrier of shell fragments was in
place to meet the approaching V–2, the guns would
have to be fired while the missile was still thirty
miles away. Before advocates of the missile defense
concept could secure permission to test their ideas,
Allied ground forces had overrun the last launching
sites within range of London, ending the V–2
attacks.8

The final Allied drive that resulted in the occu-
pation of the last V–2 launch sites had depended to
a great extent on supplies entering the continent
through the port of Antwerp. According to General
Eisenhower,Antwerp became a sine qua non for the
final all-out battle to overthrow Hitler’s Third
Reich. Churchill expressed similar views: “Without
the vast harbour of this city no advance across the
lower Rhine and into the northern plains of
Germany was possible.”9

Not surprisingly, then, once the Allies gained
control of Antwerp, the Germans launched a major
V–weapons campaign against the port. Indeed,
Allied records show that more V–2s (1,712) struck
the Antwerp area than hit London and its sur-
roundings (1,190). In addition to the V–2s, the
Germans hit Antwerp and the area around the city
with 4,248 V–1s. More than 150 V–2s and a similar
number of V–1s hit Antwerp’s dock area. Because
of these attacks, the port’s handling capacity was
reduced by as much as a third, due in part to the
fact that stevedores were routinely forced to aban-
don their work and seek shelter. Furthermore,
because of the dangers posed by the V–weapons,
the Allies placed severe restrictions on the ship-
ment of ammunition through Antwerp. As a result,
“most of the ammunition for the theater had to be
transported the 500 miles from Cherbourg or 275
miles from Le Havre.” Finally, Antwerp was the
scene of the single worst V–2 attack—on December
16, 1944, a lone missile struck a crowded theater
killing 567 and seriously injuring another 291. By
end of March 1945 when the V–weapon attacks
stopped, 3,752 civilians had been killed and 6,072
seriously injured.10

The Antwerp experience may explain
Eisenhower’s sobering assessment of how the V–2
might have changed the course of the war had it
been developed earlier. In his memoir, Crusade in
Europe, the general wrote:

It seemed likely that, if the German had succeeded
in perfecting and using these new weapons six
months earlier than he did, our invasion of Europe
would have proved exceedingly difficult, perhaps
impossible. I feel sure that if he had succeeded in
using these weapons over a six-month period, and
particularly if he had made the Portsmouth-
Southampton area one of his principal targets,
Overlord might have been written off.11

Beginnings of the U.S. Missile Defense
Program, 1946-1948

Eisenhower’s experience with the V–2 and
other World War II weapons impressed upon him
the vital role science and technology had come to
play in national security. However, these experi-
ences did not make of him an uncritical supporter
of new weapon systems. In 1946, while serving as
Army Chief of Staff, Eisenhower visited Fort Bliss,
Texas, where some of the earliest work on missile
defense was taking place. During a briefing on this
work, Eisenhower expressed skepticism about the
idea of intercepting a missile with another missile.
This, he said, was tantamount to hitting a bullet
with a bullet, a feat that was too difficult to accom-
plish.12

Eisenhower’s skepticism was not shared by
other American officials who reviewed Germany’s
rocket program after the war. These officials were
impressed by the challenges the new weapon posed
for defenses. Given the potential of the long-range
rocket, especially if it should be combined with an
atomic warhead, these investigators believed the
U.S. had little choice other than to pursue the
development of ballistic missile defenses.13

Perhaps the most disturbing discovery made
by these officials was that the Germans had plans
for an ICBM that might have been used against
New York City had the war continued long enough.
Report number 237-45 of the United States Naval
Technical Mission stated:

There is little of humorous nature in the statement
so often heard that the Germans intended to bom-
bard New York from launching sites in Europe, as
two missiles, the A–9 and A–10 [which would have
been combined into a two-stage missile] were under
development for use against the U.S. in the early
months of 1946. This contemplated use was scien-
tifically possible and undoubtedly would have been
realized had time permitted.14

Concern with the future threat of missiles was
a major theme in a post-war study completed by
the War Department’s Equipment Board, which
was chaired by General Joseph W. Stilwell, leg-
endary commander of American forces in the
China-Burma-India Theater. Completed in
January 1946, the Stilwell Report concluded that
“guided missiles, winged or non-winged, traveling
at extreme altitudes and at velocities in excess of
supersonic speed, are inevitable.” Among these new
weapons would be missiles with “intercontinental
ranges of over 3,000 miles and pay load sufficient to
carry [an] atomic explosive.”15

The lethality of such weapons revolutionized
the requirements for effective defenses. In the past,
the major goal of air defense was to simply make
air attacks so costly that an enemy air force could
not sustain the effort long enough to produce deci-
sive results. “In future wars,” the report noted, “no
single airplane or bomb-carrying missile should be
permitted to penetrate the defenses of a vital area
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because of the possibility that it might be carrying
an atomic bomb.” While no such defense was then
possible, the report said, it was “imperative” to
improve defenses “until the ultimate obtainable
[effectiveness] is reached.” 16

To meet that part of the new threat posed by
“V–2 type missiles traveling at very high altitudes
at speeds greatly in excess of the sonic,” the United
States had to develop “a guided missile of the great-
est attainable speed.” This interceptor “should have
a range of at least 100,000 yards and possess the
greatest accuracy of control and maneuverability
commensurate with the speed of the missile.” This
missile must also offer “a high probability of
destroying any aerial target that comes within its
operating range.”17

The recommendations of the Stilwell Board
and other studies helped spawn a number of con-
ceptual missile defense programs. The earliest of
these were two programs started by the Army Air
Forces (AAF) in March 1946 using funds that
General Arnold had set aside for the pursuit of
promising technical developments. One of these
was Project Wizard, which was to lay the founda-
tion for developing an interceptor that could
destroy a missile traveling at speeds of up to 4,000
miles per hour at altitudes between 60,000 and
500,000 feet.18

The second AAF missile defense program was
known as Thumper. This program was to explore
the interception of a number of different types of
high-speed aerial vehicles, including ballistic mis-
siles. Unlike Wizard, Thumper specified several
flight tests using the Army’s two-stage Bumper
missile, which used a variant of the German V–2
rocket for its first stage and a WAC Corporal as its
second. Like Wizard, Thumper specifications called
for destroying targets traveling at 4,000 mph at
altitudes as high as 500,000 feet.19

None of these early BMD programs moved
much beyond the conceptual stage of development
before the second half of the 1950s; and one of
them, Thumper, was cancelled in 1948.20 The rela-
tive low interest in missile defense before 1955
stems from the fact that America’s leaders viewed
nuclear-armed Soviet bombers, not ballistic mis-
siles, as the principal strategic threat.

Emergence of the ICBM Threat, 1949 to 1955

From World War II until late August 1949, the
United States enjoyed a nuclear monopoly. This,
American analysts believed, gave the United
States a decisive edge against the Soviet Union, an
edge that was reflected in a U.S. strategy empha-
sizing the deterrent power of nuclear-armed
bombers. This strategy also happened to be the
least expensive defense option in the post-war
world and therefore was in consonance with
President Harry Truman’s policy of squeezing the
armed forces to help pay for the Marshall Plan and
economic assistance for West Germany and Japan.
Strengthening these and other American allies all
along the periphery of the Soviet Union was central

to Truman’s strategy of containment.21

Of course, America’s nuclear monopoly could
not last forever. And once it ended, the United
States and Soviet Union could be expected to move
to the next level of their nuclear competition. The
Soviets detonated their first atomic bomb on
August 29, 1949. Five months later, President
Truman decided that the U.S. should develop the
hydrogen bomb. This was about three months after
Joseph Stalin had given a similar order in the
Soviet Union.22 These decisions would later prove
crucial to both the American and Soviet ballistic
missile programs, since small, powerful thermonu-
clear warheads were crucial to the development of
the ICBM.23

But in 1950 the first operational ICBMs were
still a decade away, and the threat American ana-
lysts most feared was a surprise attack by nuclear-
armed Soviet bombers. On February 10, 1950, the
CIA issued its latest assessment of Soviet capabili-
ties. While acknowledging the absence of hard
data, the agency predicted that the Soviets would
have a stockpile of 100 Nagasaki-size bombs by
1953 with this number rising to 200 by 1955.
Additionally, the CIA believed that the Soviets
would have enough Tu–4 bombers to get these
weapons to U.S. targets and noted that the delivery
of 200 atomic bombs against key targets could
defeat the United States. However, the Soviets
were unlikely to be able to launch a major surprise
attack before the 1956-1957 timeframe.24

As late as 1955, the national security estab-
lishment was still more concerned about manned
Soviet bombers than long-range Soviet missiles. At
least part of the reason for this fixation was con-
cern about a “bomber gap” that was created in part
by Soviet manipulation of the sightings of its latest
aircraft.25

The existence of this gap was questioned as
early as June 1956. By early 1960 President
Eisenhower was able to say that the “bomber gap”
had evaporated. However, by this time it was being
replaced by equally disturbing charges of a “missile
gap.”26 Indeed, as early as 1954, events had begun
to push ballistic missiles toward the center of
national security concerns.

Like the U.S. ballistic missile program, that of
the Soviet Union emerged from the German pro-
gram of World War II. The first stage of the Soviet
program actually took place on German soil, as
Soviet rocket experts like Sergei P. Korolev, who
had been named the chief designer for all Soviet
long-range missiles, went to Germany where they
worked with German scientists and technicians to
assemble eighteen V–2s. In October 1946, these
rockets, along with about 150 German rocket
experts, were shipped to the Soviet Union. Here,
the Germans continued to work in the Soviet long-
range rocket program, while the Soviets test-fired
their V–2s at Kapustin Yar, launching the first one
on October 18, 1947.27

Even before leaving Germany, the Soviets had
begun work on the R–1, a Soviet copy of the V–2.
From the R–1, which was first tested in September
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1948, the Soviets moved forward steadily, incre-
mentally in developing their own missiles until
they reached the R–5, a missile that was to be capa-
ble of hurling a one-ton warhead for a distance of
1,200 kilometers. It was successfully tested in the
spring of 1953.28

Encouraged by Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin,
who expressed interest in an ICBM as early as
1947, Korolev and his Soviet colleagues had begun
laying the groundwork for a Soviet ICBM while
still developing the shorter range missiles. By early
1953, they had settled on a design that would have
two stages—a central core that would fire through-
out the missile’s boost phase and four strap-on
rockets that would fire until their fuel was
exhausted and then be jettisoned. The missile was
to weigh 190 tons, develop 270 tons of thrust at
liftoff, and throw a 3-ton warhead seven to eight
thousand kilometers. On February 13, 1953, less
than a month before his death, Stalin approved the
development of an ICBM blueprint that would be
based on previous research work.29

In October 1953, after learning from Soviet
physicist Andrei Sakharov of the probable dimen-
sions of a thermonuclear warhead, Soviet leaders
ordered Korolev to increase the size of the ICBM’s
warhead; it was now to weigh five to six tons. Work
on the required changes to the rocket’s design
began in November 1953, by which time the missile
had been designated R–7. The redesign was com-
pleted in February 1954 and officially approved on
November 20, 1954.30

Meanwhile, in the United States, long-range
ballistic missiles were moving into the limelight of
national security. Near the end of March 1954,
President Eisenhower met with a select group of
scientists to discuss the problem of a possible sur-
prise attack against the United States. After pre-
senting some of the latest intelligence information
on new Soviet bombers, the President asked for
advice on the situation. This meeting spawned the
Technological Capabilities Panel (TCP). Headed by
James R. Killian, Jr., president of the Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology, the TCP was
expected to evaluate how America’s technological
capabilities might be used to cope with crucial

security issues and report its findings to the
President in February of the following year.31

While the TCP was completing its work, the
National Security Council (NSC) was considering
NSC 5440, a proposed revision of America’s basic
national security policy. Reflecting the growing con-
cerns about the Soviet ICBM program as it was
understood at the end of 1954, this document
included the following statement:

The Soviet guided missile program, over the next
few years, will bring increasingly longer-range mis-
siles into production. Assuming an intensive effort,
the USSR may develop roughly by 1963 (1960 at the
earliest) operational intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles. The U.S. program for missiles of this type
should approximate this timetable, provided that
intensive effort continues. There is no known defense
against such missiles at this time. 32

This ominous statement about the Soviet
ICBM threat survived the NSC’s review and ap-
peared in NSC 5501, which Eisenhower approved
on January 7, 1955. Among its important provi-
sions was a softening of the truculent massive
retaliation doctrine that had been a hallmark of
America’s national strategy since the early days of
Eisenhower’s presidency. The new policy recog-
nized the need to accept a long-time standoff once
the Soviets achieved nuclear parity.33

On February 15, 1955, a little over a month
after the promulgation of NSC 5501, the TCP sub-
mitted its findings. Known as the Killian Report, it
noted the dangers posed should the Soviets be the
first to achieve an operational ICBM force and rec-
ommended assigning the highest possible national
priority to America’s ICBM program with the goal
of achieving a full-scale test of an ICBM by 1958.
The report also recommended the development of
an intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM) that
could be both land- and sea-based. Moreover, since
bombers would continue to be needed after ICBMs
became operational, the panel supported the devel-
opment of a nuclear-powered bomber.34

Where defensive measures were concerned, the
Killian Report called for the rapid completion of the
Distant Early Warning line to provide the earliest
possible warning of an approaching attack. It also
called for a strong, balanced R&D program on the
interception and destruction of ballistic missiles.35

The Killian Report indicates that by the begin-
ning of 1955, the level of interest in ballistic missile
defense was starting to rise as the implications of
the Soviet missile program seeped into the con-
sciousness of America’s national security leader-
ship. It was not long before this awareness reached
down into the defense establishment where
weapons programs are generated.

In March 1955, the Army asked Bell Labora-
tories to conduct an eighteen month study of an
advanced interceptor system that could deal with
the highly capable air-breathing threats of the
1960 to 1970 timeframe. In light of the growing
interest in BMD, Bell suggested expanding the
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study to include ballistic missile targets, thereby
turning the new interceptor concept into a step
toward effective missile defenses. The Army agreed
and in June 1955 directed Bell Laboratories to
make ballistic missile defense the study’s central
focus.36

At the start of the Nike–II study, as the Bell
project came to be known, a number of American
leaders agreed with Eisenhower’s 1946 assessment
that missile defense was not technically feasible.
The Bell study went far toward dispelling this view
by completing 50,000 computer-simulated intercep-
tor-ICBM engagements which indicated that a
“bullet” could indeed hit another “bullet.”37

By the time the Nike–II study was completed,
Eisenhower had won re-election in a landslide vic-
tory over Adlai Stephenson. During his second
administration, the ballistic missile would emerge
from the world of intelligence estimates and
become an operational reality, further increasing
the interest in ballistic missile defense. As a result,
BMD achieved a position of increasing importance
so that the latter part of Eisenhower’s second term
would be marked by Army efforts to secure a deci-
sion to deploy the Nike-Zeus (hereafter Zeus) sys-
tem that emerged from the Bell Laboratories study.

Laying the Foundation: The Second
Eisenhower Administration, 1956-1961

The final version of the Nike–II study was
briefed to the Army staff in October 1956. It pro-
posed a system that would consist of a forward
acquisition radar to secure early information on the
track of incoming missiles, a local acquisition radar
to control the ABM battle, an interceptor missile
that carried a 400-pound nuclear warhead and was
capable of 10-g maneuvering at 100,000 feet, and a
communications system to tie all components
together. Also included in the final study was a six-
year development plan that would extend from ini-
tial development to the demonstration of system
performance against a simulated ICBM warhead.38

In February 1957, the Army selected Western
Electric/Bell Laboratories to serve as prime con-
tractor for Zeus. For the first year, the contract
called for an R&D effort valued at about $12 mil-
lion.39

Two months after the contract for Zeus was let,
the Eisenhower administration established the
Security Resources Panel to investigate the rela-
tive merits of active and passive defenses against
ballistic missile attacks. Because the panel was
chaired by H. Rowan Gaither, chairman of the
board of Ford Motor Corporation, its report came to
be known as the Gaither Report.40

Before the panel could complete its work, the
Soviet Union shook the West by successfully test-
ing the world’s first ICBM, the R–7 (SS–6 NATO),
on August 26, 1957. Just six weeks later, on October
4, the Soviets launched Sputnik, the world’s first
artificial satellite, driving home the point first
made in the August 21, R–7 test: the Soviet Union
had developed a rocket with sufficient range and

payload to strike America with a nuclear weapon.A
measure of the impact that Sputnik had upon the
American public is a comment that appeared in
Life magazine, which stated that the Soviets had
“burst upon the world as the infinitely sinister
front runners in the sophisticated and perilous sci-
ence of space.”41

Eisenhower remained calm and took measured
steps to deal with the Sputnik crisis. One of the ear-
liest indications of the changes he would make
came in his first meeting with Neil McElroy, who
had been sworn in as secretary of defense shortly
after the launch of Sputnik. In their October 11,
meeting, Eisenhower and McElroy decided to apply
a single-manager concept to missile defense and
other long term projects that cut across service
boundaries. Service missile programs that were
already well along in the development cycle were
excluded from this initiative.42

The idea of a single manager for advanced pro-
jects squared nicely with views expressed in the
Gaither Report, which was submitted to
Eisenhower on November 7, 1957. This report
questioned DOD’s management of new weapon sys-
tems that cut across “traditional Service lines” and
recommended concentrating R&D responsibilities
for major weapons systems in “manageable organi-
zational units.”43

The Gaither panel also made several other
points about the state of U.S. security. Since
America’s current defenses could not stop a Soviet
nuclear attack, U.S. security rested on the deter-
rent power of Strategic Air Command (SAC).
Therefore, SAC’s forces should be protected against
missile strikes. Also, since the vulnerability of the
American people could restrict America’s strategic
options during a future crisis, the U.S. should begin
developing missile defenses for its cities at the “ear-
liest possible date.”44

Where active missile defense was concerned,
the report noted that several systems based on air
defense interceptors like the Army’s Nike-Hercules
and the Navy’s Talos could become the basis of mis-
sile defenses for SAC bases. Since this form of mis-
sile defense would be assembled from modified
existing components, it could be available in lim-
ited form as early as 1960. However, the system
developed to protect SAC bases could not be used to
defend cities, since it would intercept incoming mis-
siles at altitudes as low as 30,000 feet and even
lower. At such altitudes, the nuclear warheads of
the interceptors themselves would pose a serious
threat to the cities being defended.45

Given the limitations of Hercules and Talos
and the importance of protecting America’s cities, a
missile defense system that destroys incoming mis-
siles at much higher altitudes should be developed.
Since distinguishing decoys from real warheads
would be a major challenge, the report called for a
high priority R&D program on discrimination. In
spite of the difficulties, a city-defense system
should be deployed as soon as possible, even if it
were to be deployed in an early limited form and
then upgraded.46
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As 1957 came to a close, it was apparent that
the situation with regard to missile defense had
changed markedly. In the words of the official DOD
history of defense policies during Eisenhower’s sec-
ond administration:

By the end of 1957[,] piecemeal decisions, together
with technological progress, had rendered obsolete
the priority list of missile projects established by the
president and the NSC in December 1955. . . . The
same held true of the antimissile missile, the impor-
tance of which the Gaither panel had noted. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed in December 1957 that
an anti-ICBM system was urgent, though they
could not agree that it deserved the highest priority.

In short, the Gaither Report and Sputnik pro-
vided the impetus for expanding extant missile
defense efforts and establishing an agency to pro-
vide centralized management of advanced missile
defense research.47 The new oversight agency
emerged in early 1958.

After the October 11, 1957, meeting at which
Eisenhower and McElroy agreed on the single-
manager approach for advanced R&D projects,
McElroy worked with Deputy Secretary of Defense
Donald Quarles to prepare a charter for the
“Special Projects Agency.” After coordinating the
charter with the Joint Chiefs, McElroy selected Roy
W. Johnson, a vice president of General Electric, as
the agency’s first director. Johnson’s appointment
was announced on February 7, 1958, the day on
which the directive establishing the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) was issued.48

Soon after its establishment, ARPA launched
Project Defender “to establish an adequate
research foundation upon which to build militarily
effective and economic [missile] defense systems.”49

Defender was to become one of ARPA’s largest and
longest running programs.

Although directed energy devices were in their
infancy when Defender started, project leaders
showed interest in its military applications almost
immediately. ARPA/Defender money began sup-
porting laser research as early as 1959, with possi-
ble applications including laser-based radar and

communications systems, as well as anti-missile
weaponry. Defender also supported work on parti-
cle beams that could be used to destroy enemy mis-
siles.50

Defender participants were quick to recognize
the importance of destroying enemy missiles while
they were still in the boost-phase. During the sec-
ond annual Project Defender conference in the
summer of 1960, the following view of the advan-
tages and disadvantages of boost-phase intercept
was presented.

A ballistic missile is more vulnerable in its propul-
sion or boost phase than in any subsequent part of
its trajectory. At the same time, its identity is most
difficult to conceal. These circumstances immedi-
ately suggest an early intercept system as an ideal
solution to the defense problem. Unfortunately,
enemy missiles are relatively inaccessible during
this phase. So far, the only promising defense system
concept has been a space based or satellite borne
interceptor. Such a system requires many thousands
of interceptors in space, but at a given instant only
a small fraction will be in a position to attack. The
economic feasibility of such systems is heavily
dependent upon equipment reliability and upon
enemy countermeasures.

Collectively, boost-phase kill concepts were referred
to by the acronym BAMBI, which stood for Ballistic
Missile Boost Intercept.51

At first, the participants in Project Defender
were not optimistic about this approach. In 1960,
scientists and engineers believed that missile
defense interceptors would require nuclear war-
heads because of their limited accuracy. Such inter-
ceptors would have been very heavy, and deploying
a constellation of these weapons would have
required orbiting such a large mass that the
scheme was considered “implausible.”52

However, as Defender proceeded, there were
“dramatic changes in attitude toward reducing
achievable intercept miss distances.” One of these
changes was “a growing feeling” that the use of
nuclear warheads should be avoided. This transfor-
mation in thought and the new interceptor concept
it spawned were described as follows during the
July 1960 Defender review:

Intuitively, one feels, that in trying to intercept any-
thing traveling at ICBM velocities, the resultant
miss distance would be large. Until recently, sys-
tems considerations have been based on the premise
that miss distances would be of the order of one or
two hundred feet. This dictated the use of a nuclear
warhead with its attendant high cost and weight,
and other disadvantages. During our space based
interceptor studies, consideration of a light weight,
300 lb., interceptor using an IR [infrared] seeker led
to the conclusion that miss distances of 10 to 30 feet
could be achieved. At these distances, fragment type
warheads exploiting hypervelocity impact for kill
appeared reasonable against tankage, motors, and
other parts of the ICBM in boost. Further study
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indicated that a cheap effective warhead could be
built weighing as little as 2 lbs.

Further investigations led to the conclusion that
hit-to-kill (HTK) interceptors were feasible:

Computer simulation runs on several types of inter-
ceptors weighing about 50 lbs., and using IR hom-
ing have resulted in miss distances of one or two
feet. This certainly indicates hypervelocity impact
kill could be employed. Incidentally, a nose cone
traveling at ICBM velocities in collision with one
pound of material releases the energy equivalent of
6 pounds of TNT. In a word, the kinetic energy at
that velocity exceeds the chemical energy available
at that mass.53

The results of these ARPA system studies
pointed “directly to the possibility of miss distances
two orders of magnitude less than were generally
considered possible a year or so ago. This is highly
significant because it removed the necessity of
using a nuclear warhead and replaces it with a
simple, cheap, lightweight mechanical device.”
Eliminating the nuclear warheads from a space-
based constellation of interceptors would reduce
on-orbit weight requirements by “about two orders
in magnitude.” For ARPA this indicated that boost-
phase intercept of an ICBM was no longer a fanci-
ful idea; it had become a concept “sufficiently
promising to warrant increased study efforts.”54

Later, when MIRVing55 ballistic missiles became
standard practice, boost-phase kill offered the
defense a substantial advantage, since a single
interceptor could destroy an ICBM’s multiple war-
heads (ten in the case of the Soviet Union’s large
SS–18 ICBMs) along with its decoys.

Defender explored a number of BAMBI con-
cepts. One of these was SPAD (Space Patrol Active
Defense), which envisioned a 60,000-pound satel-
lite that would carry an IR scanner to pick up
boosters, a computer to calculate their tracks, and
140 interceptors, each of which would have
weighed 300 pounds. These interceptors would be
fired at attacking missiles as they rose from launch
pads or silos. As an interceptor approached its tar-
get, a wire web with a radius of 15 to 50 feet would
be spun out from the interceptor. Embedded in this
web would be a number of one-gram pellets.
Although the pellets were designed specifically to
wreck the booster’s vulnerable tankage, their high
velocity (they would hit the ICBM at velocities
between 6 and 60 thousand feet per second) would
also allow them to score attacking warheads, caus-
ing them to incinerate on re-entry. A constellation
of more than 500 satellites, in orbits 250 miles
above the earth, would have been required to pro-
vide adequate coverage of the Soviet Union.56

Another interceptor concept to emerge from
Defender was ARPA Terminal (ARPAT), a hit-to-
kill system for use against ICBMs during the ter-
minal phase of their flight. ARPAT’s booster was to
loft five carrier missiles to an altitude of 100,000 to
meet the approaching threat cloud of warheads,

decoys, booster tankage, etc. Each carrier would
contain ten interceptors. As atmospheric friction
stripped away tankage and decoys, uncovering the
warheads, each of the fifty interceptors would be
targeted against a warhead. Equipped with optical
sensors for terminal guidance, these interceptors
would “kill [their targets] by direct impact.”57

Devising concepts like ARPAT and SPAD was
one thing, developing them was something quite
different. The technology base of the late fifties and
early sixties was incapable of reifying the advanced
concepts that emerged from Project Defender.
Computer technology was still in an early stage of
development, and the highly sensitive infrared sen-
sors needed for acquiring and tracking ballistic
missiles and warheads were just starting to be
developed in conjunction with programs like
MIDAS (Missile Defense Alarm System).58 In 1960,
Defender experts believed the detection of rocket
plumes against background radiation was manage-
able. However, the same was not true of using
infrared radiation to guide an interceptor during
the end game when the interceptor must make its
final maneuvers to collide with its target. “Several
magnitudes of improvement” were required before
this could be achieved. Also, launch costs had to be
significantly reduced. Because of limitations such
as these, the Army continued its work on the
nuclear-tipped, ground-based Zeus. 59

While the Army pursued its Zeus program, the
Air Force —perhaps interested in gaining a role in
the expanding, high priority BMD agenda—
improperly expanded its own missile defense activ-
ities. Specifically, the Air Force diverted some
FY1958 funds to its Project Wizard, which by this
time had become a full-fledged missile defense pro-
gram. This expansion of Wizard violated an earlier
DOD-service agreement on the division of labor in
the missile defense arena.60

The origins of this agreement may be traced to
a March 1956 Defense Department review of the
feasibility of ballistic missile defenses. Conducted
by a committee headed by Hector R. Skifter, the
review concluded that developing active missile
defenses at that time would be prohibitively expen-
sive. Therefore, the U.S. should confine its missile
defense efforts to research.61

The Skifter report was then reviewed by a
higher level DOD committee chaired by Eger V.
Murphree, DOD’s special assistant for guided mis-
siles. Murphree’s panel, which included Air Force
and Army representation, recommended proceed-
ing with a joint R&D program for missile defense.
In this program, the Air Force would develop the
forward acquisition radar system, while the Army
developed the weapon system and its associated
equipment. In November 1956, Secretary of
Defense Charles Wilson approved this arrange-
ment and ordered the services to proceed under
DOD supervision. In June 1958, Deputy Secretary
of Defense Donald Quarles established a steering
committee chaired by Skifter to execute the BMD
oversight function. 62

On March 21, 1957, the Murphree committee
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refined the agreement on the division of labor. Now,
in addition to developing the forward acquisition
radar, the Air Force would also develop the means
of transmitting acquisition radar data to the Army.
At same time, the Army’s responsibilities were
expanded to include developing the target acquisi-
tion and tracking radar. Wilson, who was later suc-
ceeded by Neil McElroy, also approved the modified
agreement.63

Secretary of Defense McElroy learned of the Air
Force violation of the refined BMD agreement in
January 1958. Since the Zeus missile was well along
in the development stage and the Air Force had no
missile suitable for the ABM mission, McElroy
decided on January 16 that the Army would have
primary responsibility for the ABM system.
However, he directed the Air Force to continue
working on the radar system and the command and
control electronics that were under development in
the Wizard program and to ensure that the equip-
ment developed was compatible with Zeus.64

During the remaining years of the Eisenhower
administration, the Army conducted a vigorous
campaign to begin production of Zeus. This cam-
paign began in October 1958, about a year before
the first successful flight test of the Zeus intercep-
tor. In its budget submission, the Army requested
$875 million as the initial outlay for a Zeus defense
system that would eventually include 58 batteries.
DOD’s ABM steering committee reduced this to
$708 million for a system that would include only
29 batteries. Another DOD review reduced this fig-
ure to $40 million for pre-production expenses and
$300 million for R&D. Secretary McElroy approved
only the $300 million for R&D, a position that was
accepted by President Eisenhower in November
1958. However, based on testimony from Army offi-
cials, Congress offered to allocate to the Army an
additional $200 million, which could be used either
for the Zeus program or to upgrade Army ground
equipment. The additional funding was dependent
on acceptance of the offer by the Eisenhower
administration. 65

In the midst of the Army’s campaign to get
Zeus into production, President Eisenhower
received two reports that undercut the Army’s posi-

tion. On March 4, 1959, the President’s science
advisor, James Killian, submitted a report from a
science advisory panel; it concluded that an effec-
tive Zeus system could not be deployed before 1964
at the earliest. This report was followed by a more
detailed review that was briefed to Eisenhower on
June 3.66

The second report concluded that active BMD
systems could best be used to defend hardened
sites such as bomber bases and missile silos. Even
in this more limited role, Zeus was not expected to
be deployed in an effective posture before the 1964-
1965 period. Furthermore, Zeus was very complex
and would probably have difficulty distinguishing
warheads from advanced decoys. Nevertheless, the
report recommended proceeding with the Zeus pro-
gram, since it would provide at least some protec-
tion and could serve as the foundation for a later,
more advanced system.67

Some support for the Army’s position came
from Dr. Herbert York, former ARPA chief scientist,
who had become the Defense Department’s first
director of defense research and engineering
(DDR&E) in December 1958. In a March 21, 1959,
discussion with Secretary McElroy, York explained
that pre-production funding could be used to
develop techniques for mass producing the large
numbers of transistors and other components that
would be required once Zeus began full-scale pro-
duction. Allocating $150 million to $200 million in
the FY1960 budget for this purpose would allow
the Defense Department to postpone the full pro-
duction decision another year without delaying
Zeus’s activation date should the decision be made
the following year to begin production. Recognizing
the significance of pre-production funding, on June
9, 1959, President Eisenhower decided to accept
the extra money offered by Congress and chose to
allocate $137 million of this money to the Zeus pro-
gram.68

During the fall of 1959, while drawing up the
FY 1961 budget, the administration decided to
delay the production decision on Zeus for a period
that was long enough to obviate the need for the
special $137 million for pre-production work. This
decision was apparently based on the recommenda-
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tions of another review group, this one headed by
Hector Skifter and George Kistiakowsky, who had
replaced Killian as Eisenhower’s science advisor
earlier in the year. On December 1, 1959, Secretary
McElroy informed the Army that funding for Zeus
pre-production work would not be available. This
decision notwithstanding, DOD’s budget request for
FY1961 included $287 million for Zeus research and
another $15 million for constructing test facilities.69

While the FY 1961 budget process was under-
way, the Army was testing the Zeus missile at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico.
The first tests failed because of poorly designed
control fins on the missile’s upper stage. After fix-
ing this problem, the Army completed Zeus’s first
successful flight test on October 14, 1959. All told,
over seventy missiles were fired at WSMR, with
nineteen more launched from the Naval Test
Range at Point Mugu, California.70

These tests masked the fact that neither White
Sands nor Point Mugu could support complete test-
ing of the Zeus system, since full testing required
the missile to be pitted against the warhead of a
long-range ballistic missile. To keep Zeus within
the one hundred mile limit of the White Sands
Range, the missile could not be fired to an altitude
in excess of 100,000 feet. While the interceptor
could be fired to an altitude outside the atmosphere
at Point Mugu, severe range restrictions meant
that range safety destruction systems were on a
hair trigger. As a result, several good rockets were
destroyed because of minor flight anomalies. Had
the terminated tests been conducted on a larger,
more isolated range, the rockets could have been
allowed to complete their missions. Because of
these limitations, the Army was forced to seek
another range to complete Zeus testing.71

The principal requirement for the new test
facility, known as Site X, was a geographical loca-
tion under U.S. control that could be “bombarded”
with long-range target missiles from another U.S.
base. After examining possible locations in the
Atlantic Ocean down range from Cape Canaveral,
the team searching for Site X switched its focus to
the Pacific where Kwajalein, the world’s largest
atoll, became the prime candidate. The atoll’s
ninety-plus islands surround the world’s largest
lagoon, which contains about a thousand square
miles of water that is shallow enough to permit
recovery of test debris. Furthermore, the atoll is
4,800 miles from the Vandenberg Air Force Base
test complex—the range that an ICBM would be
expected to traverse. Finally, the U.S. Navy had a
base on Kwajalein that it had placed on the list of
surplus bases in 1958. In early 1959, the Defense
Department approved the selection of Kwajalein as
the home of the new missile defense test facility.72

About a year later, the Army caused a dustup
when it proposed testing Zeus against thirty Army
Jupiter missiles that would be fired at Kwajalein
from Johnson Island, which is located about 1,300
miles northeast of Kwajalein. Although this plan
was approved on February 12, 1960, by the deputy
secretary of defense, it was greeted in other quar-

ters with suspicion that prompted opposition. For
one thing, the use of Jupiter as the Zeus test target
was seen by DDR&E York and others as a trans-
parent Army ploy to keep its Jupiter missile pro-
gram alive. It also seems to have raised concern in
York’s mind that a test program completely con-
trolled by the Army might produce questionable test
results. In April, the DDR&E proposed testing Zeus
against ICBMs fired by the Air Force at
Vandenberg. York claimed that his proposal would
save $75 million dollars by eliminating the require-
ment to finish the Johnson Island launch facility.73

When the Army challenged York’s proposal, the
issue was reviewed by an ad hoc panel selected
from members of the President’s Science Advisory
Committee. The panel’s May 26, 1960 report sup-
ported York’s position, as did President Eisenhower
when the issue was put to him.74

Based on the president’s decision, Secretary of
Defense Thomas S. Gates, Jr., who had replaced
McElroy in 1959, ordered the Army to procure eigh-
teen Atlas ICBMs for tests against Zeus. He also
instructed the Air Force to modify at least two of
Vandenberg’s launch pads to support Zeus testing.
On September 22, 1960, the Army and Air Force
signed an agreement to execute the secretary’s
instructions.75

In addition to supporting the Army’s Nike Zeus
test facilities, the Kwajalein atoll provided a base
for a Project Defender program known as PRESS
for Pacific Range Electromagnetic Signature
Studies. The objective of PRESS was to gather
information on the behavior of missile warheads
during re-entry. In support of this program, ARPA
constructed an extensive radar facility on Roi-
Namur, another of the major islands in the atoll.76

Epilogue: Foundation for the Future

Dwight Eisenhower had been present at the
dawn of the missile age and was sensitive to the
implications of the ballistic missile as a military
weapon. Nevertheless, he remained skeptical of
ballistic missile defense: hitting a bullet with a bul-
let seemed too difficult a task.

Without strong presidential support, America’s
missile defense efforts floated to the top of the
defense establishment buoyed upward by a grow-
ing awareness that the principal Soviet threat was
not the manned bomber, but the ICBM.
Eisenhower tended to remain above the bureau-
cratic fray as officials and advisers sorted through
the issues and then generally supported the posi-
tions of his senior subordinates. Only in establish-
ing the Advanced Research Projects Agency did he
take the lead in an initiative that advanced missile
defense developments.

Eisenhower’s ARPA decision, which clearly
envisioned an agency that would take the lead in
advanced BMD research, was vital to the future of
missile defense. Project Defender continued until
March 1968, when the secretary of defense ordered
it transferred to the Army where it became an ele-
ment in the Army’s new Advanced Ballistic Missile
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(London: Hutchison & Company, 1985), pp. 337, 349, and
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(London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1964), p. 136.
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Defense Agency.77 In its decade of existence,
Defender originated the concept of the hit-to-kill
interceptor and established the general parame-
ters for boost-phase interception; both of these
developments figured prominently in the SDI pro-
gram launched by Ronald Reagan in 1983.
Furthermore, Defender launched the homing
interceptor technology (HIT) program that fed into
the development of the Air Force ASAT that was
tested in September 1985.78 HIT also provided a
starting point for SDI’s LEAP (Lightweight
ExoAtmospheric Projectile) interceptor. Finally,
soon after the invention of the laser, Defender took
the first look at directed energy weapons as a pos-
sible defense against ballistic missiles and carried
out pioneering work in the development of lasers.
Arguably, ARPA’s laser work set a course that led
to today’s Airborne Laser, the YAL–1A.Already, the
Air Force has begun ground testing the system’s
laser and flight testing the Boeing 747 aircraft that
will carry the laser.

More immediate to Eisenhower’s own day, the
Zeus program that originated in the Bell Labora-
tories study initiated in 1955 set the U.S. missile
defense program on a path that led directly to the
Safeguard missile defense system. Safeguard was
deployed at Grand Forks, North Dakota, and was
operational from October 1975 to February 1976

when Congress ordered the system closed. To the
date of this writing, Safeguard remains the only
missile defense system the U.S. has deployed that
was capable of defending any part of its home ter-
ritory.

Finally, the Kwajalein Missile Range, estab-
lished in 1960 and renamed after President
Ronald Reagan in 2001, has continued for more
than four decades as America’s principal BMD test
facility. Only recently with the Bush administra-
tion’s decision to deploy a missile defense system
that will provide limited protection for the entire
United States has there been a need to expand the
Vandenberg-Kwajalein complex to assure ade-
quate testing of missile defense systems.

The role Eisenhower played in the develop-
ment of missile defenses contrasts sharply with
that played by Reagan. Just over two decades after
Eisenhower left office, Reagan resurrected ballistic
missile defense through a Presidential initiative
and made it the centerpiece of America’s strategic
relations with the Soviet Union. Reagan’s
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) drew heavily on
developments that flowed from the groundbreak-
ing work of Eisenhower’s ARPA and Project
Defender, just as today’s missile defense program
draws on the advances produced in the SDI pro-
gram. ■
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T he United States is a spacefaring nation. As
the nation’s dependence on space continues
to grow, the country needs people with the

right skills to acquire, operate, and employ mili-
tary space capabilities. The 2001 report of the
Commission to Assess U.S. National Security
Space Management and Organization, commonly
called the Space Commission (appointed by the
Senate Armed Forces Committee and by the
Secretary of Defense in consultation with the
Director of Central Intelligence) identified the lack
of space leadership as a critical limiting factor to a
continued American advantage in space capabili-
ties. The commission found that about one-third of
the officers commanding space wings, groups and
squadrons have “extensive” space experience,
while the remaining two-thirds have less than 4.5
years in space-related positions.1 The commission
members, therefore, asked, “Why is there no space
experience among military space professionals?”
Part of the answer was that the space force was
young and small. Further, the infusion of person-
nel with largely missile operations backgrounds
had broadened career opportunities for missile
launch officers without having the same corre-
sponding effect for space professionals. This
merger of the two career fields has had a negative
impact on the overall experience level of space pro-
fessionals because missile operations skills do not
translate readily into space operation or acquisi-
tion skills. In addition, space professionals are still
in demand in the commercial world, as they have
been since the beginning of the military’s involve-
ment in space, draining space talent from the mil-
itary. Finally, there has been a lack of focused
career development in the military space commu-
nity2

Who are space professionals? In developing
the Space Professional Strategy in 2004, in
response to the commission report, Air Force Space
Command designated three principal career paths
that identified a space professional: 1) space oper-
ations, 2) missile operations, and 3) space systems
acquisition. Space and missile operations involved
personnel trained and certified in the employment
of space and ICBM systems. Acquisitions profes-
sionals included engineers and scientists skilled in
basic research, able to translate user requirements
into designs, and adept at managing the develop-
ment, testing, and fielding of space and ICBM sys-
tems. Some individuals entered these career paths
as direct accessions, while others came from acqui-
sitions or missile assignments. Furthermore, space
professionals served not only in Air Force Space
Command, but also throughout the Air Force and

the joint warfighting community, the National
Reconnaissance Office, and in other government
agencies.3

Why did the nation need space professionals?
In part, for the same reasons that we needed the
same depth of experience in space, as we would
expect of an F–16 Fighting Falcon pilot or a Red
Horse civil engineer. Originally, space career fields
relied on taking officers and training them in
space on the job. As the range of space mission
areas and the size of the space cadre grew this con-
trast becomes an even more difficult balancing act.
Because space benefited from the development of
close relationships between the research, develop-
ment, acquisitions, and operations communities,
the interchange of officers across all these areas
proved difficult, and potentially detrimental to an
officer’s career development. While the original
system had provided officers with more breadth, it
gave them little depth. In general, the Space
Commission found that leadership in the space
field suffered from limited experience among offi-
cers in the field, little technical education and too
short tour lengths averaging less than 1.5 years.
As a result, space organizations failed to reach
their potential.4

In his March 2003 testimony before Congress,
Under Secretary of the Air Force and Director of
the National Reconnaissance Office, Peter B. Teets,
spoke about the nation’s need for a “space cadre.”
The commander of Air Force Space Command,
Gen. Lance W. Lord, reiterated Mr. Teets’s com-
ments by stating that “A strong proactive space
professional development program is essential to
safeguarding our nation’s leadership position in
space….”5

To that end, Air Force Space Command built a
comprehensive strategy to develop space profes-
sionals by addressing their training, education,
and experience needs. The new career develop-
ment plan focuses on producing capable and com-
petent space professionals who should have the
basic knowledge needed to do their jobs, and whose
skills, developed through technical training, edu-
cation, and experience, are specific to their pri-
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[There] was a different premium on success but,
hey, folks were kind of stumbling around. They’d
never done [space operations] before. As my daddy
would say, “This time and once more will make
twice we did that.”

— Lt. Gen. Forrest McCartney, USAF, (Ret.)
Operator of Corona XIV, which took the first pho-

tographs of the USSR recovered from space

Ruth and Forrest
McCartney at VFW parade,
Gardena, Calif. 1977 
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mary specialty. As Air Force officers, space profes-
sionals must also possess the requisite leadership,
interpersonal, and organizational skills that they
develop through initial accession schools, profes-
sional military education, and experience. This
combination of technical expertise with leadership
experience ensures that members of the space pro-
fessional cadre are officers first and technical
experts second.6

Part of a useful space professional develop-
ment program must include some real-life exam-
ples of successful space professionalism. Their suc-
cesses offer some key lessons about what makes a
space professional. One of the first, if not the very
first, space professional was Air Force Lt. Gen.
Forrest S. McCartney. During both his time in ser-
vice and afterward he personified a professional
space career. After graduation from college and a
temporary assignment at Cape Canaveral,
Florida, laying the same communications cables
he would later use for space launches, McCartney
had assignments in space operations, including
taking pictures of the Soviet Union from Corona
satellites, in acquisitions buying the Titan III
space launch booster, communications satellites,
and the Peacekeeper (M-X) ICBM, and along the
climb to lieutenant general, developed his profes-
sional skills as a leader of military organizations.

Background and Early Career

Forrest Striplin McCartney was born on
March 23, 1931, at Fort Payne, Alabama, the self-
proclaimed “Sock Capital of the World.” His par-
ents both graduated from Alabama Polytechnic
Institute (API, now Auburn University) in the
1920s, his father, Charles, as an engineer and his
mother, Elizabeth, as a teacher. “Daddy Mac”
joined the military in World War II, serving as an
engineer in the U.S. Army Air Corps until the war
ended, and later ran an electrical contracting busi-
ness in Fort Payne. Forrest, a good student, gradu-
ated from a military prep school and then followed
in his parents’ footsteps to Auburn. He pushed
himself through college, attending year round, and
graduated, in 1952, with a degree in electrical
engineering in just three years. Electrical engi-
neering majors had their choice of two specializa-
tions, power distribution and electronics.
McCartney chose the latter.7 Because he had
already taken junior ROTC as part of his high
school program, McCartney enrolled in the senior
ROTC program at API, a land-grant institution
that required ROTC enrollment for underclass-
men.8 McCartney’s stellar academic and military
performances were enough to earn him a regular
commission in the Air Force at a time when most
ROTC graduates received reserve commissions.
McCartney was commissioned in the Air Force in
March 1952.9

Into the Space Business

Because of his poor eyesight, he did not qual-

ify as a pilot, but became an Air Force engineer
and was stationed at Robins AFB, Georgia, as an
aircraft maintenance officer and later as an engi-
neering officer. He did not spend much time in
Georgia, but instead performed temporary duty at
Cape Canaveral, Florida, installing the first com-
munications cables at the newly built missile prov-
ing grounds. “I was privileged to be a part of the
team that put some of the original communica-
tions in down here, and I became kind of capti-
vated by the space [business]—or by the missile
business—it wasn’t space then by any stretch of
the imagination.”10

But engineering support to the missile busi-
ness did not hold enough fascination for him. As he
later explained, because “engineering really
turned me on,” he wanted to get out of Air Materiel
Command (AMC) and into Air Research and
Development Command (ARDC), where space and
missile R&D was just getting started.11

Because he was on a directed duty assign-
ment, the only way he could join ARDC was first to
accept a school assignment. McCartney attended
the Air Force Institute of Technology, earning a
master’s degree in nuclear engineering. He spe-
cialized in weapons technology and graduated in
March 1955. To take advantage of his new exper-
tise, the Air Force sent him to Kirtland AFB in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, which was the center
for “special weapons,” a euphemism for nuclear
devices. In a series of assignments, he worked on
nuclear weapons system safety for ballistic mis-
siles.

In New Mexico, McCartney met Maj. Charles
“Moose” Matheson, one of Maj. Gen. Bernard A.
Schriever’s “chosen ones.” In early 1959, Matheson
offered McCartney an opportunity to get into
space. “I did not know what I was getting into
when I went up” to Sunnyvale, California, to join
the Air Force’s only satellite operations unit. “I
knew that Colonel Matheson was there. I had a
great amount of respect for him, and if he wanted
me there, that was good enough for me.”12

The Air Force had no uniformed personnel
experienced in operating and maintaining satel-
lites, so the first Air Force officers joined civilian
contractors “already on console” in 1959. Joining
McCartney in Sunnyvale were two other Air Force
captains, Al Crews, and Mel Lewin. The Air Force
assigned the three space operations pioneers to
work alongside Lockheed employees on the covert
Corona satellite reconnaissance program. Recalled
Lewin, McCartney’s carpool partner at the time
and now a retired Air Force colonel, “I was so
excited about what I was doing and enjoyed it a lot.
It’s not often you get in at the start of something.”13

They went on to become the first Air Force officers
to “fly” satellites.

The early days of Corona were challenging.
The first attempt to launch a reconnaissance satel-
lite on board a Thor/Agena booster had come on
January 21, 1959, before McCartney arrived in
California. While the Thor booster sat on the
launch pad, the Agena upper stage malfunctioned
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when small, solid rockets that forced propellant
into the rocket engine’s fuel inlet fired prema-
turely. After inspection, the Agena upper stage
turned out to be a total loss. Engineers referred to
this launch attempt as Discoverer Ø.14 On
February 28, 1959, the Air Force launched
Discoverer I carrying only a light engineering pay-
load. The Air Force Satellite Control Facility,
responsible for satellite command and control, pre-
sumed it to have crashed near the South Pole, even
though at least one tracking station claimed to
have heard the satellite on orbit. Discoverer II, the
first mission to reach orbit, failed when controllers
lost the satellite on the seventeenth orbit because
a bad command sequence ejected the capsule at
the wrong time, forcing reentry near Spitzbergen,
Norway. Efforts to recover the capsule ended when
aerial reconnaissance revealed the Soviets proba-
bly found the capsule, which carried a pair of mice,
not a camera.15 The first mission to successfully
return a capsule from space, Discoverer XIII,
occurred in August 1960, a year and a half after
the program’s initial launch; it carried a water-
recovered diagnostic package that included an
American flag. The very next mission, Discoverer
XIV, included the first air-recovered film capsule,
returning more imagery of the USSR than the 24
previous U–2 flights combined.16 McCartney took
the first of these pictures.

The newest space operators, without the bene-
fits of formal schools or textbooks, learned about
satellite hardware, orbital mechanics, and vehicle
commanding. The Air Force considered a lack of
formal training acceptable because of the experi-
mental nature of the space operations environ-
ment. The satellite “operators” depended on
Lockheed to help them with technical training,
such as, understanding the Agena booster’s techni-
cal specifications. Lockheed had built the Agena
across the street from the satellite operations area
in Building 104, so the operators often went over
there to see the equipment before it reached orbit.
Life for a new satellite operator included constant
study and an informal class. The operators went to
meetings, got data, and would say “Hey, that’s a

good book on that,” so, in a sense, they “scavenged”
their training, figuring out what made the best
sense. Corona’s status as a test program let them
take their time.17

In addition, engineers rehearsed an on-orbit
operation almost every day, whether a vehicle
orbited or not, by taking tapes from previous
flights and playing back the data. The technician
in the back of the control room tried to see if he
could devise a problem that would fool the person
trying to control the vehicle. McCartney recalled
that sitting on console as a satellite operator felt
like [being in ] “a pressure cooker … , because in
those early days that equipment was not very good
to you. You … really had to think ahead, and you
had to be able to … assess the situation, under-
stand what was going on, think on your feet, figure
out what to do, and do it. And you didn’t have time
for other people to do any real prompting of you.”
The operators never treated a rehearsal or a sim-
ulation like a game, the operators learned through
the devious problems they threw at each other.
“The knack was to be able to think fast and think
like that hardware would [act] and keep your cool
and, you know, figure out what you need to do and
do it under a pressure condition. And while every-
body had to have a good education and under-
standing, it’s really how well you react” to stressful
situations that arose during satellite missions.18

McCartney paved the way for Air Force satellite
operators, using his engineering training as only a
starting point because no formal training program
existed for new satellite flyers, whether contrac-
tors or blue-suiters. Three weeks after he arrived
in Sunnyvale, McCartney had become an expert on
satellite operations.19

To be fair, one could describe the early Corona
reconnaissance satellite system as the Model T of
the satellite business. McCartney and company
did not have far to go on the learning curve of this
rudimentary system when they arrived in 1959.
The first-generation Corona vehicles only had four
commands: reset, increase or decrease, and a
“gray” command.20 A continuous, punched Mylar
tape controlled systems on the vehicle, which
meant the satellite controller had to know what
point the tape had reached and what point the
vehicle had reached in its orbit, all from hundreds
of miles away. Controllers reset the tape and
increased or decreased its speed to match what-
ever orbit the satellite happened to enter, achiev-
ing orbit being an imprecise feat at the time. For
the early satellites, reconnaissance planners
punched the tape well before launch because they
knew what targets they wanted to photograph.
The Mylar tape had thirteen channels for the thir-
teen metal “fingers” that rode on top of the tape;
when the “finger” went into one of the rectangular
holes, it activated a relay and initiated a function.
Using the tape, operators turned the receivers on
or off, or the camera on and off, or the reset moni-
tor, or whatever they needed to do. Adding to the
challenge, and emphasizing the importance of sit-
uational awareness, the operators also had to take
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into account errors on the tape. Although the intel-
ligence community preplanned each mission, the
success of the operation relied on the operators on
console to synchronize the timer to get the satellite
to operate the way the reconnaissance community
needed it to perform.21

To the Staff

By 1961, McCartney was the lead operator for
the Midas infrared warning satellite and also
served as one of the controllers on the original
Samos satellite. General Schriever moved on to
Andrews AFB to command Air Research and
Development Command and then to establish Air
Force Systems Command from parts of ARDC and
Air Materiel Command. A big decision was loom-
ing in Washington, D.C., about how to manage the
new space reconnaissance systems. Although very
few people knew about the space-based reconnais-
sance effort, the intelligence community recog-
nized what they had in the Corona program and
the “117L babies,” as Schriever later called them.
Consequently, a big fight ensued over how they
were going to be managed.22 Schriever tried to
bring some officers with him to the new AFSC to
manage the satellite programs out of Andrews
AFB, instead of the Ballistic Missiles Division in
California. He wanted to have people who had
experience in on-orbit operations on his staff so
that if he gained control of the reconnaissance
satellite programs, he would have a staff in place.
Schriever had a very close staff and a regular staff;
McCartney served on his close staff.23 But on
August 31, 1960, the Air Force lost its role in over-
head reconnaissance, when DoD created the Office
of Missile and Space Systems. The new organiza-
tion came under Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force Joseph V. Charyk, who reported directly to
the Secretary of Defense on reconnaissance satel-
lite matters. Then, in January 1961, DoD and the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) jointly rechar-
tered the organization and renamed it the
National Reconnaissance Office, classifying its
very existence. The NRO became a separate
agency responsible for consolidation of all DoD
“satellite and air vehicle overflight projects for
intelligence,” and “for the complete management
and conduct” of these programs.24 The covert space
program’s share of the military space program
took a huge bite out of the nation’s total space
activity and shrank the amount of space work
under “normal” military development procedures
and control.25

The NRO assumed operational authority for
overhead reconnaissance while also being desig-
nated the prime customer for all overhead intelli-
gence, taking away the Air Force’s authority for
operating the nation’s reconnaissance satellites.
The Air Force refocused space activities only on
launching and tracking satellites, not on mission
planning or operations. For that, the NRO had pri-
mary responsibility.26 The space programs went
underground.

When the NRO took over those programs, only
the upper stages, boosters, and communications
satellites remained under Air Force authority. In
the meantime, as the size of satellites increased,
the Air Force saw the need for more powerful
boosters than the Atlas and Thor to launch their
newest communications satellites. McCartney
became the program officer for the Titan III
booster. By adding a third stage to the first two
stages of the Titan II booster, engineers achieved
the required thrust to place even larger satellites
in orbit. The Titan IIIA booster made its first suc-
cessful flight in December 1964. The Titan IIIB,
which usually had an Agena D as the third stage,
quickly replaced the Titan IIIA, and launched
numerous Air Force satellites during the 1960s
and 1970s.27

The biggest change to the Titan series, how-
ever, was the addition of two large, “strap-on” solid
rockets to the main vehicle to increase the avail-
able thrust at liftoff from 463,000 to 2,360,000
pounds. These solid rockets lifted the rocket to a
certain altitude where the main engines then
ignited. After exhausting their propellant, the
solid rockets were jettisoned, and the main, liquid-
propellant rocket continued on. The Titan IIIC, the
first of the series to have the additional solid
rocket boosters, had its first successful test flight
in June 1965. All of the succeeding members of the
Titan family—the Titan IIID, III-E, 34D, IVA, and
IVB—have used the solid rocket boosters to
increase their lifting capacity. These solid rockets
were so successful that NASA adopted them as the
primary boosters for the space shuttle.28

If the Air Force’s role in space was limited to
the approved defense support missions, then what
missions were there for manned space flight? The
1958 NASA Act had organized the U.S. space pro-
gram into civil and military space (itself divided
into two separate programs, overt and covert), but
a debate still raged within the DoD about the role
of manned space flight for the military. An experi-
mental space program called Dynamic Soaring, or
Dyna-Soar, was to go into orbit on board the Titan
IIIC booster, a descendent of the Titan ICBMs
Schriever’s team had designed in Los Angeles in
the 1950s.
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Like the dinosaurs themselves, though, the
program was doomed from the start. The Air Force
failed to promote it either as a prestige program, a
system to test ballistic missiles, or a manned mili-
tary space station. It was approved eventually as a
program to test military systems and orbital
flights, and renamed the X–20. It did not have as
big a payload as a Gemini capsule, and X–20 cost
more than the NASA capsule. Troubled by funding
limitations and the absence of a clearly defined
military mission, the Air Force cancelled the pro-
gram.29

After Dyna-Soar was cancelled, the Air Force
again promoted the idea of a manned reconnais-
sance platform in space. The Manned Orbiting
Laboratory’s (MOL) primary objective was to test
the usefulness of piloted spacecraft for the mili-
tary. The basic MOL design included a single
spacecraft launched on a Titan IIIC booster.
Although originally not designed as a reconnais-
sance platform, the Air Force shifted the focus of
MOL in early 1965 to operational-type missions
and moved the launch site from Florida to
California. From Vandenberg AFB, MOL could
achieve polar orbits from which astronauts could
perform reconnaissance of the USSR. But MOL,
like Dyna-Soar, died without completing a manned
mission. Suffering from technical, weight, budget,
and support problems, DoD cancelled MOL in
June 1969 to make room for the war in Vietnam.30

Mr. Communications Satellite

While McCartney was still at Headquarters
AFSC in 1963, Col. Henry B. Kucheman asked him
to become the project officer for the communica-
tions satellites. Communications satellites under-
went development quickly. Some were, and still
are, classified, but the Air Force managed to pry
away from the NRO some of the classified work.

After four years of hard work, McCartney “took
some time off” in summer of 1967 to attend the
Armed Forces Staff College. He assumed that after
leaving that school he would go back to Sunnyvale
to work on the MOL program. Much to his chagrin,
however, the Air Force sent him to the Pentagon.
There he continued his work on communications
satellites, picking up where he had left off before
going to school. As he explained,

I was known as, “Mr. Communications Satellite,” as
the person you contact for communications satel-
lites when I was over at Andrews and, then, when I
went away to school for a year, I just went back and
kind of picked the ball up where it was when I left
it…. [T]here wasn’t a lot of depth in manning up
there. So, one person kind of did an awful lot, [on]
both sides of the [Potomac] river.31

McCartney’s major work was establishing
requirements and achieving the support from the
operational side of the Air Force to spend the dol-
lars necessary to develop and acquire the hard-
ware. McCartney spent a lot of time educating peo-
ple and convincing them that the Air Force could,
and should, use communications satellites opera-
tionally. Satellite technology, particularly for use in
the cockpit, was not readily accepted by the Air
Force in those days. The service most advanced in
accepting the use of communications satellites was
the Navy. The Navy had high-frequency stations,
seeking approval and resources to continue the
communications satellite programs.

One of the programs McCartney led was the
Lincoln Laboratory experimental communications
series, for which he served as program element
monitor. The first four Lincoln experimental satel-
lites were launched in 1965. Although not all
reached their intended orbits, they demonstrated
communications payload operations in space, sup-
ported atmospheric propagation measurements,
and helped improve ground equipment for both
communications and satellite control. The Tactical
Communications Satellite, following the Lincoln
satellites, was designed for operation with small
land-mobile, airborne, or shipborne tactical termi-
nals. The first airplane equipped for satellite com-
munications was President Lyndon Johnson’s air-
craft, Air Force One. McCartney’s team success-
fully demonstrated how space-based communica-
tions could support the airborne war fighter,
indeed the commander-in-chief himself.32

McCartney next went out to Los Angeles to
the Advanced Development Plans office at the
Space and Missile Systems Organization. Shortly
after he arrived, the position of program director
for the Air Force Satellite Communications System
(AFSATCOM) opened. It interfaced very closely
with some of the NRO systems at the time but also
gave him a chance to extend the reach of satellite
communications to aircraft. Among other plat-
forms, AFSATCOM became the primary command
and control system for the nuclear fleet—B–52s
and land-based missiles. (Anyone who has served
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in a missile launch control center will remember
the AFSATCOM receiver.) In addition, as de facto
executive agent for space, the Air Force was build-
ing a communications system for the Navy, using
Navy money called the Fleet Satellite Communica-
tions System. McCartney was on hand for some of
the first launches and the first of those communi-
cations satellites are still in orbit working.
Because of his success as lead of some extremely
important programs, the Air Force promoted
McCartney to brigadier general.33

Ballistic Missile Organization

With his promotion, the Air Force wanted
McCartney back in the special weapons field. Gen.
Alton D. Slay, then deputy chief of staff for
research and development at Headquarters USAF,
assigned McCartney to the Ballistic Missile Office
(BMO) at Norton AFB, California. McCartney
became deputy commander, then commander, of
BMO, with responsibility for the sustainment of
the Minuteman ICBM force and for developing the
M-X missile, which President Reagan dubbed the
Peacekeeper.

Since the early 1970s, the U.S. had been
engaged in an R&D effort to develop a new land-
based ICBM. The triad of bombers, submarines,
and land-based ICBMs needed a significant
upgrade to meet the threat of increasingly accurate
Soviet missiles. Submarine-based missiles did not
have enough accuracy to ensure the destruction of
hardened targets and the air-based portion of the
nuclear triad was extremely costly to operate. In
addition, the Minuteman fleet had been built in the
early 1960s and upgraded, but remained hardened
only to a level corresponding to the accuracy of the
Soviet missile threat in the 1960s. As the Soviets
proliferated their number of missiles in the 1970s,
they also increased the accuracy of the SS–18 and
SS–19 to the point where they could hold the
Minuteman fleet at significant risk. The SS–18, in
fact, was a two-stage, liquid-propellant, cold-
launched missile that included four multiple inde-
pendently targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs).
Consequently, as McCartney explained, “The sur-
vivability of the fleet of missiles—land-based
ICBMs—was a major, major concern.”34

The service considered nine methods of basing
the new M-X missiles so that even a highly coordi-
nated multi-wave Soviet attack would exhaust
their supply of SS–18s. Among the methods con-
sidered, the most controversial was Closely Spaced
Basing, which the press dubbed “dense pack.” Ano-
ther plan, Closely Spaced Basing with Conceal-
ment, provided higher levels of deterrence by play-
ing a shell game with 100 ICBMs in 300 silos. But
it required even larger fenced-off land areas, which
increased the environmental concerns surround-
ing the new ICBM.35 The controversy over M-X
basing was only beginning.

McCartney led the initial effort to secure the
approval through the National Environmental
Protection Act to put M-X in Nevada and Utah in

a concept called the Multiple Protective Shelter
system, which the Carter Administration
approved in 1979. The enormous program envi-
sioned twelve shelters per missile. They called the
concept “position location uncertainty,” believing
that the Soviets would never know which shelters
contained live missiles. The plan was to put 3,600
shelters in the desert, any one of which could
accommodate an operational missile. The Air Force
would then truck the missiles from one shelter to
another in a kind of shell game. All of this was
intended to increase survivability in the fleet
because the land-based ICBM was the highly accu-
rate part of the triad. It was an unbelievably con-
troversial program, particularly among environ-
mentalists who were concerned about 35,000 miles
of new roads in the desert. McCartney recalled:

I spent an enormous amount of time in Nevada and
Utah conducting, I don’t know, about twenty public
meetings called “scoping hearings” to try to …
introduce what we were going to do and to under-
stand the concern of the citizens in Nevada and
Utah. And, I will tell you, that was less than a
pleasant experience. We were not warmly …
received, but it was mostly hostile, because they
didn’t want [M-X] out there.36

Nevada Senator Paul Laxalt, manager for
Ronald Reagan’s presidential campaign in 1980,
did not want 3,600 potential nuclear targets in
Nevada, either. In 1981, the newly formed Reagan
Administration selected existing Minuteman silos
at F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming, for the Peacekeeper
missiles, because “they were the driest holes in the
ICBM fleet.”37 Meanwhile, Maj. Gen. McCartney’s
cool-headed leadership style marked him for big-
ger things.

Space Division

Air Force space activities had expanded apace
with McCartney’s career, and he found himself
returning to Los Angeles and to space. No separate
operational command had existed for the missions
the Air Force performed in space, despite space
professionals working Air Defense Command,
Strategic Air Command, Air Force Systems
Command, and elsewhere. After a period of study,
however, the Air Force established Space
Command in 1982, with headquarters at Peterson
AFB, Colorado, where Air Defense Command had
been located until its disestablishment in 1980.
The first two satellite programs assigned to the
fledgling space operations command were the
Defense Support Program infrared missile warn-
ing satellite, a descendant of the Midas and Samos
satellites on which McCartney had worked, and
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, the
weather satellite program that had been the first
operational satellite program in the Air Force.38

Air Force Systems Command chief Gen. Robert T.
Marsh named McCartney to be vice commander at
Space Division under Lt. Gen. Richard C. Henry.
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The first person to be dual-hatted as vice com-
mander of Space Command and commander of
Space Division, General Henry retired about a
year after McCartney arrived. McCartney, who
gained a third star in 1983, assumed both of
General Henry’s “hats.”

Although the demise of Dyna-Soar and the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory had left the USAF
without a human spaceflight program, military
interest in manned spaceflight continued.
Working with NASA, the military influenced the
design of NASA’s Apollo successor, the Space
Transportation System, commonly called the
space shuttle. To support military shuttle opera-
tions, intended mainly for the deployment of
satellites, Congress authorized a new control cen-
ter in 1979. The Consolidated Space Operations
Center’s (CSOC) two elements consisted of sev-
eral Space Operations Centers for the on-orbit
control of DoD satellites and the Shuttle
Operations and Planning Center (SOPC) for con-
trol of manned military missions. The CSOC,
located several miles east of Colorado Springs,
would eventually replace the Consolidated Space
Test Center at Sunnyvale AFS, California, for
satellite command and control and was envi-
sioned as the “Johnson Space Center” for military
manned missions. In May 1983, as Space Com-
mand vice commander and Space Division com-
mander, Lt. Gen. McCartney joined Space
Command’s first chief, Gen. James V. Hartinger,
in breaking ground for the CSOC at newly cre-
ated Falcon AFS (now Schriever AFB).39

Soon thereafter, former MOL astronaut Gen.
Robert T. Herres replaced General Hartinger.
McCartney, mindful that his dual-hatted responsi-
bilities were too much for one person to handle
effectively and tired of the frequent trips between
Los Angeles and Colorado Springs, suggested to
General Herres that he needed a full-time vice
commander. Herres, now commander in chief of
North American Aerospace Defense Command and
United States Space Command, as well as com-
mander of Air Force Space Command, agreed.
McCartney relinquished the vice commander’s hat
and focused on commanding Space Division.40

As commander of Space Division, McCartney
was heavily involved in preparations to launch the
space shuttle from the West Coast. For polar-orbit-
ing missions, the USAF planned to launch the
shuttle from Space Launch Complex 6 (SLC–6) at
Vandenberg AFB. Banking everything on NASA’s
ability to launch the shuttle regularly, the military
abandoned the concept of expendable boosters in
favor of the shuttle. Astronauts at Houston also
used McCartney as their point of contact to keep
abreast of what the Air Force was doing. “I was
really transitioned, as a commander, to spend an
awful lot of time out there working the manned
space flight part of things,” he recalled.41 That
experience would pay off for the nation in 1986.

Loss of the space shuttle Challenger in January
1986 brought a complete halt to military space
flights for nearly a year, and to shuttle flights for

two and a half years. In the wake of the accident,
the USAF terminated plans to launch shuttles from
Vandenberg, mothballed SLC–6 and, eventually,
turned over much of its equipment to NASA. In
1987, President Reagan cancelled the SOPC when
he restructured the shuttle program to focus on
space science. Without dedicated, expendable boost-
ers, the military space program was in crisis.
Immediately affected was the Global Positioning
System navigation satellite program, with satellites
scheduled for launch exclusively on the shuttle
after 1986. The back up of satellites awaiting
launch had far-reaching effects not only for the Air
Force but also for the National Reconnaissance
Program. Payloads remained in warehouses wait-
ing development and delivery of boosters to launch
them. On-orbit satellites aged in the harsh environ-
ment of space, while engineers cleverly devised
ways to extend their effective lifetimes.42

Kennedy Space Center

After Challenger, only a year remained before
McCartney’s 35-year mandatory retirement date.
He knew he could have probably stayed in Los
Angeles and finished his military career as com-
mander of Space Division. But he wanted to go
back to Florida, and NASA wanted a new director
at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). McCartney
turned out to be just the man to restore opera-
tional confidence at KSC.

After asking his close friend Secretary of the
Air Force Edward C. “Pete” Aldridge if he would
allow McCartney’s assignment to NASA if the
Kennedy job came open, the Space Division com-
mander talked to NASA Administrator Dr. James
C. Fletcher, who said he would like to hire
McCartney to fix KSC. The Air Force allowed him
to go, much to the chagrin of Air Force Chief of
Staff Gen. Larry D. Welch, whose objections
Secretary Aldridge overrode, at McCartney’s
request. In October 1986, the Air Force reassigned
McCartney to NASA, which assigned him as the
KSC director. McCartney served on active duty as
the Kennedy director until he retired from the Air
Force in August 1987. He remained KSC director
another four years as a NASA civilian employee.43

Often, particularly in major organizations like
the one at Kennedy Space Center, new bosses come
in after an accident or a crisis and they began lop-
ping off professional heads, but McCartney chose
not to do that. Instead, taking the team that
remained after NASA had laid off many people,
McCartney chose to make very subtle organiza-
tional adjustments. He knew KSC had some very
capable people because he had worked with them
to get Vandenberg ready for shuttle launches. He
explained, “I chose to build the team, and changes
weren’t necessary.” The big push was to rehire the
work force, to retrain them, and to get them very
disciplined in their approach to shuttle operations.
The disciplined approach that had been a hall-
mark of space work for years slowly returned to
Kennedy. McCartney stressed discipline, not in a
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punitive way but through rigorous adherence to
checklist discipline: have a checklist, run the
checklist, and keep records. He told the author:

[One] of the things that [was] needed, if you look at
the presidential report after Challenger, was insert-
ing discipline into the system. So, I did that with-
out making a lot of changes. I made some changes,
obviously—subtle changes, but I did not go in and,
I’ll say, do a major reorganization, … .”44

McCartney left NASA in 1991 and consulted
for a couple of years on space hardware—looking
at hardware that had failed and trying to deter-
mine if it was ready to fly again. In 1993 he went
to work for Lockheed Martin as chief of launch
operations on both coasts. After completing six
years with Lockheed, he returned to consulting
work, including taking a role in both the shuttle
Columbia accident investigation and the space
shuttle return-to-flight panel. But he never
wavered from his vision of what it means to be a
space professional.

Space Professionalism

Chief among General McCartney’s complaints
about military space professionals today is that
they do not stay in place a long time before moving
to another assignment. As a result, you get a tran-
sient force that is not as effective. He said, “Does
that mean that they’re not as smart as they used
to be? No, it’s just that on complex things, and in
the space business almost every part of it is com-
plex, experience weighs out. There’s no way to
‘quick time’ that experience.”45 The bottom line is
that he disagrees with the Air Force’s policy of
rotating people through jobs rapidly, because no
sooner is someone successful or proficient and they
move. The space business is unforgiving, particu-
larly on the launch side. “You get one bite at the

apple,” he asserts, “and in … complex, dynamic sit-
uations, there’s just no substitute for experience.
And, you don’t get experience overnight.”46

His viewpoint is supported by the Space
Commission report, which suggests that experience
is a major problem for the U.S. military space pro-
gram. Pilots such as Billy Mitchell, Hap Arnold,
and Curtis LeMay succeeded in developing U.S. air-
power because they drew upon the talents of thou-
sands of “rated” officers at all levels of command
and staff. Among Air Force pilots, leaders have
spent about 90 percent of their careers within their
fields. In contrast, military leaders with little or no
previous experience or expertise in space technol-
ogy or operations often lead space organizations. A
review by the Space Commission of over 150 people
serving in key operational space leadership posi-
tions in 2003 showed that fewer than 20 percent of
the flag officers came from space-related back-
grounds. The remaining flag officers on average
had spent just 2.5 years, or 8 percent of their total
service time, in space or space-related positions.
Although the space force is young and small, the
number of personnel is growing and a few of its
members have reached the four-star rank. Space
leadership in the military requires highly trained,
experienced space professionals in both very senior
positions and throughout all echelons of command.
These leaders must provide the vision for space, the
technological expertise, and the doctrine, concepts,
and tactics for effective employment of space forces
and for building the cadre of space professionals
future military operations will require.47

McCartney believes the greatest challenge fac-
ing military space is efficiency, trying to reduce the
cost of operating in space. The one thing that he
came to appreciate, particularly as he climbed the
Air Force ladder, and even more after he left the
service, was the importance of efficient operation.
“I used to say that if you’re not trying to violate the
laws of physics,” McCartney philosophizes, “you
can do anything if you have enough resources. You
can go to the Moon in ten years. This country did
that.”48 The costs of maintaining, developing,
acquiring, and operating space systems are great.
Although the Air Force should continue to be the
lead service for military space, McCartney believes
that should come with the sober realization that
space is hard, expensive work. The Air Force
should be dedicated to fielding—on time and
within cost—systems that are advanced and that
readily meet the needs of war fighters.

If a separate space service is ever established,
the undertaking will be difficult, costly, and ineffi-
cient for a long time. McCartney will be the first to
say that people, not organizations, make things
happen. “You know, Schriever made that state-
ment, and it stuck with me,” he recalled, “and I
believe [to] this day that you can organize to facil-
itate the situation, but you get the right people
working the right problems, and they’ll make any
organization work.”49 In fact, McCartney believes
the Air Force is currently organized well for han-
dling its space responsibilities. As General Lord
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said in Los Angeles in November 2003, “We have a
separate space force. It’s called the Air Force.”50 If
the way the Air Force is operating now is not as
efficient or as effective as it could be, however, we
might consider a separate space force.

Conclusion

In recent testimony, Air Force Under Secre-
tary and NRO director Peter B. Teets talked about
the need for space professionals. “People remain
central to our success in space, and meeting the
serious challenges of today and the future….”51

Forrest S. McCartney was schooled in engineering,
both electrical and nuclear, and understood the
technical requirements of the vehicles that operate

in space and the means to develop them. Opera-
tionally, McCartney—in the first group of Air Force
officers to fly satellites—understood the strategic
environment he supported during the Corona pro-
gram, constantly rehearsing the space-unique tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures. He was sensitive
to the needs of the many and varied end-users of
communications satellites and booster rockets.
Along the way, he developed new technologies, sys-
tems, training methods, operational concepts, and
organizational perspectives that sustained the
U.S. as the world’s leader in space. For these
accomplishments and qualities, Forrest S. McCart-
ney—space operator, acquisitions expert, and mis-
sileer—deserves recognition as the first space pro-
fessional. ■
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I ntelligence collection has become a hot topic in
the wake of September 11 and the invasion of
Iraq, and some of the most scalding discussion

is over the release of intelligence information to the
media. There is no clear and distinct rule about
how intelligence information becomes public.
Sometimes individuals with access to information
leak it to the media solely on their own initiative
and violate laws when doing so. Sometimes they
leak it with the acquiescence, or encouragement of
their superiors, including the President. And some-
times information is made public as a result of a
senior policy decision, often by the same people who
have previously decried the revelation of intelli-
gence sources and methods by their predecessors.
Sometimes the definition of a “leak” depends upon
where one sits in the government—Congress has
leaked information to the press that the President
did not want released, and administration officials
have often leaked information to the press in order
to influence congressional legislation. Sometimes
information gathered through sensitive means
becomes public because that is necessary for gov-
ernment officials to justify their actions, or gain
approval for future actions or budgets.

There is nothing at all new about this. It was
just as common during the Cold War as it is today.
Students of Cold War history can find countless
examples of intelligence information finding its
way into the press either with or without presiden-
tial approval. Examples include the 1957 Gaither
report about strategic vulnerability—whose leak
infuriated President Eisenhower—to the slick
Soviet Military Power reports produced by the
Defense Department during the Reagan adminis-
tration and used to justify the defense buildup. At
times administration officials have even gotten cre-
ative. For instance, Reagan administration officials
had SR–71 aircraft re-photograph targets in
Nicaragua and Cuba that had already been pho-
tographed by spy satellites because the SR–71 pho-
tos were considered less sensitive than satellite
photos and, therefore, could be released publicly to
justify political action.1

In recent years the declassification of Cold War
era documents has shed some new light on a rela-
tively overlooked example of intelligence informa-
tion being used to justify policy during the race to
the Moon with the Soviet Union. During the 1960s
NASA Administrator James Webb spoke in public
and before closed door congressional hearings
about Soviet space developments. In particular, he
discussed the development of a new large Soviet
rocket equivalent to the American Saturn V.
Webb’s remarks were reported in various media.

Congressional staffers and Washington journal-
ists soon began calling this “Webb’s Giant” and the
“James E. Webb Memorial Rocket.” Webb usually
discussed the Soviet rocket during budget hear-
ings. He never presented any evidence that the
rocket actually existed, because the source of his
information—reconnaissance satellite photographs
of the launch facility and eventually the rocket
itself—was highly classified. Because the Soviets
never publicly discussed this rocket, and because it
was never successfully launched into orbit, many
people doubted that it even existed. 2

Within the last few years a number of highly
classified intelligence reports concerning the
Soviet space program and launch ranges have
been made available to the public. What the
reports reveal is that Webb’s public pronounce-
ments about the Soviet challenge to Apollo closely
tracked with what the intelligence community—
primarily the CIA—was telling the NASA admin-
istrator that the Soviet Union was doing. Webb
was regularly briefed on Soviet progress and
apparently allowed by the CIA to speak publicly
about what he knew. As the intelligence informa-
tion changed, and improved, Webb’s public state-
ments changed as well. A comparison of Webb’s
public statements with the contemporary intelli-
gence reveals that Webb did not exaggerate the
Soviet developments. In contrast to the public
image of a NASA administrator desperate to exag-
gerate the threat in order to protect his agency’s
budget, this new information presents a more com-
plex impression of a public official worried that the
United States could lose prestige in the space race.

Furthermore, newly declassified records also
indicate that by the latter 1960s, relevant congres-
sional committees were also regularly briefed
about Soviet space developments. The amount of
information they were given has not been
revealed, but clearly they did not have to take the
NASA administrator’s words about the Soviet
space program at face value.

A Giant Leap of Faith

When John F. Kennedy approved the Apollo
program in May 1961 he did so essentially “blind.”
He did not know if the Soviet Union had its own
lunar program. The Soviets did not talk about
landing humans on the Moon, and American intel-
ligence assets on the Soviet space program were
extremely limited. Usually, the CIA knew about a
Soviet space project only after it was orbiting over-
head, an unwelcome situation that happened all
too frequently.
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When Jim Webb became NASA administrator
in early 1961 he was granted top security clear-
ances—not only access to intelligence data, includ-
ing satellite photographs, but access to the techni-
cal information about the spy satellites them-
selves. The relationship between the CIA and
NASA had become strained under Webb’s prede-
cessor, T. Keith Glennan. NASA had been asked to
provide a cover story for the U–2, which quickly
fell apart and embarrassed the agency after the
shoot-down of Gary Powers’ U–2 spy plane in May
1960. Webb assured the CIA leadership that he
wanted to work with them, and in return they
granted him access to all the best information. 3

The earliest known communication between
NASA and the CIA on the subject of a possible
Soviet effort to land a man on the Moon was in
November 1962, a year and a half after Kennedy’s
decision. NASA Deputy Administrator Hugh
Dryden met with CIA representatives to discuss
NASA’s interest in information on the Soviet space
program.4 A NASA document stated the chal-
lenges associated with identifying Soviet actions
and predicted that if the Soviet Union was starting
a manned lunar program, they would start flight
testing in a year or two.

The problem was that it would be difficult to tell
the difference between simply a large rocket test
and the start of a lunar program. Project Apollo
proved this, for NASA planned to launch several

Saturn I rockets as precursors to actual lunar test
flights and the Soviets would probably take the
same approach.

NASA officials desired better knowledge of
Soviet capabilities in electronics, life-support, heat
shield technology, and launch vehicle technology,
and apparently told their CIA contacts this.
Presumably, NASA officials wanted access to raw
data, not simply the bi-annual National Intel-
ligence Estimates.

But in the years immediately after Kennedy
established the lunar goal there was almost no
information at all indicating that the Soviets had
a lunar program. In summer 1963, a Soviet scien-
tist told a British scientist that the Soviets did not
have plans for landing humans on the Moon. This
information was at the time accurate, but it rip-
pled through American government circles. Why
was the United States spending billions of dollars
to race the Soviets to the Moon if the Soviets were
not planning to go there themselves? This situa-
tion presented a public relations problem for
James Webb. 5

Late in the year, shortly before his assassina-
tion, President Kennedy had proposed greater
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the
United States in the exploration of the Moon.
These plans did not progress after the Soviets
showed little interest and Kennedy was murdered.
However, the government machinery had been
started in motion, and in early December 1963 the
CIA’s Directorate for Science and Technology was
assigned to support NASA in any cooperative
space efforts with the Soviet Union.6

Starting in spring 1963, American spy satellites
photographed a massive construction project at
Tyura-Tam, the Soviet launch range.7 They soon
designated this “Launch Complex J”—the tenth
launch facility detected at Tyura-Tam—and specu-
lated that it was intended for launching a massive
new space rocket.8 But what this rocket was for
remained unclear.

Going Public

Jim Webb was briefed regularly on these devel-
opments. In May 1964, he finally went public and
said, “There is some evidence the Soviets are work-
ing on a larger rocket, but we cannot say yet for
sure.” His reluctance to provide more detail accu-
rately reflected the confusion within the intelli-
gence community.9

By October 1964 he was certain, saying publicly
that “there is increasing evidence” of the new
rocket. That increasing evidence was an indication
that the Soviets were building launch pads
equipped with massive flame trenches. In a speech
in Missouri, Webb speculated that the Soviets
would flight test the rocket by 1967-1968. 10

Webb’s public comments were consistent with
what the CIA and other members of the intelli-
gence community had concluded. It is probably no
coincidence that in October 1964, at around the
same time Webb made his public statement, the
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CIA’s Office of Scientific Intelligence had produced
a report titled, “New Space Facilities at the
Tyuratam Missile Test Center.” Webb would have
been briefed on this subject, possibly before the
document was actually finalized. But even then,
there was some confusion within the CIA as to
what kind of pad construction was underway, and
how big a rocket it would support. 11

In February 1965, Webb said that “during the
last year, the Russians have shown more progress
than we thought they could a year ago.” 12 In
March, Webb testified before the Senate
Aeronautics and Space Sciences Committee say-
ing, “We do not know whether they have selected
some specific goal, such as a lunar landing, or even
a duplication of our Apollo mission …. There is no
evidence that they are building a booster as large
as the Saturn V.” 13

At the time, the intelligence community esti-
mated that the Soviet rocket was roughly two-
thirds the size of the Saturn V. A National
Intelligence Estimate on the Soviet space pro-
gram, produced in spring 1965, stated that the
rocket had a liftoff thrust of roughly five million
pounds, compared to 7.5 million pounds for the
Saturn V. The Estimate also concluded that the
Soviet manned lunar program was “not competi-
tive” with Apollo.14

During this time the United States flew a num-
ber of reconnaissance satellites over the massive
Soviet launch complex and in October 1965 the
intelligence community produced a detailed report
on the complex, complete with timelines for the
construction of the facility and estimates of the

size of various buildings. But there was still no evi-
dence that the rocket was specifically intended for
a lunar landing program. CIA analysts concluded
that it could also be intended to launch a large
space station into orbit. 15

The CIA had also by this time created a Space
Intelligence Panel to advise the Director of Central
Intelligence. Dr. Simon Ramo, then president of
the Bunker-Ramo Corporation, was named as its
chairman. In September 1965 the Director of
Central Intelligence, W.F. Raborn, asked Ramo to
address “the status of Soviet plans to land a man
on the moon in competition with the NASA Apollo
program” at its first meeting.16

Jim Webb was regularly receiving the National
Intelligence Estimates on the Soviet space pro-
gram—and being cautioned about its classifica-
tion. But although NASA received NIEs on the
Soviet space program, the agency rarely received
them on any other subject.17 Webb was also briefed
on more general subjects. For instance, in October
1965 he was briefed by the CIA about the Soviet
electronics industry.18

By this time Congress was also being briefed by
the CIA on Soviet space developments. In August,
CIA officials briefed some Senators on Capitol Hill
and then alerted Webb as to what subjects were
discussed.19

Fleeing From the Press

In September 1966, stories appeared in the
Washington Post and the New York Times stating
that the United States had information that the
Soviet Union was “developing a rocket booster big-
ger and more powerful than its own gargantuan
and untried Saturn-V moon rocket.” The New York
Times article estimated that the rocket’s thrust
was 7.5-to-10 million pounds, compared to the
Saturn V’s 7.5 million pounds. But both articles
stated that U.S. intelligence analysts had not yet
seen the rocket itself. Neither article mentioned
Webb as the source of the information. 20

Previous estimates of the still-unseen rocket
were that it would have a thrust of around five
million pounds. But by summer 1966, this esti-
mate had been increased, although exactly when
and why the CIA increased its estimate remains
classified. However, it may have been the
increased power estimate that prompted the leaks
to the press.

The National Photographic Interpretation
Center was finalizing what by now was an annual
report on the giant launch complex. That report
was officially dated October 1966, but drafts of it
would have circulated throughout the intelligence
community, and to some NASA officials, before-
hand. Whether the leaks to the press occurred
from the intelligence community itself, from NASA
officials, or from congressional officials briefed
about the information, remains unknown. 21

In this case the press leaks apparently created
problems for Webb, for they soon appeared in both
the Post’s sister edition, the Herald Tribune
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A CORONA satellite atop
its Thor booster prior to
launch in the mid-1960s.
The United States launched
reconnaissance satellites
approximately twice a
month during this period.
(Photo courtesy of Paul
Gatherer.)
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European edition, and the New York Times
European edition while Webb was touring Europe.
Webb immediately returned home from Bonn,
Germany—as he explained to President Lyndon
Johnson—because he “felt it unwise to expose
myself to questions by the European press with
respect to this report of a new large Russian
booster.” Webb clearly did not want to undercut an
upcoming announcement by Johnson about space
cooperation with the Germans by having the focus
turn to the race with the Soviet Union.22

Although Webb ducked the issue in early
September 1966, a month later at the Inter-
national Astronautical Federation conference in
Madrid there was widespread discussion and spec-
ulation about the new Soviet rocket.23

The Giant Awakes

In March 1967, the intelligence community pro-
duced an updated National Intelligence Estimate
on the Soviet space program. In January NASA
had suffered a devastating setback with the Apollo
1 fire, but this new estimate stated that despite
the American disaster, the Soviets were still not
likely to beat the Americans to the Moon at their
present schedule.24

Through summer 1967, NASA was under con-
siderable pressure because of the Apollo 1 fire, and
Congress looked harder at its budget. Webb felt it
necessary to go public about the Soviet capabili-
ties. In February, the CIA briefed Webb on the
Soviet space program.25 In July, Webb told the
Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations that “in
my view, they are preparing to launch a booster
with an appropriate large payload that will be
larger than the Saturn V and that will give them
the image and capability for the next several years
of being ahead of the U.S. program. So at the time
we are reducing at the rate of 5,000 per month in
manpower, they are increasing.”26

Webb also said that he had told the committee
the same thing the previous year. But that infor-
mation did not make it into the press, possibly
because it was presented in closed session—
although it is possible that the September 1966
newspaper reports could have resulted from his
congressional testimony.27

In October, at a news conference in Houston,
Texas, a reporter asked Webb about the space race.
Webb responded that the Soviets “are preparing to
fly boosters bigger than the Saturn V with appro-
priate payloads.” But the CIA was still uncertain if
the Soviets were preparing to launch a lunar mis-
sion or a large space station. 28

In December 1967 for the first time American
spy satellites photographed the Soviet rocket on
the launch pad. The Soviets designated this rocket
the N–1. The CIA was unaware of this designation
and instead designated it the “J-vehicle,” or the
“Jay-bird.”

In early February 1968, Webb spoke about the
rocket before the House Science and Astronautics
Committee where he said that the Soviets “soon will
be in a position to launch a booster with greater
thrust than the Saturn V.” In response to questions
supplied to him ahead of time, Webb stated that “in
the coming year, still larger Soviet boosters will be
coming into use. During 1968, or shortly thereafter,
they will have available a booster with over 10 mil-
lion pounds of thrust.” Dr. Wernher von Braun was
there as well and also answered some questions
about the vehicle. He said “as Mr. Webb testified,
there is reason to believe that the Russians are
indeed working on such a vehicle.” 29

That reason was the photographs of the rocket
sitting on its launch pad, taken by satellites that
the U.S. government would not acknowledge
existed. But von Braun also added “today they are
at most a year behind us,” a statement that was
entirely consistent with the latest intelligence
information.

Webb’s comments may have made someone in
the intelligence community uneasy, because late in
the month two people from the CIA, including the
agency’s assistant legislative counsel, went to
NASA to review his testimony. But if they found
any problems with it, the result remains unknown.
An alternative explanation is that they were
reviewing the testimony to determine if it could be
publicly released.30

By this time the CIA was also regularly briefing
members of Congress, such as the House Science
and Astronautics Committee, and select staff
members, on various Soviet space developments,
such as the Zond-5 circumlunar mission and other
space launches.31

By September 1968, Webb called the CIA to
seek approval to show satellite reconnaissance
photographs of Complex J to President Johnson.
David Brandwein, the Director of the CIA’s
Foreign Missile and Space Analysis Center, told
Webb that there was no problem with doing this.
Johnson, Brandwein knew, had already been
briefed on this information.32
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President Lyndon Johnson
with NASA Administrator
James Webb over his
shoulder during a visit to
the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center in
December 1967.  The two
men had excellent ties.
(Photo courtesy of NASA.)
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The Pipsqueeks Argument

Another case where Webb’s public statements
about Soviet accomplishments created some con-
troversy concerned the Soviet space project Zond.
Whereas the N–1 was intended to place a manned
Soviet spacecraft on the Moon, Zond was a parallel
project to place a manned spacecraft in lunar orbit.
In mid-September 1968, the Soviets launched the
Zond-5 spacecraft around the Moon. Zond was
launched on another large Soviet rocket known as
the Proton, roughly the equivalent of the American
Titan III. The spacecraft was recovered upon flying
back to Earth. The flight was widely reported in
the press and White House science advisor Donald
Hornig was angered by statements made by Webb,
NASA Deputy Administrator Tom Paine, and oth-
ers that he believed “have unnecessarily inflated
the Soviet accomplishment and were undoubtedly
motivated by their budgetary problems.”33 Hornig
felt that in the case of the Moon race, the United
States was at least a year ahead of the Soviets.
Hornig wrote President Lyndon Johnson, who
advised him to drop the matter. (Hornig’s memo
included three options at the end. Johnson ticked
the one labeled “Drop the matter.”)

An unsigned memorandum, possibly written by
President Johnson, was sent to Hornig in reply to
his letter.34 The memo stated:

It is hard for me to believe that Jim Webb would
make ‘unconscionable statements’ or be ‘motivated’
entirely by budgetary problems. During each of the
past two budgetary preparation periods, he has
carefully and responsibly arranged to have before
me the intelligence estimates and data on which he

based his serious concern regarding the USSR: the
trend of the Soviet program upward and the U.S.
program downward that could produce for the
Soviets a base of competence that would provide
options they could take up and use to achieve both
the image and reality of power and forward
motion. I know he now feels they are beginning to
take up these options.

Instead of dropping the matter as Johnson sug-
gested, Hornig apparently took it to the Executive
Secretary of the National Aeronautics and Space
Council, Edward Welsh. Welsh wrote a summary of
the accomplishments of the Zond-5 mission and
determined that: “As far as preparation for
manned flight at lunar re-entry speed is con-
cerned, the U.S. is somewhat ahead of the
Soviets.”35 Welsh then wrote the President on his
own, stating: “Assertions that the United States is
trailing the USSR in space accomplishments and
space capabilities are, in my judgment, inaccu-
rate.”36

On October 1, Webb wrote President Johnson,
defending his public comments about the budget
and noting that: “The Soviets show every indica-
tion of continuing to build upon their capabilities
to demonstrate their power in aeronautics and to
master space.” Webb continued: “We have the
best of reasons to believe that the Soviets are
nearing the end of a long developmental period
in aerospace technology which will give them the
ability to advance significantly ahead of us in
space and challenge us in important areas of
aeronautics.”37

The next day Webb followed this up with
another letter to Johnson where he stated: “The
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NASA Administrator James
Webb briefs President
Lyndon Johnson, Wernher
von Braun, and others dur-
ing a visit to the Saturn V
first stage assembly build-
ing in December 1967.
(Photo courtesy of NASA.)
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importance that I have attached to the successful
circumlunar flight of the Soviet Zond V derives not
from the feat itself but from the confirmation it
gives to accumulating mission successes as indica-
tions that the USSR is thrusting forward across a
broad spectrum.” Webb continued: “As I told the
press, the mission represented in my view ‘the
most important demonstration to date of all the
capabilities required for operations around the
Earth and outward to the moon and planets—in
other words, all the capabilities for any purpose in
space.”38

President Johnson suggested that Webb and
Welsh sit down and discuss their disagreement,
which they did. As a result, Webb wrote a final let-
ter to the President on October 5, 1968, indicating
that he and Welsh had engaged in a friendly chat.
Webb stated: “The real difference between us is, I
believe, in how to appraise our present situation
with reference to that of the USSR. Dr. Welsh uses,
as a basis of measurement, what has been accom-
plished by the United States to date, including
accomplishments by the Department of Defense.
My statements have been based on a present and
growing capability in the USSR for future use, as

demonstrated by USSR accomplishments such as
the Zond 5 flight.”39

What this little incident demonstrates is that the
intelligence information on the Soviet space pro-
gram was sufficiently ambiguous that different peo-
ple with access to it could reach different conclu-
sions.Welsh and Hornig interpreted the intelligence
far more conservatively and did not feel that the
Soviets were competitive with the American lunar
program. But they were in essence viewing the
issue from a different perspective than Webb—
solely in terms of achieving the immediate goals of
a circumlunar flight and a manned lunar landing.
Webb never indicated that he believed the intelli-
gence demonstrated that the Soviet Union would
beat the United States to the Moon, but he did think
that it indicated that they would soon have an over-
all lead in space capability. In other words, the Moon
landing was not the end of the race in Webb’s view,
only a major milestone in an ongoing race.

But Webb was virtually alone in this view out-
side of NASA, where many other Johnson admin-
istration officials had other priorities and saw the
lunar landing as the end of the finish line of the
space race. The political environment had shifted
considerably since 1961, and Johnson, Welsh,
Hornig and many others did not care if the Soviets
would eventually surpass the United States in
space capability as long as America beat them to
the Moon. By the time this argument occurred,
Webb had already announced his resignation, and
he left NASA later in October.40 Neither the Apollo
8 circumlunar flight nor the Apollo 11 Moon land-
ing happened on his watch.

The one person in the White House who most
definitely was not upset by Webb’s comments was
President Johnson himself. Following the Zond-5
flight and Webb’s comments to the press, Johnson’s
National Security Advisor, Walt Rostow, wrote a Top
Secret memo on September 24, 1968—before either
Hornig or Welsh complained. Someone hand-wrote
on the bottom of the note: “Pres doesn’t consider
anything Webb says as irresponsible. It’s those pip-
squeeks. [sic]”41 It is not clear if it was Johnson or
the author who used the term “pipsqueeks,” or who
they were referring to, but it may have been mem-
bers of the press who reported Webb’s remarks. In
any event, the sentiment was clear.
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(Near right) A KH-7 GAM-
BIT high-resolution recon-
naissance satellite photo-
graph of construction
worker barracks at the
Soviet Tyura-Tam missile
test range.  This photo,
taken in fall 1963, indicated
that a large construction
project was starting at the
test range, involving thou-
sands of workers.

(Far right) Launch pads
under construction in fall
1966 at Tyura-Tam.  This
photo indicated that two
massive launch pads were
being built to launch a
rocket the size of the
American Saturn V.

An American KH-7 GAMBIT
reconnaissance satellite
took this photograph of the
massive rocket assembly
building at the area that the
CIA called "Complex J" at
Tyura-Tam.
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The Giant’s Legacy of Failure

The dispute over Zond-5 and Webb’s comments
about it took place within the White House, not the
pages of national newspapers. But the debate over
the large unseen Soviet rocket continued in public.
By the time of the Apollo 11 mission, members of
the Washington press had nicknamed it “Webb’s
Giant.” According to Florida’s Today newspaper,
some of them also called it “the James E. Webb
Memorial Rocket.”42 They never saw it, and they
wondered if it was real. Although the whispering
campaign continued at Washington cocktail par-
ties, the few people in the know, the ones who
really mattered, understood that Webb’s Giant was
not a product of the administrator’s over-active
imagination.

Although Webb’s public comments led people to
question his motives, a careful review of both his
comments and the intelligence documents they
were based upon indicates that he never exagger-
ated about Soviet space capabilities, nor did he
jump to conclusions. His concern appears to have
been genuine. Webb always stated carefully the
implications of the information. He never claimed
that the Soviet Union would beat the United
States to the Moon, only that they would soon have
a rocket with more powerful liftoff thrust than the
Saturn V. Of course, raw liftoff power is not the
most important factor in how much a launch vehi-
cle can actually place into orbit. The Saturn V pos-

sessed both more powerful second and third
stages, as well as lightweight payloads, giving it a
greater advantage over its Soviet counterpart.
Webb was concerned about the symbolism of
Russia possessing a rocket bigger than the
American rocket, repeating the situation in the
late 1950s. But American technology in the late
1960s, as in the late 1950s, meant that liftoff
thrust—or missile throwweight—was not
extremely important.

In fact, the Soviet N–1 was Webb’s ultimate
insurance policy against canceling Apollo, and a
useful weapon to fight cuts in NASA’s budget. As
long as the Soviets continued to roll out that mas-
sive rocket onto the pad and American satellites
photographed it, the threat was real. Nobody was
going to cancel the Moon program, or even slow it
down significantly. That kind of powerful shield
against program cancellation has not existed for
any other NASA administrator.

Unfortunately, Webb’s Giant suffered poorly in
the annals of history. The N–1 blew up four times
between early 1969 and November 1972. One of
the legacies of this failure was that it removed
pressure from American presidents and the
Congress to maintain higher levels of NASA
spending. By the late 1960s the Soviets were not
rivaling the United States in space to the same
extent they had at the beginning of the decade,
making it safe to cut NASA’s budget and to shut
down the Saturn V production line. If the Soviets
had successfully flown the N–1, it would have
increased pressure to maintain an American
heavy lift launch capability.

Some of these failures were reported in the
press. But no photographs were ever released of
the Soviet rocket until two decades later, and the
lack of photographs created another historical
legacy as well. Because Webb’s Giant never
reached orbit, reporters and others who doubted
its existence had no independent confirmation
that it was real. They soon concluded that it had
only been a figment of James Webb’s imagination,
and that the United States had never been
involved in a race to the Moon. ■
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Deploying Forces
into Allied States?
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A
n often overlooked consideration in security
planning is that severe and policy-shifting
consequences can result from the deployment

of military forces into an allied state. A negative
reaction to the deployment within the host state
itself is one of the most visible. In defiance of care-
ful negotiations, domestic dissatisfaction has his-
torically altered policies and security objectives of
the host state, deploying state, and larger alliance
structure, if applicable. With the rise in media and
communication technology fueling international
grassroots political movements, it is now more crit-
ical than ever that policy planners understand the
factors that encourage negative domestic reac-
tions. Growing international concerns have
prompted many to establish, or consider establish-
ing, postings in allied countries, and future deploy-
ments of this type are currently being planned.
Thus, it is also vital to future security studies. Yet
despite its importance and relevance, there has
been little focus onto this general question within
international relations literature. We are left ask-
ing: What motivates and encourages negative
domestic reactions to the deployment of military
forces into an allied state?

The answer is critical to a growing number of
nations. Several states maintain a military pres-
ence within allied countries today. French military
personnel are located in at least nine different
allied countries outside of France. British troops
can be found in Canada, Germany, and Cyprus.
The U.S. military reports that it maintains 702
facilities worldwide.1 Russian troops are located in
several former Soviet countries. India has recently
established a base at Farkhor in Tajikistan.2 The
placement of military forces into an allied state
occurs often and is done by more than just the
United States.

As the world’s security landscape and alliance
structures become increasingly interwoven, it is
increasingly probable that extraterritorial mili-
tary bases will become the norm. A current exam-
ple is the Pentagon’s plans to restructure the U.S.’s
overseas military deployments in order to meet
“the nation’s evolving security challenges.”3 Kurt
Campbell and Celeste Johnson wrote recently in
Foreign Affairs that the U.S. “will shift people and
assets from safe, secure, and comfortable rear-ech-
elon facilities to jumping-off points closer to the
flame.”4

In these new areas the presence of U.S. forces
might spark a negative public reaction. These
future host states, which may be relatively less
stable, will face heightened protest with intensi-
fied results. Being able to anticipate potential

uprisings will assist planners and negotiators in
determining where to deploy troops and how best
to do so.

The following analysis of the U.S. deployment of
cruise missiles to the United Kingdom in the early
1980s illuminates some of the more influential fac-
tors. These are: 1. the perceived level of threat
incurred by hosting the allies, 2. the level of control
the host state has over the actions of the visiting
forces, 3. the level of mistrust and anti-ally senti-
ment present in the hosting state, 4. how
protestable are the visiting forces.

Cruise Missiles in the UK

Throughout the Cold War, the arsenal dispari-
ties between the two super-powers and their allies
was often the most critical issue in their relations.
Toward the end of the 1970s, a widening asymme-
try in U.S. and Soviet theater nuclear forces, which
are limited in geographical range, led to “more
attention being paid to long and medium range
components.”5 Europe was easily within range of
the Soviet Union’s increasing number of theater
nuclear forces and after the removal of Thor and
Jupiter intermediate range missiles from Europe,
NATO was left only with long range tactical
nuclear forces (LRTN). These manned Vulcan and
F–111 bombers were considered inadequate as
they were too “old and vulnerable to pre-emptive
attack, and would have difficulty penetrating
Russian air defenses.”6

NATO feared that the growing disparity would
result in the greater vulnerability of its members.
The U.S. was especially concerned that, based on
the flexible response strategy, the existing NATO
arsenal would no longer deter a Soviet attack at
the intermediate level.7 It was reasoned that “the
Soviets would be more surely deterred” from strik-
ing Europe “if they knew that they could be
defeated ‘in theatre.’”8 Europeans feared that
“there was a real danger of decoupling European
and American security.”9 Without an in-theater
counter to Soviet LRTN forces, only the Soviet
assumption that the U.S. would retaliate for an
attack on Europe, using its home based interconti-
nental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), gave credibility
to deterrence. A U.S. attack on behalf of Europe
with its ICBM’s would most certainly precipitate a
retaliatory strike on the U.S. from the USSR.
Many questioned the U.S.’s willingness to “risk its
own cities in defense of Europe.”10

With these concerns in mind and European
pressure building, NATO’s Nuclear Planning
Group created a High Level Group (HLG) to assess
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“NATO’s requirements for theatre nuclear
forces.”11 The HLG began work in December 1977
and decided to modernize NATO’s LRTN. Cruise
missiles, it was thought, provided an excellent
option as “they were relatively cheap, promised to
be highly accurate, capable of avoiding air
defences when used in substantial numbers, and
could be fired from a variety of different plat-
forms.”12

At the NATO conference of foreign and defense
ministers in December 1979, the HLG’s modern-
ization plan was approved. On June 17, 1980, in
the House of Commons, British Defence Secretary,
Francis Pym, announced that 160 missiles were to
be stationed at “the United States Air Force
standby base at RAF Greenham Common, in
Berkshire, and RAF Molesworth, a disused airfield
in Cambridgeshire.”13 Three years later, the first
cruise missiles were delivered to RAF Greenham
Common on November 14, 1983, to a largely unen-
thusiastic British public.14

The Domestic Reaction in Britain

NATO’s December 1979 announcement, that it
planned to base cruise missiles in Britain, sparked
immediate opposition. Within only a couple of
years the anti-cruise movement had grown to
include mass demonstrations, peace camps at the
proposed bases, and many anti-cruise civil action
organizations. Public opinion against the cruise
missile deployment paralleled the movement and
quickly grew to a majority in Britain. This senti-
ment was reflected by an increasingly vocal oppo-
sition within Parliament itself.

British public opinion against the cruise missile
deployment was substantial to begin with, but it
increased quickly to include a majority of Britons.
A Marplan poll, conducted in September 1980,
revealed that 43 percent of the UK was opposed to
U.S. cruise missiles being stationed there.15 By
November, it had risen to 53 percent.16 This major-
ity was sustained well beyond the initial period. A
national poll conducted for the Sunday Times, in
January 1983, showed that 54 percent were
against Britain allowing “cruise missiles to be
based in Britain.”17

RAF Greenham Common, the first deployment
site, became the focus of much of the opposition.
During the summer of 1981, a group of forty
women, called “Women for Life on Earth,” marched
120 miles from Cardiff, Wales, to Greenham
Common in protest of stationing cruise missiles
there.18 Upon their arrival at Greenham the
marchers demanded a public debate on the issue
with the Ministry of Defence. The debate was
denied and they “spontaneously set up a camp out-
side the U.S. Air Force Base.”19 Thus began the
Greenham Women’s Peace Camp that was to exist
for nineteen years.

What began with a forty-woman march drew
national attention and support. In the south of
England alone there were forty-seven women’s
groups involved with the Greenham protest by

April 1983.20 Before the deployment of cruise mis-
siles began, the Greenham camp aimed to “seri-
ously disrupt all the work being done there in
preparation.”21 In December 1982, more than
30,000 women gathered to join hands around the
base in what was called the “Embrace the Base”
event. Other disruptive tactics were more overt,
such as those used on October 29, 1983, when
1,000 women “cut down four and a half miles of
fence surrounding the air base.”22 Before and after
the deployment, members of the peace camp were
a constant disruption to Greenham operations.

The Greenham Peace Campers were not alone
either. There were many other anti-cruise missile
groups created with the same goal. Joan Ruddock,
then chair of CND, noticed that “outrage at the
secret NATO decision, revealed in December of
1979, to deploy American cruise missiles in Britain
… led to the formation of dozens of new anti-mis-
sile groups.”23 At RAF Molesworth, the second
cruise missile site, a similar but not gender-spe-
cific peace camp was created to protest and impede
preparation for deployment. One unique group,
called Cruisewatch, had the objective of monitor-
ing “cruise missile convoys when they are deployed
on exercise, in order to demonstrate that their
movement cannot be kept secret.”24 Cruisewatch
reasoned that if the general public could monitor
their whereabouts they were obviously vulnerable
to the Soviets, thus demonstrating their useless-
ness. The creation of these groups involved people
from every position in society and occurred at both
the national and local levels.

With the cruise missile issue as a primary
impetus, the national movement against nuclear
weapons, led by the Campaign for Nuclear disar-
mament (CND), began to experience a strong
revival.25 While CND had a membership of 2,000
in early 1980, it quickly grew to more than 17,000
by April 1981.26 Bruce Kent, CND’s general secre-
tary at the time, realized that cruise missiles were
“influencing most people coming” to CND. This
growth continued and the membership reached
85,000 by 1986.27 Kent noted that “week by week
arrived more letters, more membership applica-
tions, more callers, more journalists, more requests
for speakers, more orders for badges and
leaflets.”28 At the top of the list of reasons why the
revival occurred was “the decision to deploy cruise
missiles.”29

With the majority of Britons (according to
national opinion polls) objecting to the deployment
of U.S. cruise missiles in the UK, CND enjoyed
massive national support for its activities. Even
Bruce Kent thought their October 26, 1980, rally
in Trafalgar Square “was over ambitious,” but it
went on to attract some 80,000 participants.30 The
accelerated membership growth was reflected by
the participation in CND demonstrations. From
Trafalgar Square the annual CND rally was
moved to Hyde Park to accommodate the surge in
popularity. In 1981, the participants numbered
some 250,000 and in 1982 it increased to 400,000
participants.31 It was no coincidence that “all the
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speakers on the platform criticized Britain’s recent
acceptance of 160 American cruise missiles.”32

Serving as a conduit of this sentiment, CND’s sup-
port and membership grew alongside the anti-
cruise reaction.33

Britain’s political parties were soon mired in
the cruise missile controversy. Labour, which had
long-existing connections to CND, was buttressed
by this wave of sentiment. The party explicitly
“rejected the deployment of U.S. cruise missiles in
Britain.”34 Labour’s leader, Michael Foot, speaking
at CND’s 1981 Hyde Park rally, expressed the new
party policy of “no cruise missiles on British soil.”35

Labour was not the only one to feel the influence,
however. In 1981, the Liberal party assembly
“demanded a campaign against NATO’s deploy-
ment of cruise missiles,” and in 1984 it supported
“calls for the immediate withdrawal of cruise mis-
siles.”36 The opposition to cruise missiles within
Britain’s political parties grew in response to that
of the public.

Parliament itself became another forum for
voicing disapproval over cruise missiles being
based in the UK. During parliamentary question
times, it became a common task for the Defence
Secretary to defend the government’s acceptance
of deployment against severe and constant criti-
cism. Statements against the cruise missile
deployment such as, “it is utterly unacceptable
both to CND and Labour,” and, “the vast majority
of people in Britain do not want cruise missiles
anywhere,” were common.37 Additionally, petitions
with hundreds of thousands of signatories were
presented by MPs on the floor of the House of
Commons.

The details of NATO’s decision to deploy cruise
missiles to Britain are inconsistent with the

domestic response it evoked and provokes several
questions. Why would the cruise missile plan,
devised by NATO for European security be
protested by Europeans? Why would a policy
European leaders (particularly the British and
German leaders) pressured the United States so
heavily, be so heavily criticized domestically?
Finally, why would the deployment of U.S. cruise
missile forces to its closest ally evoke such a
fiercely negative reaction? In answering these
questions four contributing factors become clear.

The Perceived Level of Threat

The level of threat, both in degree of possible
harm and in likelihood, incurred by the United
Kingdom by hosting U.S. cruise missiles was per-
ceived by the public to be extreme.38 Questions
regarding the weapon’s reliability and potential
for mishap left many uneasy about its deployment
to the English countryside. The issue of whether
the missiles were secure or not added to this anxi-
ety. However, the most disconcerting issue by far
was whether hosting cruise missiles brought the
UK closer to a nuclear strike from the Soviet
Union. John Grigg, coordinator of West London
CND, recognized that what drove the surge in sup-
port for CND “was a fear from many other people
that they were in danger and U.S. nuclear weapons
on our soil increased that danger.”39

The reliability of the cruise missiles and their
potential for accidents was widely questioned and
reports of faulty missile guidance systems found
their way into the national papers. In June 1980,
The Observer reported that “of the 20 tests so far
… eight have failed, some badly: Cruise missiles
have veered off course and crashed into the
California countryside to the alarm of the local
inhabitants.”40 No doubt, this alarmed the local
inhabitants around proposed sites who were now
threatened directly from their own soil. In the
House of Commons this issue was discussed dur-
ing several sessions. Tam Dalyell, MP for
Linlithgow, asked for a team to visit the United
States to verify any technical downfall to the
cruise missiles. This request was sparked by a
report in Electronic Times which alleged that “the
guidance system in cruise missiles were defective
and had not been properly tested and that there
were various other listed technical teething trou-
bles.”41

Others feared mishaps involving the nuclear
material in the cruise missile warheads. Several
MPs and their constituents expressed concern over
the possibility of escaping radioactive material.
This issue led Bob Cryer, MP for Keighley, to ask
“what precautions will be taken to prevent
radioactive leakage.”42 It also brought Michael
McNair-Wilson, MP for Newbury (the town located
next to RAF Greenham Common), to ask the
Defence Secretary to reassure his constituents
“about the storage of nuclear warheads? Can he
[the Defence Secretary] say that, as far as
humanly possible, the danger of a radioactive leak
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or accident can be ruled out?”43

The possibility of an accidental firing of a cruise
missile brought even greater distress. If a cruise
missile was unintentionally launched and struck a
Soviet target, it would certainly bring a devastat-
ing retaliation from the Soviet Union. Several MPs
demanded to know “what controls against acciden-
tal launch will be fitted to the cruise missile sys-
tem.”44 Martin Flannery, MP for Hillsborough,
expressed this uneasiness stating that “many mil-
lions of people throughout the world are deeply
concerned and afraid that an accident could now
precipitate us all into a nuclear war.”45

There were also questions regarding the secu-
rity of the missiles. Members of the Greenham
Women’s Peace Camp, who would often cut
through the perimeter fences and intrude on the
base, gave immediate credibility to this concern.
MP Ronald Boyes noted that the “women at
Greenham common have brought to our attention
a further reason for concern—that missiles or mis-
sile heads cannot be protected all the time and
could fall into the hands of our enemies or terror-
ists.” He further added that it was wrong “to
believe that the military can defend such bases 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.”46 The planned dis-
persal of the cruise missiles outside the base and
across the countryside caused more unease. The
intention of the ground launched cruise missile
strategy was “to deploy the weapons in moments of
crisis to secret sites within about 50 miles of the
storage positions.”47 Members of Parliament began
to express concern over the security of the missiles
during transit.”48 If the security of on-base cruise
missiles remained uncertain, the security of dis-
persed off-site missiles added a new dimension for
concern.

Even more alarming than the security issue was
the belief that the cruise missiles represented “a
dangerous escalation of the nuclear arms race.”49

This escalation magnified existing fears over the
possibility of a nuclear attack on Britain. John
West, a CND organizer at the time, noted that the
public knew “that Russian retaliation meant anni-
hilation and that the installation of cruise missiles,
against which the Russians had no defense, must
increase tension to a degree where a misjudgment
on either side would bring holocaust.”50 This
thought alone encouraged much of the opposition
to the deployment of cruise missiles. A petition sub-
mitted to the House of Commons in November
1983, regarding the decision to accept cruise mis-
siles in Britain, stated that, “such decisions will
only bring us closer to nuclear war.”51 MP Bob
Cryer noted that “millions of people in Holland,
Belgium, West Germany, and Britain [rejected] the
potential escalation in nuclear weaponry.”52

The concept of a limited nuclear war, which
cruise missiles represented, further fueled fears of
a nuclear attack on Britain. NATO’s flexible
response strategy envisioned situations where a
nuclear war, should it occur, could be contained
within Europe (limited nuclear war). Cruise mis-
siles, as theatre nuclear weapons, were part of this

strategy. Those opposing cruise missiles in the UK
believed that “the very concept of a limited nuclear
war made it more likely that there will be a
nuclear war.”53 Bob Cryer expressed this view in
the House of Commons in 1980 saying that, “the
installation of cruise missiles represents the
implementation of the Pentagon’s limited nuclear
war strategy” and that “a limited nuclear war as
envisaged by the Pentagon [would] be a radioac-
tive cinder heap for the United Kingdom.”54

Moreover, those who opposed cruise missiles
saw them as inviting a particularly disturbing
type of nuclear attack. Many believed that cruise
missiles were, or appeared to be, offensive first
strike weapons. The cruise missile’s low flight alti-
tude and advanced guidance system gave it the
capability to fly undetected into the Soviet Union,
and to accurately destroy a portion of the Soviet
nuclear arsenal before it could be launched in re-
taliation. This counter-force potential was thought
to invite a pre-emptive strike on the United
Kingdom in a time of tension to eliminate the pos-
sibility of a first strike from NATO. This type of
thinking led many in Britain to “believe that these
are essentially offensive weapons which invite a
pre-emptive strike and that they are, therefore,
very dangerous indeed.”55 Bob Cryer, speaking in
the House of Commons in April 1980, noted that
cruise missiles were “a potential first strike
weapon, and … the people of East Anglia are
becoming increasingly aware of the dangers that
potential sites in East Anglia represent to them
and to this country.”56

Dispersing missiles throughout the countryside
posed another disturbing problem. As Dafydd
Wigley, MP for Caernarvon, noticed, “if an enemy
thought there was no way of knowing from where
cruise missiles would be fired, the logical response
would be to hit Britain with everything at once, as
a pre-emptive strike, and by multiple overkill to
ensure that everything was knocked out.”57 This
thought was echoed by David Polden, coordinator
for CND’s non-violent resistance network, when he
realized that “since they in theory might turn up
anywhere, we were all potential nuclear targets.”58

The thought of hosting a weapon system which
could provoke a pre-emptive nuclear attack and
one that would “make the whole of the United
Kingdom a target” did not sit well with many in
Britain.59

Level of Control

Although the British government was ensured
consultation, actual control over the launch of the
missiles remained ambiguous.60 The lack of control
alone encouraged tremendous opposition. As Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher later admitted, the
“ultimate control of cruise missiles was the most
tricky issue.”61

There was historical and contractual precedent
for joint control. The 1951 Attlee-Truman agree-
ment, an arrangement made between Prime
Minister Clement Attlee and President Harry
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Truman, stated that the use of U.S. bases in the
UK “would be a matter for joint decision between
the two governments in the light of the circum-
stances at the time.”62 Although this gave
Margaret Thatcher’s government a basis for their
claims of joint control, it also left an uncomfortable
ambiguity when applied to possible real world sit-
uations. The phrase “in light of the circumstances
at the time” was particularly worrisome. Despite
the Attlee-Truman agreement there was still,
among many, a “deep feeling that the people who
will decide to fire those missiles are not in this
country but in the Pentagon.”63

There were several factors that contributed to
UK fears. Statements made by officials in the U.S.
and UK strengthened the impression of a lack of
British control. Speaking in the House of
Commons in 1980, MP John Farr expressed con-
cern regarding a comment from the U.S. Secretary
of Defense that “the firing of the missiles [would]
be an American responsibility alone.”64 A similar
statement made by U.S. Rear Admiral Gene La
Rocque made it onto the 1983 British television
program called “The Truth Game,” widening the
scope of awareness. The day after its broadcast
MPs discussed in Parliament Admiral La Rocque’s
comment that “nobody in Europe could stop the
United States of America firing its nuclear
weapons system from [Britain].”65 A report regard-
ing the Attlee-Truman agreement and U.S. nuclear
weapons, presented to the U.S. Senate’s Com-
mittee on International Relations in 1975, seemed
to further justify fears over a lack of British control
of cruise missiles. It stated that “ … such consulta-
tion procedure does not imply any actual inhibi-
tion on the capacity of the United States to operate
the systems.”66 From the view of the United States,
which held the ability to fire the cruise missiles, it
seemed to the British that even the requirement of
consultation might be disregarded. Francis Pym’s
(UK Secretary for Defence) statement in the
House of Commons that the United Kingdom
would “have a degree of say in the authorization
for the use of the new systems,” provided little
reassurance.67

These fears seemed to be confirmed when in
1983 the United States invaded Grenada, a mem-
ber of the British Commonwealth, without con-
sulting the UK. Margaret Thatcher recognized the
popular apprehension stating that “if the
Americans had not consulted us about Grenada,
why should they do so as regards the use of cruise
missiles?”68 It also heightened concern over the
possibility of the U.S. sacrificing Britain for its own
interests. As MP Stan Newens stated in the House
of Commons, “the United States, on many occa-
sions, particularly recently, has made it clear that
it is prepared to put the United States’ interests
before those of Britain where it suits it, how on
earth can the deployment of American owned and
controlled cruise missiles in this country be justi-
fied?”69

Then a NATO exercise showed that the U.S.
was all too eager to cross the nuclear threshold in

Europe. The war game, codenamed WINTEX, sim-
ulated the escalation of a Cold War conflict in
Europe. The scenarios included requests to fire
nuclear weapons to prevent the loss of an endan-
gered European battlefield. In nearly all situations
“the decision ended up on the desk of the President
of the United States.”70 The senior military official
playing the President often decided “quickly to go
nuclear” in Europe.71 This exercise proved even
more disconcerting to the British when it was
noticed that “not once had ‘the President’ moved
toward that button that would have launched
Titan or Minuteman rockets from their U.S. bases
into the Soviet Union.”72 It appeared that Britain
was expendable to the U.S.

The perceived lack of control of the British gov-
ernment over the cruise missiles did much to build
the opposition. In Parliament, the Secretary for
Defence was constantly faced with questions of
whether he was “aware that what most perturbs
the majority of the British people … is the issue of
who is really in charge.”73 Inside and outside
Whitehall the British were clearly “anxious at the
prospect of such a deterrent, based on British soil,
not being under sovereign British control.”74 As
Polly Woolly, the public affairs officer for
Cruisewatch, noted, “crucial decisions were being
taken with regard to our security that we had no
power at all to control. Even if the entire country
opposed them, we had no chance of reversing
them—nor did our democratically elected govern-
ment have any say.”75

The denial by the British government of a dual-
key option further accentuated the perceived lack
of control. In December 1979, when the NATO con-
ference met to decide on placing cruise missiles in
Europe, the U.S. offered a dual-key control option
to all of the proposed host governments. This
would have required “active participation … to
activate the weapon.”76 The dual-key system is one
that had been used previously in Britain when
U.S. Thor missiles were stationed there in 1959.
The problem, as Margaret Thatcher noted, was
that “to exercise that option we would have had to
buy the weapons ourselves, which would have
been hugely expensive.”77 In fact, “the estimate for
a force of 160 GLCMs would be in the order of £1
billion.”78 This proved to be too high a price tag for
complicity and the dual-key option was refused.

The refusal of dual-key became a major factor
in creating opposition to cruise missiles. As MP Dr.
David Owen, leader of Britain’s Social Democratic
Party, stated in the House of Commons in March
1983, “opinion polls demonstrate that, were there
to be a dual key, the majority of the people of this
country would be ready to accept.”79 A poll con-
ducted for The Sunday Times in January 1983,
showed that the British public wanted “dual con-
trol of American missiles,” citing 93 percent in
favor of “the ‘dual key’ approach.”80 A similar arti-
cle entitled “Dual Key Demand,” in a November
issue of the Daily Mail, reported that 94 percent of
Britain wanted “dual control of cruise missiles.”81

It was clear that the government’s decision to
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accept U.S. cruise missiles had “the support of only
6 percent of the population … without dual key.”82

Without the reassurance of the dual-key option
ideas began to circulate about how to ensure UK
control over the launch of cruise missiles.
Proposals in the House of Commons often consid-
ered some type of “physical bar on the use of cruise
missiles.”83 Ministers desired an “effective blocking
device which would prevent the use of cruise mis-
siles on sites in the United Kingdom until autho-
rization for their use has been given by Her
Majesty’s Government.”84 One article in The Sun
even suggested that “in the event of cruise missiles
leaving the base without British permission,
British service men [would] have permission to
fire on the Americans.”85

The issue of British control was key in creating
opposition to the deployment of U.S. cruise mis-
siles in Britain. The official Attlee-Truman agree-
ment, which was supposed to ensure a “joint deci-
sion,” seemed too ambiguous to provide any reas-
suring certainty. Statements by U.S. and UK offi-
cials and the refusal of the dual-key option accen-
tuated the seeming lack of British control.
Considering that the launch of cruise missiles
would probably have meant the destruction of
much of the United Kingdom, it is easy to under-
stand why control was such an influential issue in
this case.

Level of Mistrust/Anti-Ally Sentiment

Mistrust of the United States in Britain was
evident even prior to the December 1979 an-
nouncement that cruise missiles would be sta-
tioned in the UK.86 Dan Keohane noticed in his
book, Security in British Politics, that “as British
confidence in USA leadership declined quite
sharply from the late 1970s, opposition to U.S. con-
trolled systems increased.”87 Deep mistrust and
anti-American sentiment was expressed by many
of those who opposed cruise missiles. As will be
discussed shortly, the level of national mistrust
was consistently polled at between 25 and 30 per-
cent before and after the cruise missile announce-
ment. As Simon Duke noticed in US Defence Bases
in the United Kingdom:

The visibility of the missiles was designed to boost
confidence amongst Europeans in the U.S. nuclear
guarantee. Instead the missiles became … the focus
of anti-American sentiment.88

Margaret Thatcher believed that the opposition to
cruise missiles was based heavily on feelings of
anti-Americanism.89 Although this may be an
exaggerated claim it was an undeniable, if latent,
factor.

National public opinion polls indicate that
much of the British population did not trust the
United States and its leadership during the Cold
War. In researching his 1983 Chatham House
Paper, Defence and Public Opinion, David
Capitanchik found “that over the years something

between a quarter and a third of the population
has regularly exhibited a degree of distrust or a
lack of confidence in the United States.”90 He addi-
tionally found that “for many years … over 50% of
the respondents in any opinion poll have regularly
expressed little or no confidence in the ability of
the United States to deal wisely with current
world problems.”91 A January 1983 Gallup poll
revealed that as many as 70 percent of Britons had
little or no confidence in the United States.92

Regarding more specific issues the mistrust
was higher still. A Mori poll conducted for the
Sunday Times in October 1983, shortly before the
arrival of the first cruise missiles, showed that 73
percent of the public believed that “if the American
government wanted to fire the missiles and the
British government objected … America would fire
them anyway.”93 Mistrust and anti-American sen-
timent were rampant among those who opposed
the cruise missile deployment. A 1985 national
membership survey of the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament showed that half of CND members
believed the United States was solely responsible
for the arms race, while none believed the Soviet
Union held sole responsibility.94 Additionally, over
90 percent desired “to reduce Britain’s defence and
foreign policy links with the United States.”95 It is
no surprise that demonstrations of anti-
Americanism were common at many anti-cruise
protests. Even the son of Geoffrey Howe
(Chancellor of the Exchequer and later Foreign
Minister) participated, dressing up like President-
elect Ronald Reagan and leading a female student
dressed and made up as Margaret Thatcher
through the streets of York by a noose tied around
her neck.96

The mistrust and anti-Americanism was exac-
erbated by the belief that the United States was
keeping much of its activities in Britain hidden
from the public. An October 1980 article in The
Sunday Times shocked many when it reported
that the United Kingdom was host to at least “one
hundred American bases.”97 The widespread frus-
tration among many in the UK was captured by a
question posed by MP Martin Flannery in the
House of Commons who asked: “why we almost
never see an American in uniform in this country?
Is it being concealed from the British people just
how many there are here?”98 Many in Britain felt
as though they were “living in an occupied coun-
try.”99

The suspicion that the United States was hid-
ing its activities in Britain from the public trans-
ferred to the cruise missile issue. A 1983 publica-
tion entitled “Women in Action” by the World
Women’s Action Campaign for Peace and
Disarmament reported that “the United States is
engaged in secret moves to smuggle cruise missiles
with nuclear warheads into Western European
countries even before their governments have offi-
cially approved their deployment.”100 The belief
that the U.S. conducted secret activities without
host government knowledge fed into the worst
assumptions.
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Interviews with previous leaders of CND pro-
vide further insight into this sentiment. Bruce
Kent, chair of CND during the cruise missile
debate, said that he believed that there was a
sense among the British of “being pulled in two
directions.”101 One direction was to be sympathetic
to the U.S. The other was to reject the U.S. and its
militant stance which thought it possible to fight
and win a nuclear war in Europe. He believed that
the crassness of U.S. generals and President
Reagan towards the issue of nuclear war alienated
the British public. According to Janet Bloomfield,
former chair of CND, many believed President
Reagan to be an “ex-movie star buffoon” who knew
little about what he was doing.102 Many of those
who opposed cruise missiles did so partially
because they did “not trust President Reagan’s fin-
ger on the nuclear trigger.”103

The mistrust/anti-ally sentiment variable inter-
sects with the control variable here. A lack of trust
in the United States made many Britons nervous
about U.S. controlled cruise missiles being sta-
tioned in their country. This is evidenced by sev-
eral of the questions directed to the Defence
Secretary during question time in the House of
Commons. Many of these focused on the ability of
the British military personnel stationed with the
U.S. airmen at cruise missile bases, to “prevent a
unilateral firing of cruise by the United States.”104

It requires a high degree of trust to allow a foreign
military to base nuclear weapons in your country,
especially with an ambiguous control arrange-
ment. Many in Britain did not hold so high a faith
in their American allies. Between the lack of con-
trol over a potentially dubious ally and the possi-
bly catastrophic consequences, deep seated opposi-
tion was inevitable.

Protestability of the Forces

The Protestability of the cruise missile sites
encouraged an active and numerous opposi-
tion.The two sites, RAF Greenham Common and
RAF Molesworth, were highly visible, close to pop-
ulation centers and had obvious vulnerabilities
which protestors could exploit.105

The impending cruise missile deployment was
common knowledge throughout Britain years
before their arrival. The NATO decision to deploy,
the government’s acceptance, the decision on loca-
tion, and their physical arrival all made the front
pages of the major British newspapers. This was
no accident: encouraging concentrated media
attention to the cruise missile deployment was
part of NATO’s strategy. The publicity “was
designed to boost confidence amongst Europeans
in the U.S. nuclear guarantee.”106

The further attention from the Greenham
Common women’s’ peace camp and other protests
made the controversy a fixture in newspapers and
on television. In addition to their media presence
the missiles themselves had a tremendous physi-
cal presence, especially for those who lived in the
south of England. John West, Secretary of

Southend CND (near RAF Molesworth), noted
that seeing cruise missiles on the road was “a con-
stant reminder of their presence.”107 The high and
constant level of attention that the cruise missiles
garnered ensured that greater numbers of people
would be reassured or, conversely, threatened. But
there would be no doubt as to their existence and
details.

The proximity of the two cruise missile sites to
large population centers made them a convenient
target of protest. Janet Bloomfield, former chair of
CND, stated it was only 30 to 40 minutes from
London, which increased accessibility from the
nation’s most populous and politically active
metropolis.108 More people could “go see it or even
live there,” as many of the women of the Greenham
Common peace camp decided to do.109 The
Greenham peace activists encouraged participa-
tion and day trippers with pamphlets that adver-
tised: “trains hourly from Paddington Station and
the single fare £5.”110 Easy access to the sites
allowed the opposition, many of whom might not
have wandered into deeper parts, to easily raise
their level of involvement and turn the bases into
weekend protest camps for anti-cruise Londoners.

The vulnerability of the cruise missile sites
added to their attractiveness as a target of protest.
At Greenham Common, with miles of perimeter
fence that were difficult to guard effectively, pro-
testors could easily snip through an unwatched
section of fence, sneak onto the base, and vandal-
ize buildings or equipment. One press release by
the peace campers claimed that they had actually
“entered the flight control tower” and looked over
sensitive material.111 On other occasions protes-
tors cut down “several miles of fence around the
air force base.”112 The second cruise site, RAF
Molesworth, was initially even more vulnerable in
this regard as it did not even have a fence to
destroy. A “Greenfield” site, it was undeveloped
and required significant building and construc-
tion. This offered “considerable scope for disrup-
tion and passive resistance.”113

The placement of the bases themselves also
increased vulnerability. RAF Greenham Common
is surrounded by common land, which is publicly
owned and generally accessible to all. This made
the site even more alluring to day-activists who
wanted to protest without involving themselves in
legal entanglements from trespassing and vandal-
ism. It also allowed the Greenham women to
legally set up a permanent peace camp around the
base and use it for their operations. Though the
U.S. Air Force was prepared for nuclear strikes, it
had not planned on attacks based in the field next
door.

With these local operations centers the protes-
tors could easily make a direct attack using a front-
door approach. Instead of sneaking onto an armed
military installation, protestors could simply sit
down at the gates, effectively blocking the cruise
convoys from exiting and preventing their disper-
sal. This strategy later became more prominent as
protestors met to blockade the base gates at a des-
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ignated time. They would offer passive resistance
for as long as possible, thus grinding most base
activity to a halt until they were eventually
removed. By not escalating from civil disobedience,
large numbers of the protestors could block opera-
tions without risking serious punishment, lowering
the level of required commitment.114

The cruise convoys themselves were easy and
inviting targets for protest. Cruisewatch, a cruise
missile specific protest group, was created to take
advantage of the vulnerabilities of the cruise con-
voys. One Cruisewatch participant recalled his
activities:

We bought citizen band radios and each night cars
went to Greenham and waited at the exits. Our job,
if the convoy came out, was to report by phone from
a call box to a contact (CB radios had a limited
range) who then arranged for the cruise missile
convoy on exercise to be followed and harassed.115

Janet Bloomfield mentioned that one of the more
enticing protestable features of cruise missiles was
that you could “play tag with the convoys.”116 To
assist and encourage protest of this kind, Cruise-
watch created handouts containing directions on
identifying and tracking cruise missile convoys
(see figure at end of this section). Meant to keep
the missiles safe in case of a Soviet attack; the dis-
persals in fact made them more vulnerable to
domestic attack.117

The cruise missile deployment was particularly
protestable. The media coverage for the missiles,
even years before they arrived in England,

ensured that their existence was common knowl-
edge. Their proximity to population centers and
the obvious vulnerability of the two missile sites
allowed those in opposition to cruise missiles easy
methods of disruption and protest. Additionally,
sending cruise missiles out in exercise convoys
made them even more open and interesting tar-
gets. In the words of Bruce Kent, “they invited a
quite heroic and colorful type of protest.”118

Conclusion

In studying history, lessons for the future can
always be found. The four domestic reaction fac-
tors discussed here are as relevant today as they
were twenty years ago. For at least the last year
overseas forces “realignment” has been in the
thoughts of America’s defense leadership. While
this means the return of thousands of U.S. military
men, women, and families to the U.S., it also brings
with it the positioning of troops to new locations.
One such location is Khanabad airfield in
Uzbekistan, which has been used recently by a
small group of U.S. troops during Operation
Enduring Freedom.119

Despite the obvious differences between the
United Kingdom and Uzbekistan, the four factors
can be applied here. Even before U.S. forces have
officially solidified their presence at Khanabad,
the issues of threat, control, mistrust/anti-US sen-
timent and protestability are surfacing.

Instead of facing an increased nuclear threat as
the UK did, Uzbekistan must deal with the
increased internal threat of terrorism. Several ter-
rorist organizations make their home in
Uzbekistan. The seriousness of the problem was
demonstrated during March and April 2004, when
a string of bombings killed more than fifty people.
Arkady Dubnov, a Central Asia expert for the
Russian newspaper Vremya Novostel, warns that
Islamic radicals will react fiercely to the arrival of
more U.S. forces in Uzbekistan.120 In the words of
an individual close to Uzbek extremism it will only
“calm down when the U.S. base goes.”121

The Uzbek leadership, recognizing the high pos-
sibility of public discontent, has realized the
importance of the appearance of control over U.S.
operations from Khanabad. The Uzbek govern-
ment insists publicly that U.S. forces are only
allowed to conduct humanitarian operations.
However, the U.S. -Uzbekistan Declaration on the
Strategic Partnership and Cooperation Frame-
work leaves considerable ambiguity as to the type
of operations the U.S. military is able to do from
Uzbekistan.

Despite the Uzbek’s generally favorable view of
the U.S. military presence, mistrust of the U.S. and
anti-Americanism is present. The Uzbek presi-
dent, Islam Karimov, has some repressive domes-
tic policies which many see the U.S. as bolstering
with its new ties to Tashkent. The opposition Erk
party leader, Atonazar Arifov, suggests that a more
permanent U.S. base could strengthen anti-
Americanism as many have seen only a “reverse
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effect” on the growth of democracy.122 According to
Kenley Butler of the Monterey Institute of
International Studies, this “could drive the coun-
try’s religious, poor, and disaffected to the very
groups the U.S.-Uzbek Agreement hopes to
destroy.”123

There is some concern as to the protestability of
Khanabad as well. The airfield is located next to
the administrative center of the region, Karshi,
which has a sizable population of 177,000. It is con-
nected to other population centers, including
Tashkent, by rail thus making access to the airfield
area relatively easy. Additionally, Khanabad has
been well established in the Uzbek collective mind.
State-controlled TV and radio broadcasts have
been saturated with talk of the U.S. presence.124

The increasing quality and distribution of com-
munication and travel technologies has made it
easier for domestic populations to react and orga-
nize. Realizing that threat, control, mistrust, and
protestability can be primary factors in encourag-
ing and motivating negative domestic reactions is
imperative for the growing number of states who
plan to host or deploy allied forces. Analyzing the
U.S. cruise missile deployment to the UK can
assist in negotiating future arrangements which
are more durable and would help prevent the U.S.
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By Rob Bardua
NMUSAF Public Affairs

A parachute made for a dog that flew along-
side pilots during the Berlin Airlift has been added
to the back of a dog mannequin in an exhibit at the
National Museum of the U.S. Air Force. The para-
chute, donated by Mr. Clarence “Russ” Steber, was
worn by his boxer dog, “Vittles,” during their
flights on C–47s and C–54s to help deliver food to
West Berlin.

According to Museum Senior Curator Terry
Aitken, the parachute is a significant addition to

the Berlin Airlift exhibit. “Throughout the history
of the Air Force, animal mascots have provided unit
identity and made valuable contributions to esprit-
de-corps,” said Aitken. “The parachute allows us to
tell the story of the Berlin Airlift’s mascot and the
special bonds between Vittles and the pilots that he
flew with as a ‘crew dog’. It’s a wonderful story and
already a special hit with our visitors.”

Mr. Steber said it didn’t take long for him to
grow fond of Vittles and soon realized that he
would make a great companion. “I had a friend in
Germany who had a one year old boxer that I fell
in love with and he sold him to me,” said Steber, a
former Air Force pilot who flew 415 missions dur-
ing the Berlin Airlift.

When some of his missions required him to be
away for two to three days at time, Steber started
taking Vittles along and soon other pilots began to
fly Vittles on their missions as well. He recalls, “In
Berlin, as soon as we were unloaded, we had to
take off again. Sometimes Vittles would be nosing
around other airplanes and I had to take off with-
out him.”

The dog began catching rides with other pilots
and sometimes it would be several days before
they would meet again.

“Everybody knew who Vittles belonged to and
eventually got him back to me,” said Mr. Steber.
“The other pilots would feed him and even take
him to the Officers’ Club.”

Steber remembers that sometimes pilots
would even give Vittles pans of draft beer until the
dog got so looped that his legs would go straight
out and he had to carry him back home.
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Shortly thereafter, Gen. Curtis LeMay heard
about the dog and summoned Lt. Steber to his
office. He asked, “Are you the pilot who owns the
dog who is flying in our airplanes?” Steber
affirmed that he was, thinking he was in a great
deal of trouble.

But General LeMay replied, “Without a para-
chute?  That dog is one of the best morale builders
that I’ve had over here. I want that dog to have a
parachute!” Soon afterwards, Vittles had a para-
chute of his own designed with a static cord that
was connected to Lt. Steber’s parachute and would
automatically open the dog’s parachute in case
they would ever need to bail out.

Although Vittles accumulated thousands of
flying hours, including flying on 131 missions with

Lt. Steber during the Berlin Airlift, he never
needed to use his parachute.

Lt. Steber wasn’t quite as fortunate, needing
his parachute once when the C–47 he was piloting
went down over Soviet-controlled territory. Lt.
Steber was able to bail out just seconds before his
plane crashed. “My parachute opened and I hit the
ground at nearly the same time,” recalled Steber,
who was knocked unconscious from the impact
and then captured by the Russians.

For three days, Steber was interrogated and
“roughed up” by the Russians, but eventually
released when he could not provide them with any
information.

Despite his own ordeal, Steber was thankful
that Vittles was not with him on that flight. “It’s a
good thing the dog wasn’t with me that time or we
probably both would have gotten killed,” he said.
At the age of six, Vittles died from heart worms
likely caused by a mosquito bite at Biggs Air Force
Base, now known as Biggs Army Airfield.

When contacted by National Museum officials
about donating the parachute, Mr. Steber agreed,
but only after he fulfilled a promise to display it for
two years on-board the “Spirit of Freedom,” a C–54
aircraft that serves as a flying museum dedicated
to telling the story of the Berlin Airlift at air shows
and events around the world. “That exhibit
became an immediate hit with children. Kids just
loved it because they see a dog wearing a para-
chute and they get interested and learn more
about this humanitarian airlift.”

Steber hopes many more people will see the
Vittles display and learn more about the Berlin
Airlift now that the dog’s likeness is at the Natio-
nal Museum. The one thing he’s sure about is that
Vittles would have enjoyed the exhibit. “He loved
flying and I’m very proud that Vittles is now part
of an exhibit at the Air Force Museum,” said Mr.
Steber. “That dog would have loved it!” ■
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Mr. Clarence “Russ” Steber
(left) fastens the dog para-
chute he donated to the
U.S. Air Force Museum on
the back of a dog man-
nequin along with the help
of Exhibits Specialist Mr.
Jerry Miracle (right). Mr.
Steber holds the record for
flying the most missions
during the Berlin Airlift
with 415 and shared the
cockpit on 131 of those
flights with his boxer dog
“Vittles”.(NMUSAF Photo.)

Mr. Clarence “Russ”
Steber stands proudly
beside the display of the
recreation of his flying
boxer dog “Vittles” in the
Berlin Airlift Exhibit at the
National Museum of the
U.S. Air Force. Mr.
Steber recently donated the
parachute his dog used
during the Berlin Airlift to
the Museum. (NMUSAF
Photo.)
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Baghdad or Bust: The Inside Story of
Gulf War 2. By Mike Ryan. South York-
shire: Pen & Sword Books, 2003. Illustra-
tions. Abbreviations. Index. Pp. 214. $29.95
ISBN: 1-88415-020-8 and Dark Victory:
America’s Second War Against Iraq. By
Jeffrey Record. Annapolis: Naval Institute
Press, 2004. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp.
155. $16.97 ISBN: 1-59114-711-5

Generally, there should be an interval to
allow the smoke to clear before expecting an
objective appraisal of a conflict. In this case,
both of these books serve a purpose because
of their immediacy—rather than in spite of
it. The intent of each is different. The back-
grounds of the authors vary widely but qual-
ify them for the particular story they
attempt to convey. Record has a Ph.D. and
broad experience as an assistant provincial
adviser in Vietnam, legislative assistant to
two senators, work at several think tanks,
and professor of strategy at the Air War
College. Ryan is a television defense analyst.
Both have published a number of other
books.

Baghdad or Bust is a straightforward
story of the events leading up to the war and
the fighting itself. It is well illustrated and
lists the players, shows much of the equip-
ment in considerable detail, describes the
intelligence cycle, and names “fallen heroes.”

In contrast, Dark Victory examines the
origins, objectives, conduct, and conse-
quences of Iraqi Freedom. Though it is criti-
cal of each step, it is most damning in the
last, charging that the war was unnecessary
and damaging to our long-range interests.
This is obviously more controversial than
straight facts and figures. It is judgmental,
and there may not be universal agreement
with this brief. It is, however, well argued.
Unlike Ryan, Record has 22 pages of sour-
ces, bolstering his case. He is more directed
at policy analysis than historic narrative.
Both examine the continuities of Gulf Wars I
and II.

The books are relatively short (especial-
ly with the tables and pictures in Baghdad
or Bust). My only real complaint is that both
also violate the rule that when a place is
mentioned in the text, it should also be
shown on a map, but this is not a major
drawback for anyone with a good atlas. The
bottom line is that because of the differences
in approach, both are worth the reading
effort in order to try for a balanced and com-
plete understanding. There are, of course,
additional works that contribute to this,
such as the book by Gen. Wesley Clark.

Brig. Gen. Curtis H. O’Sullivan, ARNG
(Ret.), Salida, California

Heroes Never Die: Warriors and War-
fare in World War II. By Martin Blumen-
son. New York: Cooper Square Press, 2001.

Index. Pp. xii, 641. $32.00 ISBN: 0-8154-
1152-9

Heroes Never Die is a collection of previ-
ously published Blumenson articles. On the
one hand, it is nice to have such a large col-
lection of his work in one handy volume, as
many of the essays continue to resonate in
today’s uncertain military environment. On
the other hand, any work of this type will
have flaws.

Although spanning over four decades of
writing, the essays lack any contemporary
introduction or explanation. How, for
instance, did the author’s view change about
Mortain after the Ultra secret came to light?
The reader is left to ponder. The book also
suffers from a lack of graphics. As men-
tioned, these essays were previously pub-
lished and most certainly contained photos
and maps pertinent to the text, but Heroes
Never Die contains none of these. Although
not necessary for comprehension, their
absence leaves the reader less than satis-
fied.

There seems to be no binding theme or
attempt to tie the essays together. Blumen-
son simply put the essays in chronological
order of publication. Thus, for instance we
see Gen. George Patton appear periodical-
ly throughout the book in chapters 10, 12,
13, 19, 24, 26, 34, 36, 42, 43 and 47. In
chapter 43, “General Patton’s Death,” the
reader is presented with an almost dupli-
cate essay as in Chapter 10, “Patton’s Last
Fight.” Further, Blumenson’s belief in some
form of sixth sense for the Patton family is
bizarre.

In the introduction, Blumenson argues
that he pushes “no particular point of view
or interpretation.” For an historian of
Blumenson’s caliber and experience to make
this statement is baffling since, in Chapter
11, “Why Military History,” he argues mili-
tary professionals should study war at all
levels including the economic, social and
political context in order to be better war-
riors themselves.

The quirks aside, Heroes Never Die holds
many thought-provoking essays. Those of
particular interest to us today include “This
Age of Violent Transition” and “The Chang-
ing Nature of War: Old Parameters are Vani-
shing.” In the first, written in 1971, Blumen-
son predicted that the world was moving
from an environment of total war to one of
limited war. Although one could argue that
in the 1970s it didn’t take a rocket scientist
to figure out that the superpowers’ nuclear
arsenals precluded total war, Blumenson
moved beyond the proxy war milieu to
encompass wars of terror, arguing that the
U.S. would have to return to limited objec-
tives in war. This included peace short of
unconditional surrender even when dealing
with terrorists. One is struck by Blumen-
son’s prescience on the trends of war and by
the notion that in the two wars since
September 11, 2001 we have indeed fought

for limited objectives from our perspective
(regime change in both cases). But from the
enemies’ perspective these wars have had
unlimited objectives (survival). As such, the
U.S. has not achieved unconditional surren-
der.

In the second essay, written in 1982,
Blumenson succinctly elucidates the West-
phalian system of legal and illegal combat-
ants. As the Treaty of Westphalia gave the
power to wage war to the states, guerrillas
and terrorists not representing a nation are
outside the legal system and as such have
no rights under the laws of war. In history,
these combatants were many times sum-
marily executed upon capture. Given this
history, the detention of suspected terror-
ists in Guantanimo Bay takes on new
meaning.

Heroes Never Die has certain disadvan-
tages that the reader needs to understand;
but, on the whole, the book provides a view
into the evolving scholarship and ideas of
one of our most highly regarded military his-
torians. Further, many of the essays contin-
ue to echo for us today, flatly disproving the
author’s assertion of no particular point of
view or interpretation.

Lt. Col. Jim Gates, USAF, Defense Systems
Management College

The Two O’clock War: The 1973 Yom
Kippur Conflict and the Airlift that
Saved Israel. By Walter J. Boyne. New
York: Thomas Dunn Books, 2002. Photo-
graphs. Maps. Notes. Appendix. Bibliogra-
phy. Index. Pp. xvi, 334. $29.95 ISBN: 0-275-
97706-4

The October or Yom Kippur War in the
Middle East is a milestone in United States
diplomatic and military history. Historian
and retired Air Force Colonel Walter Boyne
has done an excellent job of providing an
overview of the conflict in this book.
Apparently, the title is taken from the time
of day at which the Arabs launched the
attack that caught Israel by surprise and
nearly doomed the nation. A resounding cry
throughout the work is that the Israeli gov-
ernment and military had allowed itself to
fall into hubris following their resounding
military victories of the Six-Day War. Israeli
leaders, including the dynamic, one-eyed
Moshe Dyan, had come to believe that the
military could quickly repel any Arab attack
and rout the attackers as they had done in
1967. Such, however, was not the case six
years later as a more disciplined Egyptian
and Syrian force overran Israeli positions
and took back territory that had been lost to
them in the Six-Day War. Even the vaunted
Israeli Air Force suffered heavily due to the
proliferation of Soviet-supplied surface-to-
air missiles.

Although the subtitle states that the

Book Reviews
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book is about “The 1973 Yom Kippur Conflict
and the Airlift that Saved Israel,” Boyne
actually includes a lot more conflict and less
airlift than the statement implies. That the
U.S. airlift provided the materials—includ-
ing sophisticated air-to-air and anti-SAM
missiles—that allowed the Israelis to regain
the initiative and ultimately repel the
Egyptian and Syrian attacks is made clear
in the narrative. However, the inner work-
ings of the airlift itself and the experiences
of the crews who flew the missions of
Operation Nickle Grass take a back seat to
the description of the events taking place on
the front lines.

The Two O’Clock War does give the read-
er an appreciation for the role played by the
U.S. in saving Israel from defeat—and the
possible use of nuclear weapons in a last
ditch effort to save the country. In addition to
the airlift, Boyne mentions other U.S. mili-
tary roles and alludes to American fighter
pilots having flown combat against the Arab
air forces—a rumor that has yet to be con-
firmed. He covers in some detail the many
dispatches that flew back and forth between
Washington and Moscow and between
Secretary of State Kissinger and the Soviet
leaders at a time when President Nixon’s
attention was diverted by the unfolding
Watergate investigation. Boyne relates how
one message from Soviet Premier Brezhnev
was misinterpreted by the White House,
leading to U.S. nuclear forces being placed
on DEFCON III alert for the first time since
the Cuban Missile Crisis ten years before.

Finally, the book includes an epilogue and a
short history of Israel, with emphasis on the
events that led to the numerous conflicts
experienced in the region prior to the 1973
October War.

This book is a worthwhile read for those
with an interest in the Middle East and the
role played by the U.S. prior to the Gulf War
intervention. Boyne well makes the point of
the hubris that developed in the Israeli mil-
itary after their spectacular success in the
Six Day War, and how it came close to losing
the 1973 war.

Sam McGowan, USAF veteran, author,
writer, and Nickel Grass Veteran

In the Company of Soldiers: A
Chronicle of Combat. By Rick Atkinson.
New York: Henry Holt and Co., 2004. Maps.
Photographs. Glossary. Index. Pp. 319.
$25.00. ISBN: 0-8050-7561-5 and Genera-
tion Kill: Devil Dogs, Iceman, Captain
America and the New Face of American
War. By Evan Wright. New York: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, 2004. Maps. Photographs.
Pp. 354. $24.95. ISBN: 0-399-15193-1

The best war correspondents report
from as close to the battle as they can get. In
covering the U.S. invasion of Iraq during
March and April 2003, Rick Atkinson and
Evan Wright hump alongside the frontline
troops. Their books describe a nearly insane

dedication to mission by American fighting
men. With In the Company of Soldiers,
Atkinson continues his Pulitzer Prizes-win-
ning style of reporting by following the 101st
Airborne Division from Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, to Baghdad, focusing on the activ-
ities of Maj. Gen. David Petraeus. In
Generation Kill, Wright rides in the back
seat of a Marine First Reconnaissance
Battalion Humvee commanded by 28-year-
old Sergeant Brad Colbert. The authors pre-
sent two dramatic views of the war:
Atkinson’s cerebral account of command-
level action provides excellent reading. In
comparison, seen from the very tip of the
spear, Wright’s visceral stories explode in
breathtaking and, at times, mind-numbing
detail. The books are nearly the same
length, but it took me a while longer to fin-
ish Generation because I reread so many
paragraphs and entire pages.

Wright’s boldest message is, despite
obsessive soul searching about the rules of
engagement (ROE), the Marines killed a
large number of civilians, many unarmed.
Before leaving Kuwait, Lt. Nathaniel Fick,
Colbert’s boss, says, “If we kill civilians, we’re
going to turn the populace against U.S. and
lose the war. But I don’t want to lose
Marines because the ROE have taken away
their aggressiveness.” The “mantra echoed
by every commander throughout the Corps”
is that each man is accountable for those he
kills, not in hindsight but under the facts as
they appeared at the time. The problem
expands due to an inability to identify com-
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batants because so many armed people do
not wear uniforms; furthermore, Iraqis gen-
erally fail to react to warnings. The invasion
“comes down to a bunch of extremely tense
young men in their late teens and twenties,
with their fingers on the triggers or rifles
and machine guns.” Known as “The Iceman,”
Colbert constantly enforces the ROE, going
so far as to stop his team from shooting wild
dogs. He epitomizes the fearless warrior, but
inside he is “basically a decent, average sub-
urban guy…who believes in the American
way.” Nevertheless, Wright narrates numer-
ous haunting scenes in which Marines
anguish over having killed civilians, even
though the deaths are justifiable. Wright
portrays “rough men” of whom we can be
proud, whom we can admire.

Wright also shows flaws in his image of
the American warrior through the behavior
of incompetent officers. Misassigned “Encino
Man” has difficulty understanding or articu-
lating the simplest of orders and leads his
men into avoidable dangers. Hysterical
“Captain America” gives improper com-
mands, shoots at people unnecessarily, and
abuses prisoners. After being temporarily
relieved of command, he otherwise goes
unpunished. Devised by enlisted men, the
nicknames show “the judgment of the pack
is relentless and unmerciful.”

The authors agree that the U.S. fought
the war on the cheap.To compensate for hav-
ing fewer men and tanks, the Marine divi-
sion commander originates an unorthodox
plan to draw fire and flush out the enemy by
deploying 160 men of the First Recon in
lightly armored or open-top Humvees ahead
of his main battle force. The Humvees are
expected to rely on speed and maneuverabil-
ity rather than their meager firepower to
survive. Wright admires the plan before
admitting, “I’m glad I didn’t know about it in
advance, because it would have been scarier
to remain with Second Platoon.” And nobody
tells the Marines “brazenly driving into
ambushes is part of the plan.” Consequently,
time after time they find themselves fight-
ing or fleeing for their lives after entering an
enemy-held town.

Combat induced wisdom provides some
of Generation’s best quotes. A lance corporal
concludes, “Everything in life is overrated
except death.” An old sergeant warns, “Don’t
pet a burning dog.” A younger sergeant
decides, “For the wild dogs, war is a feast.”

Both authors highlight major postwar
problems that Americans encountered while
still in the process of invading Iraq. Their
accounts often make the invasion appear to be
merely a warm-up for the real fight to come.

Atkinson is an expert on military com-
mand. He has served as a correspondent in
Somalia, Bosnia, and the Persian Gulf. His
Crusade: The Untold Story of the Persian
Gulf War (1993) analyzed Army leadership
during that time. In Company, he does much
of the same with the latest conflict. Granted
complete access to command level activities
such as the twice-daily Battle Update

Briefing, Atkinson observes Petraeus and
wonders “what the world looked like
through the commanding general’s eyes.
Trying to parse his moods and action had
become an intriguing exercise.” The two men
strike up a harmonious relationship. Petrae-
us confides in Atkinson to a point that, when
Atkinson’s tour nears its end, a seemingly-
envious brigadier general tells him, “You’re
probably closer to [Petraeus] than anyone in
the division.” As a result, Atkinson provides
an almost unobstructed view into the stress-
es and anxieties of logistical and tactical
decision-making regarding the command of
17,000 soldiers in combat.

In keeping with his style, Atkinson
interjects stories related to the region’s his-
tory. After describing Cyrus’ unrestrained
welcome by the inhabitants of Babylon,
Atkinson writes: “And, usually, in short
order, life had soured. Liberator had become
occupier, occupier has become oppressor, and
oppressor had become someone whose
throat needed cutting.” He also informs us:
“In its thirteen-hundred-year history,
Baghdad had been conquered thirty-one
times, according to an Arab tally. Now the
count was thirty-two.” Simultaneously he
has an eye for the enlisted men’s attitudes.
He cites pre-invasion latrine graffiti: “If
you’d voted for Gore, you wouldn’t be here.”
Like Wright, Atkinson doesn’t miss a detail.

The text of both books derives from
assignments the authors fulfilled for major
publications. Atkinson covered the war for
the Washington Post. Wright wrote for
Rolling Stone. Combined, the two books tell
everything the average reader wants to
know about U.S. ground operations during
the invasion of Iraq.

Lt. Co.l Henry Zeybel, USAF (Ret), Austin,
Texas

Combat Legend: F–117 Nighthawk. By
Paul Crickmore. United Kingdom: Airlife
Publishing, Ltd, 2003. Photographs. Appen-
dices. Pp. 96. $14.95 Paperback ISBN: 1-
84037 3946

British author Paul Crickmore’s book is
a recent addition to the Combat Legend
Series. Every volume in the series of paper-
backs is dedicated to analyzing a specific
model of military aircraft and contains fewer
than 100 pages. These books are easy to
understand and are geared toward the
novice instead of military historians or avia-
tors. This primer provides a snapshot into
the Lockheed Martin F–117 design and pro-
curement process while touching on some of
the operational capabilities exhibited during
Operations Desert Storm and Allied Force.

Crickmore’s chronologically takes the
reader from the initial design phases in the
mid-1970s, to the F–117’s first flight in 1981,
to combat in the Middle East. Along the way
he addresses structural, mathematical, and

mechanical factors which contribute to pro-
duction of an aircraft undetectable by radar,
with enough detail to leave the reader with
an appreciation of the complexity of the
F–117 design process. He then successfully
examines the impact the Nighthawk had on
the operational planning and target selec-
tion process during Desert Storm. Since it
often provided the greatest probability of
accomplishing mission objectives, it was fre-
quently used against the most critical, high-
ly defended, and difficult-to-hit targets.

Anyone interested in military aircraft or
possessing a basic understanding of aero-
nautical concepts will undoubtedly benefit
from reading F–117 Nighthawk. An abun-
dance of photos, starting with the initial con-
cept designs, and a detailed accountability of
each specific operational airframe acknowl-
edge the author’s comprehensive research.
Appendices cover a wide range of topics to
include weapons specifications and informa-
tion for model airplane builders.

However, the reader is taken down an
uneven path at a varying pace. Given no
author’s note or introduction, the reader is
not guided into the Government procure-
ment process but is, rather, abruptly drop-
ped into it. Despite tight efficiency in the
early chapters regarding the design and
development process of the F–117, later
chapters wander. In some passages, Crick-
more nearly overwhelms the reader with an
abundance of technical information. Con-
versely, pilot interviews were insightful but
stopped short of giving the reader an appre-
ciation of the relationship between the pilot
and aircraft.

The use of non-standard military acro-
nyms, the author’s fascination with tail
numbers, and an overabundance of F–117
technical data do not contribute to a study of
a “Combat Legend.” More pilot insight (com-
paring flight characteristics against other
aircraft) and “there I was” stories would
have remedied this problem.

Despite being published in 2003, Crick-
more’s work stops abruptly in 1999 by
briefly mentioning the shoot-down of an
F–117 by Serb forces during Operation
Allied Force. Additionally, I was eager to
learn if the decades of research and billions
of dollars spent on this project, as presented
by the author, met the objectives of the orig-
inal designers and needs of the customers.

Although advertised as a book providing
insight to a combat legend, it’s more of a
developmental history. Based on the title, I
expected to learn more about the 117’s com-
bat effectiveness. A more appropriate title
would be A Historical Primer of the F–117.

Maj. Kenneth G. Holliday, USAF; Comman-
der, 8th Security Forces Squadron, Kunsan
AB, ROK

The Battle of Britain in Victory and
Defeat: The Achievements of Air Chief
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Marshal Dowding and the Scandal of
His Dismissal from Office. By J. E. G.
Dixon. Bognor Regis, West Sussex, UK:
Woodfield Publishing, 2003. Illustrations.
Tables. Photographs. Notes. Appendices.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. 285. £25.00 (c. $48),
£15.00 (c. $30) Paperback ISBN: 1-903953-
40-5

Professor Dixon enlisted in the RAF in
1940, was remustered aircrew, emigrated to
Canada, and from 1959 to 1990 was a lectur-
er at the University of Winnipeg. He had long
been interested in the disgraceful case of Air
Chief Marshal Lord Dowding of Bentley
Priory, the victor in the critical 1940 Battle of
Britain. He has researched the matter at the
Air Historical Branch and at the Public
Record Office in London. Unfortunately, in
the course of writing the book, he moved
twice and mislaid some of his notes.Thus, the
book suffers not only from the loss of vital
references, but also from the lack of the hand
of a sound copy editor.

That said, Dixon’s work is a thoughtful,
long overdue examination of the hidden pol-
itics of the RAF, Air Ministry, and Secretary
of State of the day. It is a cautionary tale for
those naive enough to believe that airmen
are above politics, ambition, cliquishness,
meddling, and of even letting the importance
of winning local political battles at home
come before beating the enemy. All are pre-
sent, including the inner circle of mediocri-
ties and of leaders playing their own games,
disliked and feared by the able. And to this
mix must be added two retired Chiefs of the
Air Staff (CAS) and ex-officio members of
the Air Council, Marshals of the RAF
Viscount Trenchard and Sir John Salmond.
The former, a central figure in air history
from 1915 to 1930, was out of touch with
realities by 1940, having unsuccessfully pro-
posed himself as generalissimo of all British
forces.Their legacy from the First World War
was the offensive, enshrined from 1923 in
the bomber deterrent of the Home Defence
Air Force. Because of the very nature of that
doctrine, Trenchard, Salmond, and company,
including in late 1940 the new CAS, Charles
Portal, had to deny that there could ever be
a successful defense against the bomber. But
in 1918, Maj. Gen. E. B. Ashmore had creat-
ed such and continued to develop it until his
retirement in 1929, just when Dowding (who
had crossed swords with Trenchard in World
War I) became the Air Member for Research
and Development and, in 1936, the first
AOC-in-C of Fighter Command, a defensive
establishment. “Stuffy” Dowding, a widower,
devoted himself to mastery of technical
details of defense, including RDF (later
called radar). A fellow AOC-in-C was Sir
Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt of Bomber Command,
also a knowledgeable and outspoken critic
within the RAF. Dixon surgically exposes
how the Air Staff got rid of their opponents
and notes the costly results of so doing.

While Dowding was busy winning the
Battle of Britain, including preparing for the

coming night-battle of the winter of 1940-
1941, the old school led by Trenchard,
Salmond, Sholto Douglas (the Asst CAS and
soon to be Dowding’s successor), Portal, and
others were working to retire the leader of
Fighter Command, using as their instrument
the Secretary of State, Churchill’s former
regimental adjutant, Sir Archibald Sinclair.
What makes the tale the more despicable is
that the man who saved Christendom—in
Churchill’s words—was denied the honors
and acclaim given Nelson after Trafalgar. He
was absolutely dismissed with a phone call
from Sinclair, packed off to the U.S., and
given a barony. By rights he should have
been made a Marshal of the RAF with a gen-
erous pension. Given the Ira Eaker prece-
dent, it is still not too late for Parliament to
pass an Act to grant him his due.

Robin Higham, Professor Emeritus of
Military History, Kansas State University,
and sometime Pilot RAFVR 1943-1947

Armed Servants: Agency, Oversight,
and Civil-Military Relations. By Peter D.
Feaver. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 2003. Notes. References. Index. Pp. xi,
381. $49.95 ISBN: 0-674-01051-5

The key texts on civil-military relations by
Samuel P. Huntington and Morris Janowitz
have stood the test of time. Each has been
compulsory reading for several decades.
Although challenged in their major assump-
tions, no experts had yet fully succeeded in
displacing these gatekeepers to the field until
Peter Feaver’s current tour de force.

Feaver is no amateur when it comes to
building a coherent, powerful, yet relatively
parsimonious explanation of civil-military
relations in the United States. Because his
approach is theoretically rich, this book is
not prima facie for the layman, although the
case studies on civil-military relations dur-
ing the Cold War and one on the post-Cold
War period 1990-2000 should be of interest
to many more than political scientists.

Feaver’s ultimate goal is to explain
changes in U.S. civil-military relations dur-
ing the Cold War and after by focusing on
how the control relationship is exercised
daily. To do this, he develops a new theory
articulated around the principal-agent theo-
ry. The interaction between civilian princi-
pals and military agents is examined on the
basis of the former’s expectations about
whether or not the military will follow their
orders, and the latter’s expectations about
whether or not shirking would be detected.
This examination assists in specifying “the
conditions under which we would expect
civilians to monitor the military intrusively
or nonintrusively and the conditions under
which we would expect the military to work
or shirk.” Feaver’s approach is rational, and
this is one of the main distinctions between
his approach to the subject and that of

Huntington and Janowitz, who both rely on
nonmaterial determinants of behavior, such
as an ideology of professionalism. Therefore,
the costs of monitoring for the principal and
the likelihood of punishment for the agent
are prominent material factors in Feaver’s
approach.

Using his theoretical construct, Feaver’s
look at civil-military relations during the
Cold War reveals, despite “quibbles over how
to code and interpret complex concepts like
shirking or expectations of punishment,”
that the military worked (they expected the
costs for shirking to be high) under intrusive
monitoring (costs to do so were low while
unintrusive monitoring was not very reli-
able). His study of post-Cold War civil-mili-
tary relations points at examples of military
insubordination, excessive military influ-
ence, excessive scandals, military disrespect,
and military deference and embrace of polit-
ical correctness, which collectively point to
shirking. The more conflictual civil-military
relations of the 1990s, argues Feaver, were
due to the concurrence of civilian intrusive
monitoring (costs of monitoring decreased)
with military shirking (the gap between
principal and agent widened, and the expec-
tation of punishment dropped, both provid-
ing more incentives to do so).

Feaver recognizes that his two case
studies may not be fully sufficient to support
his principal-agent theory, but they assured-
ly are a very solid basis from which to pro-
ceed further. His strength resides in the
rigor of his analysis; his arguments are logi-
cal and well supported. The case studies
were well researched, precise, and adequate
to the task. This book, in my opinion, will
stand the test of time for several years, if not
as many decades as Huntington and
Janowitz. Even if one find major faults with
Feaver’s theoretical approach and historical
facts, this book will remain a must read to
all experts and teachers of civil-military
relations. It is highly recommended.

Mr. Stéphane Lefebvre, former civilian strate-
gic analyst and army intelligence officer,
Department of National Defence, Canada

Pappy Gunn. By Nathaniel Gunn. Bloo-
mington, Ind.: Author House, 2004. Photo-
graphs. $30.00 ISBN 1-4184-5574

Walter Edmonds claims that he con-
tributed more to the winning of the war in
the Pacific than any other single individual
below star rank; the official history of the
U.S. Army Air Forces in World War II said
his conversion of the Douglas A–20 from a
light bomber into a gunship was the most
significant event of the Army Air Forces in
the Southwest Pacific in 1942, and Gen.
George Kenney called him “my secret
weapon.” Yet little has been written about
Lt. Col. Paul Irvin “Pappy” Gunn. Anyone
who reads this book will understand that he
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was one of the greatest heroes of World War
II, a man whose contributions significantly
altered the course of events in the South-
west Pacific.

Gunn was a U.S. Navy enlisted aviator
who entered military service in 1917, and
retired as a chief machinist’s mate in 1937.
He eventually took his family to Manila,
where he helped set up an airline to provide
service throughout the islands. Shortly after
the war came to Luzon, Maj. Gen. Lewis
Brereton called Gunn to his office at Nichols
Field and told him that the airline and its
personnel were now part of the U.S. Army
Air Corps. Gunn immediately went to work,
commencing one of the most amazing
careers of the war.

Throughout the conflict, Gunn had to
fight his own personal war, knowing that his
family was in a Japanese internment camp
at Manila’s Santo Tomas University. Despite
this, his military exploits were the stuff of
legend. During the first weeks of the war,
Gunn flew transport missions throughout
the Philippines and removed a group of staff
officers when the headquarters of the Far
East Air Forces was ordered to Australia.
There he found a force in disarray. One of his
first accomplishments was organizing a
crew of mechanics to assemble Curtiss
P–40s and Douglas A–24 dive-bombers that

he found sitting on the Brisbane docks. His
naval experience made him the ideal man to
get these into working order. When the
P–40s were ready to fly, Gunn rounded up
pilots to fly them, then led them north
toward Darwin with plans to continue on to
Mindanao and back into the war in the
Philippines. But when they got to Darwin,
they were sent to Java instead.

Gunn was soon put in command of the
new Air Transport Command. Starting with
an assortment of Douglas and Lockheed
transports, his command operated all over
the area. Gunn himself flew missions to
Mindanao in his personal C–45, then went
on to Bataan to deliver badly needed sup-
plies. During the Java Campaign, he took a
B–17 that had been assigned to his trans-
port squadron, loaded it with bombs, and
attacked Japanese ships in the Java Sea.

In March 1942, he spotted a contingent
of Netherlands East Indies Air Force B–25s
sitting on an airfield near Melbourne. He
concocted a scheme to literally steal the
B–25s and put them into the new 3d Bomb
Group. Gunn was reassigned to that group
and a few days later was flying these B–25s
on missions to the Philippines. On one of
these, he took his B–25 down to wavetop
altitudes and skipped bombs into the side of
a Japanese transport. He also flew a special

mission to Panay to pick up a Japanese-
American intelligence agent and two other
men who had been flown out of Bataan.

Upon returning to Australia, Gunn
began experimenting with modifications to
the B–25, especially the addition of fixed
machineguns in the bombardier’s compart-
ment. He worked out an installation of three
.50-cal guns, but the lack of available B–25s
kept him from modifying other ships. The
arrival of Douglas A–20s led to a new devel-
opment. Gunn knew these needed modifica-
tions before they would be suitable for com-
bat, and he was given a free hand. He worked
out an installation of four .50-cal machine
guns in the nose of the A–20, with two others
mounted on the sides of the fuselage.

He was working on the A–20s when
General Kenney arrived in the Philippines.
Upon learning that Gunn was using
machine guns retrieved from wrecked fight-
ers, Kenney realized that he had found a
man who would be an asset and immediate-
ly ordered him transferred to his staff. The
A–20s made a spectacular debut as they
commenced low-level attacks on Japanese
airfields and on the Japanese troops threat-
ening Port Moresby on the Kokoda Trail.
The first attack by the A–20s on ground
troops broke up an attack on the outskirts of
Port Moresby and sent the Japanese fleeing
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northward toward Buna. Few made it; most,
including the Japanese commander, died
before the guns and bombs of the A–20s.
Their success led Kenney to give Gunn the
go-ahead to modify a squadron of B–25s—
and the rest is history as Gunn, Kenney, and
the Fifth Air Force continued on to ultimate
victory.

Nat Gunn has done an excellent job of
telling his dad’s story. After his family’s res-
cue from the prison camp, he remained with
his father in the Philippines for the next ten
years, until Pappy’s untimely death in an
aircraft accident south of Manila.

Pappy Gunn truly was an amazing man
(who produced an amazing family); those
who read this book will agree.

Sam McGowan, USAF veteran, author, and
writer, Missouri City, Texas

American Soldiers: Ground Combat in
the World Wars, Korea, & Vietnam. By
Peter S. Kindsvatter. Lawrence: University
Press of Kansas, 2003. Photographs. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. xxiii, 432. $34.95
ISBN 0-7006-1229-7

Without doubt, this is the most compre-
hensive analysis yet published on the atti-
tudes and experiences of twentieth century
American combat soldiers from the “dough-
boys” of World War I to the “grunts” of
Vietnam. Of obvious interest to past and pre-
sent members of the U.S. Army and Marine
Corps, this book should also be of value to
military historians and scholars in general.

Peter Kindsvatter, a retired Armor offi-
cer who is now a civilian Army historian,
adapted American Soldiers from an ambi-
tious dissertation at Temple University.
While consulting a good selection of official
reports and academic studies, he relied pri-
marily on numerous memoirs, diaries, oral
histories, and war novels. From this cross
section of accounts by combat veterans, the
author shares carefully selected memories
and impressions, often in their own words.
Although personal stories—no matter how
graphic and truthful—usually offer only a
narrow perspective on events, drawing upon
a large sample of such sources permits
Kindsvatter to arrive at some general prin-
ciples and conclusions about the nature and
effects of combat.

Focusing primarily on infantry soldiers
and marines of the draft era (including both
enlisted men and company grade officers),
the book’s chapters are organized themati-
cally by their common experiences rather
than chronologically by the wars they
fought. Among the themes examined are the
social backgrounds and motivations of
recruits, the effectiveness of their training,
the environments in which they found them-
selves, the hardships and dangers they
endured in the field, the variety of responses
to the crucible of combat, and the impor-

tance of comradeship and leadership to
small unit performance. Kindsvatter devotes
a separate chapter to the special challenges
faced by African-American soldiers in their
quest for respect and fair treatment.
Although this topical approach seems some-
what disjointed when the narrative jumps
among the different wars and theaters of
operation, it facilitates comparisons and
syntheses among the several generations of
American fighting men under study.

The book concludes by decrying roman-
tic views of warfare, by emphasizing the ran-
dom brutality of combat, and by advocating
the need to give soldiers a realistic idea of
what to expect before sending them into bat-
tle. Even though the high-tech all-volunteer
forces fighting in our more recent wars have
not suffered as many hardships or faced as
formidable foes as those discussed in this
book, today’s soldiers still must contend with
difficult circumstances of their own.

Because American Soldiers is about
front-line ground forces, airmen and air
power are mentioned only in passing. It is
instructive, however, to read how frightening
enemy air raids seemed to some soldiers in
World War I and in the early battles of World
War II. Even the harassment of “Bedcheck
Charlie” flights during the Korean War
could be disruptive. For obvious reasons of
time and space, American Soldiers also has
little to say about the experiences of allied or
enemy forces. But after reading how miser-
able life could be for our troops, even when
under the protective umbrella of American
air supremacy, I can only imagine how much
more terrifying and deadly combat has been
for enemy soldiers exposed to devastating
ground attacks by U.S. air power.

Lawrence R. Benson, retired USAF historian
and U.S. Army Vietnam veteran

Out of the Italian Night: Wellington
Bomber Operations 1944-1945. By Mau-
rice G. Lihou. Shrewsbury, England: Airlife
Publishing Ltd., 2003. Maps. Photographs.
Appendices. Index. Pp. xi, 195. $16.95 ISBN:
1-84037-405-5

Originally published in two previous edi-
tions under the title, It’s Dicey Flying Wimpys
(Around Italian Skies), Maurice G. Lihou’s
Out of the Italian Night is a compelling
account of the Royal Air Force (RAF) crews
that flew hazardous night missions during
the World War II Italian campaign. Flying
the fabric-covered Vickers Wellington, affec-
tionately known by the nickname “Wimpy,”
the men of Nos. 37 and 40 Squadrons in 205
Group served under the Mediterranean
Allied Air Forces and provided the strategic
nighttime punch to complement Twelfth and
Fifteenth Air Force’s daylight strikes. I found
Lihou’s personal story, as told through the
eyes of a young sergeant pilot named “Lee,”
an intriguing look into the austere conditions

and extraordinary privation these brave air-
men endured while fighting in the skies over
the “soft underbelly” of Hitler’s “Fortress
Europa.”

The author begins his tale with the rest-
less departure of a novice pilot and his fellow
crewmen, each one fresh from operational
training, from their base in Cornwall,
England, en route to the Mediterranean the-
ater of war. The author’s particular focus on
Lee’s anxiety during his first ferrying mis-
sion over water sets an important introspec-
tive tone for accounts of the combat missions
to follow. Upon their arrival at Foggia Main
base in February 1944, Lee and his “mates”
make the best of mud-spattered tent living,
while steeling themselves for action. The
book then follows Lee through each mission,
his emotions ranging from elation to intense
fear, and recounts in detail the unique
aspects of night combat in the skies of south-
ern Europe. The author does an excellent job
describing the unit’s strategic bombing and
interdiction missions over Italy, Austria, and
the Balkans, as well as some hair-raising
interceptions by German night fighters. He
also delivers insights into the skillful pilot-
ing required for special operations flown by
205 Group, such as mine laying flights over
the Danube River and the air-dropping of
provisions to Tito’s partisans. In interludes
between combat missions, Lihou reflects on
his background at basic pilot training in
Canada and his ongoing relationship with
Connie, “the girl back home.” Excellent per-
sonal and official combat photographs illus-
trate the book, which also includes appropri-
ately documented appendices from British
governmental archives.

Lihou’s detail in describing the events of
each mission, as well as the personal feelings
experienced by one who witnessed those
events, make the book rewarding. Even if
some consider Lee’s doubts in combat and his
yearnings for Connie a bit melancholy and
nostalgic, these passages help to tell the com-
plete story of the men behind the machines.
As a whole, Out of the Italian Night is very
readable and an enjoyable testament to the
determination and endurance of the RAF
bomber crews on the Italian front and their
indomitable “Wimpys.”

William Butler, HQ Sixteenth Air Force
History Office, Aviano AB, Italy

Victory on the Potomac: The Gold-
water-Nichols Act Unifies the Penta-
gon. By James R. Locher, III. College
Station: Texas A & M University Press,
2002. Photographs. Notes. Index. Pp. xviii,
524. $34.95 ISBN: 1-58544-187-2

This book is a combination history and
memoir of how Goldwater–Nichols became
law. James Locher served as a team leader of
the staff supporting the Senate’s Task Force
on Defense Reorganization and was a princi-

◆◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆◆
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pal author of Defense Organization: The
Need for Change: Staff Report to the
Committee on Armed Services (1985), often
referred to as “the Locher Report.” The
author was well placed to give an insider’s
account of the process, and he delivers here.

In February 1986, Army Chief of Staff
Gen. John Wickham attacked the proposed
legislation at a meeting between Senators
Barry Goldwater and Sam Nunn (respec-
tively Chairman and Ranking Minority
Member of the Senate Armed Services
Committee (SASC)), three staffers (includ-
ing Locher), and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Paradoxically, the emotional outbursts by
Wickham, Marine Corps Commandant Gen
P. X. Kelley, and Chief of Naval Operations
Adm. James Wadkins steeled the senators’
determination to press ahead. Because they
could find no common ground with the
chiefs, they knew that they faced “bitter and
divisive” committee hearings in the weeks
ahead. Locher uses this episode to highlight
certain themes that run throughout his
book: the emotional depth of reform opposi-
tion, the paucity of ideas among the oppo-
nents beyond a simple turf defense, and the
moral courage and legislative sagacity of

Goldwater and Nunn. Locher leaves no
question as to who he thinks was wearing
the white hats—or the black ones for that
matter—on this issue.

Locher begins with a chapter of unnu-
anced and under-researched historical back-
ground that sketchily covers the higher
organization of the armed forces. After
January 1942, his story becomes more
detailed if not more sophisticated. Locher
hits his stride in a chapter entitled “Jones
Breaks Ranks.” In 1982, outgoing Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs, USAF Gen. David Jones,
testified in closed session before the House
Armed Services Committee (HASC) that the
existing joint system was not adequate to
develop proper strategy, do necessary contin-
gency planning, or conduct wartime opera-
tions. Jones laid out five general areas for
change: strengthening the Chairman’s role,
limiting service-staff involvement in prepar-
ing joint papers, upgrading the Joint Staff’s
role, giving regional commanders increased
power and responsibility, and enhancing
preparation for and rewards of joint duty.
Jones chose the House rather than the
Senate committee because he believed the
former was more open to reform. The

Subcommittee on Investigations, under
Texas Representative Richard White and,
from 1983, Alabama’s Don Nichols, reported
out reform legislation that passed the House
in 1982 and 1983. The 1982 legislation
stalled in the Senate, while the 1983 bill pro-
duced only modest changes.

The Reagan administration had at best
only tepid interest in reform. Secretary of
Defense Casper Weinberger regarded it as an
irritant and distraction from his primary
responsibility—rebuilding America’s defens-
es in the wake of the massive Soviet buildup.
Navy Secretary John Lehman, adopting the
traditional Navy stance as his own, became
the most aggressive and persistent foe, a pos-
ture at least tolerated by the SecDef and the
President. Events—and weaknesses in the
existing organization—conspired against the
opponents of reform. The terrorist bombing
of the Marine barracks in Beirut and per-
ceived shortcomings of the successful inter-
vention in Grenada primed Congress, the
media, and the public for reform. But it was
Goldwater’s accession to Chairman of the
SASC, his December 1984 decision to place
reform of the joint system at the top of his
legislative agenda, and his non-partisan
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alliance with Georgia Democrat Nunn that
permitted wide ranging reforms to become
law on October 1, 1986.

Locher’s extensive research, including
interviews with principals, expanded his
narrative well beyond his personal experi-
ences. Nevertheless, this volume remains
at heart a memoir. The reader is always in
the midst of the legislative process, and at
times the aroma of the sausage making is
almost overwhelming. The account of devel-
opments in the Senate and Washington’s
think tanks is particularly strong. Locher’s
portraits of Goldwater and Nunn and his
insights into their collaboration are alone
worth the price of the book. He also well
delineates the critical role played by
staffers—the HASC’s Arch Barrett is a case
in point. At the same time, the themes and
the emphasis are very much the product of
Locher’s experiences. I rather suspect that
if Barrett, for example, had written a simi-
lar volume he would have given greater
attention to the House and in particular to
Representative Ike Skelton of Missouri—
not that Locher overlooks either.

Locher’s treatment of the Department of
Defense has a certain uneven quality. He is
at his best when discussing reform proposals
of Generals Jones and Edward Meyer
(Wickham’s predecessor), because both
Jones and Meyer cooperated with him.
Secretaries Weinberger and Lehman did
not; consequently his treatment of them has
more of an “outside looking in” quality.
Lehman may deserve every bit of acid
Locher uses to etch his portrait, but it is a
character sketch based on not much more
information than what an avid reader of
newspapers and collector of Pentagon scut-
tlebutt of the period might have acquired.
Regarding Weinberger, I don’t believe Locher
fully grasps just how much difficulty the
Secretary might have caused the reformers
if he had truly opposed them.

One of the book’s most valuable attrib-
utes is how well Locher conjures up the emo-
tions of the time. No reader can doubt how
searing the reorganization fight was for him
and his colleagues. If this detracts from the
volume’s value as history, it increases its
worth as an historical document. All stu-
dents of U.S. military policy, civil–military
relations, and the legislative process in the
late twentieth century will want to read and
ponder this work. In addition, Texas A&M
University Press deserves note for produc-
ing a handsome, well-illustrated volume
appropriate for this very important topic.

Edgar F. Raines, Jr., historian, US Army
Center of Military History; coauthor of The
Army and the Joint Chiefs of Staff:
Evolution of Army Ideas on the Command,
Control, and Coordination of the U.S. Armed
Forces, 1942–1985 (1986); and member of the
U.S. Army Special Review Committee on
Department of Defense Reform (1985)

Heisenberg and the Nazi Atomic Bomb
Project: A Study in German Culture. By
Paul Lawrence Rose. Berkeley/Los Angeles/
London: University of California Press,
1998. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp. xx,
352. $19.95 Paperback ISBN: 0-520-22926-6

Recently issued in paperback, Rose’s
book revives questions concerning the
German atomic bomb project and seeks to
draw conclusions about the project’s leader,
Werner Heisenberg, and German character
in general. His scientific investigation is
splendid, but the social and cultural conclu-
sion is a bit disappointing, all the more so
from someone so knowledgeable.

Simply put, the issue surrounding why
Germany did not complete a nuclear weapon
during World War II has elicited two main
schools of thought: One argues, as does Rose,
that the German scientific community was
simply incompetent partly because the con-
tributions of scientists expelled in 1933 were
deemed “Jewish science.” Those physicists,
like Heisenberg, who nonetheless sought to
use this knowledge were too incompetent, in
Rose’s view, to understand their full implica-
tions. Another group of scholars, however,
argues that impaired though they were,
German physicists understood the basic
principles of nuclear reaction but were
unable or unwilling to transform these into
a practical experiment. Heisenberg himself
claimed that, thus dubiously reinventing
himself as the resister to Nazism that he
never truly was.

Piles of documents feed both schools of
thought, especially the “Farmhall tran-
scripts” which contain the conversation of
German nuclear scientists held prisoner in
England after the war ended in Europe. The
most important part of these centers on the
scientists’ reaction to the news of Hiroshima
and ensuing discussions (and arguments).
This information, however, does not provide
for “an open and shut case” either way,
though it does support several middle inter-
pretations that have appeared over the
years, including that which suggests
Heisenberg viewed the bomb as a means to
an end rather than an end in itself.

This does not concern Rose, however, as
he characterizes anyone who holds a differ-
ent opinion as either ignorant of the truth or
as an apologist for what he calls the
German character. Rose’s angry comments
following publication of Michael Frayn’s
play Copenhagen (about the 1941 encounter
between Heisenberg and his mentor Niels
Bohr) demonstrate his deeply ingrained
animus. This is sad, for there is much of out-
standing quality in Rose’s research. His his-
toriographical investigation early in the
book is most in-depth, but it would be far
more helpful to outsiders and historians
alike were it not filled with so many judg-
mental statements against others. Even
those who did not have access to some of the
documents he used are rather condescend-
ingly dismissed.

The same goes for Rose’s scientific
investigation, the subject of the second part
of his book. There, Rose lays to rest convinc-
ingly the notion that German scientists
understood how to make a bomb. While
acknowledging that they had ascertained
the basic principles, he finds no evidence
that they knew how much fissile material
was necessary. But Rose carries on, arguing
that some of the Germans’ mistakes were
due to arrogance rather than any specific
theoretical slip-up. The case might be made
for Heisenberg himself, but years ago
Richard Rhodes showed that as late as 1943
most scientists in Europe and the U.S. were
arguing that fissile material would have to
be the size of a house (i.e., impossible to
acquire), not a soccer ball, to become a
bomb. Strangely, though, little space is
given to considering the inefficiency of the
Nazi system of support which, as shown in
the cases of jet fighter development and the
ballistic missile program, was less a matter
of ability than of competing interests.
Nonetheless, this section is helpful, and
clarifies nicely elements of early nuclear
physics for lay readers not familiar with the
field.

The third part, however, is a partisan
piece of intellectual history that hurts what
should have been a great book. Seeking to
explain the mentality surrounding Heisen-
berg and his colleagues’ attitude towards
Nazism, Rose places their upbringing in
line with German philosophical and literary
works that suggested German superiority
and were dismissive of non-Germanic world
views. While one can make a clear case for
Heisenberg and others to have bought into
a conservative nationalistic world view
associated with German academic and pro-
fessional circles, it is hard to place them
automatically in the same mold as that of
unreconstructed antisemites. Ordinary men
these scientists were, and their flaws under
dictatorial circumstances do not require
extreme identification to remain glaring in
the face of history. In fact, generalizing their
attitudes into that of a specific German
character suggests a conscious dismissal of
historical and cultural evidence.

What may convince a lay reader,
though, will confuse readers familiar with
Rose’s extensive scholarship on anti-
semitism and German history. His selective
use of evidence suggests an agenda that
goes beyond showing Heisenberg’s incompe-
tence, resurrecting the old claim of a
German Sonderweg (special path), where
Germans who championed enlightenment
ideas are accidents, and a straight line
exists between the nineteenth century and
Hitler. In so doing, Rose also overlooks
important research on World War I and the
Weimar Republic. Perhaps this is better, for
those who have put Sonderweg to rest for
years would likely become further targets of
his angry scholarship.

To summarize, readers interested in
the German atomic bomb project will find◆◆◆◆◆◆
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much of use in Rose’s book, but they may
wish to revert to less partisan, though
older interpretations of the evidence, like
Mark Walker’s or David Cassidy’s investi-
gations. In any case, this book feeds the
Heisenberg controversy, but does little to
resolve it.

Guillaume de Syon, Associate professor of
history, Albright College.

Through Eyes of Blue: Personal Memo-
ries of the RAF from 1918. By Wing
Commander A.E. Ross, DFC, ed. Shrewsbury
UK: Airlife Publishing Ltd, 2002. Photo-
graphs. Index. Pp. 352. $34.95. ISBN 1-
84037-345-8

Leonard Cheshire, as Air Chief Marshal
Sir Peter Squire puts it in the introduction
to this fascinating fund-raising volume, “was
without doubt one of the most remarkable
officers ever to serve in the Royal Air Force.”
The famous World War II bomber pilot not
only won the Victoria Cross, his nation’s
highest award for gallantry, but also after
the war he used his fame for the betterment
of society, establishing the first Cheshire
Home for the incurably sick in 1948.
Proceeds from the sale of this attractive,
illustrated volume, the flyleaf proclaims, go
to the Leonard Cheshire Foundation, a
remarkable legacy of a remarkable airman.

Appropriately, therefore, this is quite a
remarkable book. Yet, at the same time it
must be said, this is a frustrating book. It
offers a great deal of interesting, and possi-
bly important, information; however, it chal-
lenges the ingenuity of any reader seeking
more detail, context, or substantiation. Fully
193 personal recollections cover virtually
every official activity in which any member
of the RAF has ever been called upon to
engage. And therein lies one of the difficul-
ties: beyond the unevenness found in most
such compilations, this one compounds the
problem by providing little information
about the credentials of the contributors and
nothing in the way of sources or suggested
reading.

It frustrates the reader to learn about
some fascinating, hitherto unknown aspect
of the RAF’s history only to receive no evi-
dence to support the account, nothing to put
it into context, nor any guidance of where to
turn for more information. The impressive
tome thus serves a wonderful hagiographic
purpose but misses the opportunity to make
a significant contribution to air force histori-
ography.

The chronological organization of the
collection of first-hand accounts, aided by
brief section introductions, offers an enjoy-
able survey of the long (by air force stan-
dards) history of the RAF. In fact, it takes
the reader back to the early days of British
air power with a couple of unique contribu-
tions, one a recollection of First World War

flying training and the other from the per-
spective of a relatively rare aviation pio-
neer—a female Rigger.

The editor’s choices provide some origi-
nal takes on old themes when it comes to
some of the RAF’s most well-known activi-
ties, from training to testing to traditional
operational roles flying every type of aircraft
over land and sea. We learn about the use of
air power in the colonies, about the trials
and stresses of numerous ground and sup-
port personnel, about a medical officer who
baled out of a stricken glider, and about a
pilot’s adventures working with the Ameri-
cans on a spy mission over the Soviet Union.
These represent just a sampling of the
accounts. All, of course, are first-hand.

In the end, it must be underlined that
the editor, Wg Cdr Ross, author of 75 Years
and The Queen’s Squadron, has hit the tar-
get with a collection of personal stories
about an impressive range of experiences by
an impressive array of airmen and air-
women. Readers should gain an understand-
ing of what life has been like in the RAF as
well as an increased appreciation of its wide
range of roles during the various eras of its
history. Furthermore, with Ross’ brief intro-
ductions to the chronologically arranged sec-
tions, any reader can gain a good under-
standing and appreciation of the RAF’s his-
tory—and much more painlessly, we must
admit, than through a conventional history.

Notwithstanding the previously men-
tioned academic reservations, this is indeed
a rather remarkable book, an appropriate
tribute to a remarkable man, Leonard
Cheshire, whose Foundation has done so
much for the disadvantaged. The cause jus-
tifies the purchase of this volume; so does
the marvelous collection of reminiscences of
RAF experiences assembled by Ross. Any
reader of Air Power History would enjoy the
book and proudly display it on the shelf.

Carl A. Christie, Ph.D., Senior Research
Fellow, Centre for Defence and Security
Studies, University of Manitoba

The Wrong Stuff: The Adventures and
Misadventures of an 8th Air Force
Aviator. By Truman Smith. Norman: Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Press, 1996. [Red River
Books ed., 2002] Illustrations. Photographs.
Index. Notes. Maps. Pp. 358. $17.95 Paper-
back ISBN 0-8061-3422-4.

There are numerous well-written ac-
counts regarding all aspects of the bomber
war, seemingly penned by everyone from the
theater commanders down to the “Donut
Dollies.” Truman Smith presents a story
about his four months and thirty-five mis-
sions flown in B–17s over occupied Europe
in 1944. His title is a play on Tom Wolfe’s
popular book,The Right Stuff; and his theme
attempts to show that war often consists of
events and actions that go very “wrong.”

Some of the narratives certainly will
catch a first-time reader’s interest.There are
vivid descriptions of the terrifying nature of
a war, wherein bomber crews were suspend-
ed five miles up in slow-moving aluminum
casings/coffins while (seemingly) the entire
Third Reich was bent on trying to terminate
their lives in a most violent manner.

Overall, however, this volume will disap-
point the aviation-inclined reader due to
numerous grammatical, factual, and editori-
al problems which diminish the joy of the
reading. An initial perusal of the pho-
tographs scattered throughout the tome
brings the first warnings. A photo labeled
“Me 109” actually shows a Spanish-built
HA-1112. A picture mentioning cloud cover
is in reality one of a very dense flak field. An
unlabeled photo depicts a flak concentration
map. The Flight Record labeled April is actu-
ally May’s and vice versa for April’s Flight
Record.

Grammatical and spelling errors
abound: “our offsprings” vice “offspring,”
“B–17 F” vice “B–17F,” “the fired eventually”
vice “the fire…,” “ME 109’s” vice Me (or Bf)
109s,” “landing role” vice “landing roll”; “your
stupid” vice “you’re stupid,” “I sang allowed”
vice “I sang aloud,” and on and on. The use of
caps for various noises (BOOM, BANG,
TWANG, THUMP) gives the reading a
1960’s Batman comic book feel, while the
same misuse of caps for various forms of
emphasis (A DOOR! A BODY! PIECES!
PIECES! PIECES! AWESOME!) is both
annoying and distracting.

Factual problems persist throughout as
well. A walk-through of the crewmembers’
positions has the ball turret gunner incor-
rectly placed between the waist and tail gun-
ners. The reason the Japanese attacked on
December 7, 1941 was because they were
“backed into a corner by U.S. trade sanc-
tions.” Mission #1 is stated as being flown in
a B–17F, but a peek at April’s Flight Record
shows the aircraft to be a “G.” Attacking Bf
109s are depicted as armed with “six
machine guns and a 30mm cannon each,”
although references fail to show six MGs
plus a cannon mounted on any 109s. The
Germans “could have destroyed the Allied
invasion force with the V–1”—a highly
doubtful premise considering the weapon’s
basic inaccuracy. Also he notes that “When
fuel was exhausted, it [the V–1] fell straight
down.” V–1s were programmed to lock their
elevators down after a set distance was
flown. A news excerpt states, “537 American
bombers and 191 fighters were lost on 2 May
44.” While losses were at times prohibitive,
Eighth Air Force’s were never this ghastly.
And there is “35 bombers…beat the air with
420… propellers.” Of course, 140 is the prop-
er count; 420 is the number of propeller
blades.

If Mr. Smith had access to a semblance
of an editor; if the above-mentioned prob-
lems were corrected; and if the reading
flowed a bit easier, this possibly could have
been an enjoyable personal tale. Unfortu-

◆◆◆◆◆◆
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nately, it’s a rough read.

MSgt. Tom Teliczan, USAF (Ret)

The Korean War in World History. By
William Stueck, ed. Lexington: The Uni-
versity Press of Kentucky, 2004. Maps Notes.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. 203. $35.00 ISBN 0-
8131-2306-2.

For many who participated in the
Korean War or who subsequently served in
that area, this book brings scholarly disser-
tations on the war with its many outside
influences from major powers. William
Stueck provides a comprehensive introduc-
tion and then concluding remarks concern-
ing the five essays which make up the body
of the work (initially presented at a Texas A
& M symposium).

In “The Korean People: Missing in
Action in the Misunderstood War, 1945-
1954,” Allan Millett shows how Korea was a
tormented land for centuries because of
intrusions and occupations by foreign gov-
ernments (most notably Japan) but was also
influenced seriously by China and Russia
and, later, by heavy U.S. involvement. This
essay follows the turmoil prior to World War
II and the struggles by all parties in the
post-World War II era when Korea became
the divided and armed nation it remains to
this day.

Kathryn Weathersby, in “The Soviet Role
in the Korean War: The State of Historical
Knowledge,” discusses how recent releases
of Soviet documents on their involvement in
the Korean War have brought a sea change
in our knowledge of these activities. Kim Il
Sung, North Korea’s leader, made several
pleas to Stalin to support a North Korean

invasion of South Korea to reunite the coun-
try. Stalin was very concerned about the U.S.
reaction. After the Fall of 1949, when the
U.S. had completed its withdrawal of forces
from Korea, Stalin assumed the U.S. would
not intervene and granted permission to
Kim to invade—without Soviet participa-
tion. However, Stalin insisted that China
support Kim.

Chen Jian discusses in his essay, “In the
Name of Revolution: China’s Road to the
Korean War Revisited,” the Chinese role
starting with Secretary of State Acheson’s
statement that U.S. interest in the Western
Pacific area lay behind a line running
between Japan and Korea, between Taiwan
and China, and between the Philippines and
Vietnam. Chen then looks at the history of
Truman’s decision to come to South Korea’s
rescue (and also to neutralize the Taiwan
Strait to protect Chiang Kai-shek), China’s
concern about the safety of its industrial
base in Manchuria, and the Inchon Landing
and subsequent UN successes which led
Kim Il Sung to plead with Mao and Stalin to
send the Chinese into North Korea. Chinese
strategy was to offer only mild resistance as
UN units drove to the Yalu before springing
their trap, routing UN forces from North
Korea, and occupying Seoul. Fighting went
on for another two years, but only after
Stalin’s death in March 1953 did Soviet and
Chinese attitudes change to allow an
armistice on July 27, 1953. Unfortunately,
China could brag it had forced U.S./UN
forces from its border and won an important
victory that established Communist China
as a great power.

In “Korean Borderlands: Imaginary
Frontiers of the Cold War,” Lloyd Gardner
notes that the preliminaries to the Korean
War brought much soul-searching at the
highest levels of our government concerning

the global resistance to Communist en-
croachment. Soviet explosion of an atomic
weapon in 1949, retreat of the Chinese
Nationalists to Taiwan, and the position of
Communist China in this “new world”
required urgent new analysis of Korea’s del-
icate problems and the need to preserve U.S.
influence there. Many quarrels developed in
succeeding weeks and months about “who
lost China” and other sensitive issues. As a
political maneuver to calm a portion of the
Far East difficulties, John Foster Dulles was
asked to lead the task of writing a peace
treaty with Japan.

Finally, Michael Schaller, in “The
Korean War: The Economic and Strategic
Impact on Japan, 1950–1953,” shows how
Japan was the only nation involved in this
broad imbroglio that did not suffer terribly
from it. It revitalized Japan’s economy,
ended U.S. occupation of Japan, and shaped
peace and security treaties that tether it to
the US. Great significance is associated with
the economic benefits to Japan from its
being the “U.S. base” for the Korean War.
Further, Japan’s prime minister asserted
that the “Korean War provided more stimu-
lus to Japanese economic resurgence than
did all the occupation efforts” under General
MacArthur. The Korean War brought U.S.
support to Japan along with abundant eco-
nomic aid and stability. The network of U.S.
air, sea, and land bases in Japan and South
Korea, tethered both nations securely to the
U.S. orbit and avoided either or both being
enticed into Communist China’s orbit.

The volume is well-written and should
interest anyone with a desire to know more
about America’s “Forgotten War.”

Col Paul C. Fritz, USAF (Ret), Dallas, Texas

◆◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆◆



Hentz, James J., Ed. The Obligation of Empire:
United States Grand Strategy for a New Century.
Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
2004. Tables. Notes. Index. Pp. x, 226. $35.00
ISBN: 0-8131-2332-1

Hoffman, Richard A. The Fighting Flying Boat: A
History of the Martin PBM Mariner. Annapolis,
Md.: Naval Institute Press, 2004. Illustrations.
Photographs. Notes. Appendices. Bibliography.
Index. Pp. xiv, 250. $32.95 ISBN: 1-59114-375-6

Jefford, C. G. Royal Air Force Historical Society
Journal 32: Air Power—Anglo-American Perspec-
tives, 21st October 2003. Northmoor, UK: Advance
Book Printing, 2004. Tables. Diagrams. Illustra-
tions. Photographs. Notes. Appendices. Glossary.
Bibliography. Pp. 169 Paperback ISSN: 1361-
4231

Joes, Anthony James. Resisting Rebellion: The
History and Politics of Counterinsurgency.
Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
2004. Tables. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp. 351.
$35.00 ISBN: 0-8131-2339-9

Millet, Allan R. and Jack Shulimson, Eds.
Commandants of the Marine Corps. Annapolis,
Md.: Naval Institute Press, 2004. Photographs.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp. xx, 380. $55.00.
ISBN: 0-87021-012-2

Robinson, Linda. Masters of Chaos: The Secret
History of the Special Forces. New York: Public
Affairs. Maps. Photographs. Index. Pp. xx, 388.
$26.95 ISBN: 1-58648-249-1 www.publicaffairs-
books.com

Sharansky, Nathan with Ron Dermer. The Case for
Democracy: The Power of Freedom to Overcome
Tyranny and Terror. New York: Public Affairs, 2004.
Notes. Index. pp. xxvi, 303. $26.95 ISBN: 1-58648-
261-0  www.publicaffairsbooks.com
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Biddle,Tami Davis. Rhetoric and Reality in Air War-
fare: The Evolution of British and American Ideas
about Strategic Bombing, 1914-1945. Princeton and
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2004. [Original
edition, 2002]. Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp. viii,
406. $19.95 Paperback ISBN: 0-691-12010-2

Bille, Matt and Erika Lishock. The First Space
Race: Launching the World’s First Satellites,
College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
2004. Illustrations. Photographs. Notes. Glossary.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. xviii, 214. $19.95 Paper-
back ISBN: 1-58544-3743 

Brongers, E. H. Trans. By C.C.W. van Romondt
Vis.The Battle for the Hague, 1940: The First
Great Airborne Operation in History. Nieuwegein,
The Netherlands: Aspeckt, 2004. Maps. Photo-
graphs. Bibliography. Pp. 293. $15.95 Paperback
ISBN: 90-5911-307-1 www.isbs.com

Busch, Nathan E. No End in Sight: The
Continuing Menace of Nuclear Proliferation.
Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
2004. Tables. Notes. Appendices. Glossary.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. xiv, 490. $40.00 ISBN: 0-
8131-2323-2 www.kentuckypress.com 

Distenfeld, Irving. Bruderlein [a novel]. New
York: Vantage Press, 2004. Pp. 114. $11.95 Paper-
back ISBN: 0-533-14824-3

Ewing, Steve. Thach Weave: The Life of Jimmie
Thach. Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute Press,
2004. Photographs. Notes. Appendices. Biblio-
graphy. Index. Pp. x, 338. $34.95 ISBN: 1-59114-
248-2

Gruntman, Mike. Blazing the Trail: The Early
History of Spacecraft and Rocketry. Reston, Va.:
AIAA, 2004. Illustrations. Photographs. Notes.
Glossary. Index. Pp. xiv, 503. $ ISBN: 1-56347-
705-X

PROSPECTIVE REVIEWERS

Anyone who believes he or she is qualified to substantively assess one of the new books listed
above is invited to apply for a gratis copy of the book. The prospective reviewer should contact:

Col. Scott A. Willey, USAF (Ret.)
3704 Brices Ford Ct.
Fairfax, VA 22033
Tel. (703) 620-4139
e-mail: scottwille@aol.com

* Already under review.
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Starks, Richard and Miriam Murcutt. Guilford,.
Lost in Tibet: The Untold Story of Five American
Airmen, a Doomed Plane, and the Will to Survive..
Maps. Notes. Bibliography. Pp.x,205. $22.95
ISBN: 1-59228-572-4 www.LyonsPress.com

Thomasian, Karnig. Then There Were Six: The
True Story of the 1944 Rangoon Disaster. Bloo-
mington, Ind.: Author House, 2004. Illustrations.
Photographs. Pp. ix, 160. Paperback $22.50
ISBN: 1-4184-4931-8  www.authorhouse.com

Walters, Michael R., et al. Lone Star Stalag: Ger-
man Prisoners of War at Camp Hearne. College Sta-
tion: Texas A&M University Press, 2004.Tables.
Illustrations. Photographs. Bibliography. Index. Pp.
xv, 268. $29.95 ISBN: 1-58544-318-2

Weigley, Russell F. The Age of Battles: The Quest for
Decisive Warfare from Breitenfeld to Waterloo.
Bloomington and Indianapolis : Indiana University
Press, 2004 [originally published in 1991] Maps.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. Pp. xxvii, 579. $24.95
Paperback ISBN: 0-253-21707-5 iuporder@indi-
ana.edu
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January 6-9
The American Historical Association's 119th Annual
Meeting will be held in Seattle, Washington. Contact:

RYA Registration 
AHA Annual Meeting
504 Shaw Rd. #202
Sterling, VA 20166
(703) 904-0901
e-mail: registration@ryaonline.com

January 18
The Military Classics Seminar meets for dinner-dis-

cussion at the Ft. Myer, Virginia, Officers' Club. This
month's selection is Stephen Roskill, Naval Policy
between the Wars. Vol. I: The Period of Anglo-American
Antagonism, 1919-1929; Vol. II: The Period of Reluctant
Rearmament, 1930-1939. London: Collins, 1968, 1976.
Speaker: Jon Sumida, Horner Chair of Military Theory,
Marine Corps University. Contact:

Dr. Graham Cosmas
Joint Staff Historical Office
(703) 697-3088
e-mail: cosmasga@js.pentagon.mil

January 26-28
The Dwight D. Eisenhower Memorial and the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, in collabo-
ration with others organizations and agencies will pre-
sent a symposium on "Dwight D. Eisenhower and
National Security for the 21st Century," at Ft. Lesley J.
McNair, in Washington, D.C.. Contact:

http://www.ndu.edu.icaf.ike

January 30-February 1
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
will host its 1st Annual Space Exploration Confer-
ence at Disney's Contemporary Resort in Orlando,
Florida. Contact:

AIAA
1801 Alexander Bell Dr., Ste. 500
Reston VA 20191-4344
(703) 264-7551
website: http://www.aiaa.org

February 4-5
The University of Calgary's Society for Military and
Strategic Studies will host its 7th Annual Society for
Military and Strategic Studies' Student Confe-
rence at Rozsa Centre on the campus of the University
of Calgary, in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. This year's
theme is "War and Security." Contact:

Katharine Mascardelli or Stephen Wheatley
Centre for Military & Strategic Studies
University of Calgary
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4 Canada
(403) 220-2435, Fax 282-0594
e-mail: smss@ucalgary.ca
website: www.stratnet.ucalgary.ca/smss/

February 9-12
The Southwest/Texas Popular Culture Association/
American Culture Association will host its Annual
Conference on Atomic Culture at the Hyatt hotel in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Contact:

Scott C. Zeman, Associate Professor of History 
Humanities Department 
New Mexico Tech 
801 Leroy Place 
Socorro, New Mexico 
(505) 835-5628 
Fax: (505) 835-5544 
e-mail: szeman@nmt.edu
website: http://www.h-net.org/~swpca/

February 15
The Military Classics Seminar meets for dinner-dis-
cussion at the Ft. Myer, Virginia, Officers' Club. This
month's selection is Michael Oren, Six Days of War: June
1967 and the Making of the Modern Middle East.
Oxford, 2002; and Kenneth M. Pollack, Arabs at War:
Military Effectiveness, 1948-1991. Nebraska, 2002.
Speaker: Michael Eisenstadt, The Washington Institute
for Near East Policy. Contact:

Dr. Graham Cosmas
Joint Staff Historical Office
e-mail: cosmasga@js.pentagon.mil

February 24-26
The Center for the Study of the Korean War will host its
6th Annual War and Media Conference at
Graceland University in Independence, Missouri. This
year's theme is "War and Nonfiction." Contact:

Gregg Edwards
Center for the Study of the Korean War
Graceland University
1401 W. Truman Road
Independence MO 64050-3434
(816) 833-0524
e-mail: gedwards@graceland.edu

February 24-27
The Citadel, the Military College of South Carolina, will
host the 72d Annual Meeting of the Society for
Military History. The conference will take place in his-
toric Charleston, South Carolina, and the theme will be
"The Rise of the Military Profession." Contact:

Professor Jennie Speelman 
Department of History 
The Citadel 
171 Moultrie Street 
Charleston, SC 29409 
e-mail: jennie.speelman@citadel.edu
website: http://www.smh-hq.org/

March 5-6
The Brown University graduate community, in associa-
tion with the Committee on Science & Technology Studies,
will host the 23rd Annual Mephistos Conference on
the History, Philosophy, and Sociology of Science,
Technology and Medicine. Contact:

Tanya Sheehan, Chair
2005 Mephistos Organizing Committee
e-mail: mephistos@brown.edu
website: http://www.brown.edu/Students/Mephistos

March 15
The Military Classics Seminar meets for dinner-dis-
cussion at the Ft. Myer, Virginia, Officers' Club. This
month's selection is Julius Caesar, The Battle for Gaul.
Trans. By Anne and Peter Wiseman. London: Chatto and
Windus, 1980. Speaker: Diane Gordon, University of
Maryland University College. Contact:

Dr. Graham Cosmas
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Joint Staff Historical Office
(703) 697-3088
e-mail: cosmasga@js.pentagon.mil

March 17-19
The Society for History in the Federal Government
and Oral History in the Mid-Atlantic Region
(OHMAR) will collocate their annual meetings in the
Food and Drug Administration's Wiley Building in
College Park, Maryland. Contact:

SHFG 2005 Conference
Box 14139, Ben Franklin Station
Washington DC 20044
e-mail: donalps1@ucia.gov
website: http://www.shfg.org

March 17-19
The Vietnam Center at Texas Tech University will host
its 5th Triennial Vietnam Symposium at the Holiday
Inn Park Plaza in Lubbock, Texas. Topics include the
40th anniversary of the first major commitment of US
ground forces to Vietnam; the 30th anniversary of the
end of the war; and the 10th anniversary of the normal-
ization of relations between the United States and
Vietnam. Contact:

James R. Reckner, Ph.D., Director 
The Vietnam Center 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, TX 79409-1045 
e-mail: james.reckner@ttu.edu
website: http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu

March 19
The Hagley Fellows at the University of Delaware will
host the 2005 Hagley Fellows Conference at the Hag-
ley Museum, located in Wilmington, Delaware. The con-
ference theme is entitled "The Spectacle of Technology."
Contact:

Hagley Fellows,
University of Delaware 
236 John Munroe Hall 
Newark, Delaware 19716 
e-mail: hagley.fellowsconference@gmail.com

March 29-30
The American Astronautical Society will hold its 43nd
Goddard Memorial Symposium at the Greenbelt
Marriott Hotel in College Park, Maryland. Contact:

American Astronautical Society
6352 Rolling Mill Place, Suite #102 
Springfield, VA 22152-2354 
(703) 866-0020, Fax -3526
e-mail: info@astronautical.org
website: http://www.astronautical.org

March 31- April 3
The Organization of American Historians will hold
its annual meeting at the San Francisco Hilton in San
Francisco, California. This year's theme is "Telling
America's Stories: Historians and Their Publics."
Contact:

OAH Annual Meeting
112 North Bryan Ave.
Bloomington IN 47408-4199
(812) 855-9853
e-mail: meetings@oah.org
website: http://www.oah.org/meetings

April 4-7
The Space Foundation will host its 21st National
Space Symposium at the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. Contact:

The Space Foundation
310 S. 14th St.
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Colorado Springs, CO 80904
(719) 576-8000, Fax x8801
website: http://www.spacefoundation.org

April 6-7
The U. S. Naval Institute's 131st Annual Meeting and
Naval History Seminar will be held at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. This year's theme is
"Expeditionary Warfare: Past, Present, and Future."
Contact:

U.S. Naval Institute
Beach Hall
291 Woods Road
Annapolis MD 21402
(410) 295-1067, Fax x1048
e-mail: frainbow@usni.org
website: http://www.usni.org/

April 14-15
To commemorate the 30th anniversary of the end of the
Vietnam War, the University of Newcastle's Re-
search Group for War, Society, and Culture will
host a conference entitled, "The Vietnam War: Thirty
Years On: Memories, Legacies, and Echoes.. The confer-
ence will be held at the University of Newcastle in
Callaghan, NWS, Australia Contact:

Dr. Chris Dixon 
History Discipline 
School of Liberal Arts 
The University of Newcastle 
Callaghan NSW 2308 Australia 
e-mail: chris.dixon@newcastle.edu.au 

April 14-17
The National Council on Public History Annual
Conference "Defining Regional Historians and the
Culture and Meaning of Region," will be held in Kansas
City, Missouri. Sponsored by the Truman Presidential
Museum and Library. Contact 

National Council on Public History
e-mail: ncph@iupui.edu
website: http://www.ncph.org/news.html

April 19
The Military Classics Seminar meets for dinner-dis-
cussion at the Ft. Myer, Virginia, Officers' Club. This
month's selection is Robert M. Utley, Frontiersmen in
Blue: The U.S. Army and the Indian, 1846-1865. New
York: Macmillan, 1967; and Frontier Regulars: The U.S.
Army and the Indian, 1866-1891. New York:
Macmillan, 1973. Speaker: Willy Dobak, U.S. Army
Center of Military History. Contact:

Dr. Graham Cosmas
Joint Staff Historical Office
(703) 697-3088
e-mail: cosmasga@js.pentagon.mil

May 4-8
The Council on America's Military Past (CAMP)
annual meeting will be held in San Diego, California.
Contact:

CAMP
P.O. Box 1151
Ft. Myer, VA 22021
(703) 912-6124
e-mail; camphart1@aol.com

If you wish to have your event listed, contact:

George W. Cully
10505 Mercado Way
Montgomery Village, MD  20886-3910
e-mail: warty@comcast.net
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Kudos from Kissinger

The Hon. Henry A. Kissinger wrote the fol-
lowing to Mr. Dino Brugioni:

I was very interested to see your account
of the role played by aerial and satellite
imagery in the Yom Kippur War [“The
Effects of Aerial and Satellite Imagery on
the 1973 Yom Kippur War, Air Power
History, Vol. 51, No. 3].

May I also take this opportunity to
express once again my sincere gratitude
to you and your colleagues at the NPIC.
Our capacity to assess and respond appro-
priately to rapidly evolving crises on the
ground was highly dependent on your
invaluable analytical services.

Hon. Henry A. Kissinger, Washington, D.C.

Mystery Plane: A–11, SR–71, or YF–12?

Just received your Fall 2004 issue. As
always, loaded with great stories, pic-
tures, and book reviews. I have a question
regarding the SR–71 pictured on pages 4-
5. Please note the cutback chine and the
pitot tube in the nose. Would this bird be
an A–11 by any chance?

MSgt. Tom Teliczan, USAF (Ret.), Hawaii 

Just a quick note on your excellent jour-
nal: the aircraft pictured [in  Air Power
History, Vol. 51, No. 3, Fall  2004] on pages
4-5 is not an SR–71 but more likely a
YF–12. Neither the SR–71, nor the A–11
had the cut off chines, but the YF did.

John Locke, AFOTEC/XPZ (SAIC)

National Air and Space Museum
Launches Space Hangar

Visitors to the National Air and Space
Museum’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center
will get their first chance to explore the
remarkable holdings in its newly filled
space hangar on Monday, Nov. 1.

Although the Udvar-Hazy (pronounced
OOD-var HAH-zee) Center in Chantilly,

Virginia, opened to much acclaim last
December, the 53,000-square-foot James S.
McDonnell Space Hangar was inaccessible
because of the needed refurbishment of its
centerpiece, the Space Shuttle Enter-
prise. With that project now completed,
hundreds of other artifacts have been
installed in the exhibition hall, from a 69-
foot floor-to-ceiling Redstone missile to the
tiny “Anita,” a spider carried on Skylab for
web formation experiments.

The hangar and its holdings illustrate
the scope of space exploration history as
organized around four main themes: rock-
etry and missiles; human spaceflight;
application satellites and space science.

“The Smithsonian’s National Air and
Space Museum has always been known as
the home of the icons of flight. The James
S. McDonnell Space Hangar at the Udvar-
Hazy Center gives us the  chance to share
much more of our vast collection as we pre-
sent the story of space exploration in rich-
er detail,” museum director Gen. J.R.
“Jack” Dailey said.

A total of 113 large space artifacts are
housed in the hangar. The biggest and
heaviest, including Enterprise, an instru-
ment ring segment of a Saturn V rocket
that was never built, and a Space Shuttle
main engine are displayed at ground level.
An array of cruise missiles, satellites, and
space telescopes hangs from above.

The hangar features two elevated over-
looks that allow visitors to study suspend-
ed artifacts straight-on and ground-level
displays from above.

More than 500 smaller artifacts are
exhibited in customized cases throughout
the hangar including advanced spacesuit
prototypes; research crystals formed in
orbit; sounding rocket payloads; space-
themed toys from the 1950s and 1960s and
even borscht in tubes, prepared for Soviet
cosmonauts.

The oldest artifact in the hangar, the
Ritchey Grinding Machine, dates back to
the 1890s, when it was used to craft a 60-
inch mirror for a Wisconsin observatory
telescope. The newest artifact is an engi-
neering model created by U.S. Naval
Academy midshipmen for a class project.
The PCSat communications satellite was
launched in 2001 and is still in orbit.

Many of the objects now in the space
hangar had been in storage for decades. A
portion was previewed over the past
months in the Udvar-Hazy Center’s avia-
tion hangar.

The museum’s unparalleled space col-
lection is built on an agreement that gives
the Smithsonian first option to acquire any
equipment used and then retired by
NASA. The collection includes every
retired American spacecraft that flew
humans and returned safely to Earth;

every spacesuit used to walk on the moon
and backups or engineering models of
nearly every major American satellite or
probe.

Space artifacts from other nations have
been donated by individuals and govern-
ments or are displayed on loan.

Other unique artifacts now exhibited in
the McDonnell Space Hangar include:

the  manned maneuvering unit used for
the first-ever untethered spacewalk

a film return capsule from the last Corona
satellite spy mission over the U.S.S.R.

the flotation collar and bags used for the
Apollo 11 splashdown

a Gemini paraglider research vehicle used
to train for potential ground landings

Pegasus, the first aircraft-launched rocket
booster to carry satellites into space

a form-fitting centrifuge seat made exclu-
sively for Mercury astronaut John
Glenn

a full-scale engineering prototype of the
Mars Pathfinder Lander

a human-sized, NASA-built android used
for 1960s spacesuit testing 

the Spartan 201 satellite, deployed for
solar research during five shuttle mis-
sions
The McDonnell Space Hangar is named

for aerospace pioneer James S. McDonnell,
whose company built a number of pioneer-
ing aircraft and both the Mercury and
Gemini spacecraft, flown by the first
American astronauts.

The museum plans to install additional
artifacts in the hanger over the next few
years.

This fall, to mark the Udvar-Hazy
Center’s first anniversary, 21additional air-
craft will be added to the 82 currently on
display at the Udvar-Hazy Center’s avia-
tion hanger. They include the Westland
Lysander IIIA airplane, used for ferrying
secret agents in and out of enemy territory
during World War II; and the Bell H-13J,
which, in 1957, became the first helicopter
to carry a U.S. president, Dwight D.
Eisenhower.

The museum will celebrate the Udvar-
Hazy Center’s first anniversary on
Saturday, December 11th. Visitors to the
facility will enjoy live entertainment, “story
times” for children, free tickets to the new
IMAX film “Fighter Pilot: Operation Red
Flag,” astronaut appearances, book sign-
ings and behind-the-scenes presentations
by restoration and exhibits specialists.

Since its opening, the Udvar-Hazy
Center has attracted more than 1.5 million
visitors, making it the most popular muse-
um site in Virginia.

Although admission to the Udvar-Hazy
Center is free, there is a $12 fee for parking.
The museum operates a shuttle bus

Letters

News
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The 6091st Reconnaissance Squadron
will meet April 27-28, 2005, in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Contact:

Buck Buchanon
330 Vine St.
Vacaville, CA 95688
(707) 446-2825

The P-47 Thunderbolt Pilots Associa-
tion Final Reunion will be held May 5-
8, 2005, in Seattle, Washington. Contact:

Staryl Austin
e-mail: p47288@juno.com or 
website: www.p47pilots.com

The TAC Missileers will hold their
reunion in 2005 in Nashville, Tennessee.
Contact

Joe Perkins
(904) 282-9064
e-mail: perkster@fcol.com

To list your reunion, please include your
association’s name, reunion dates, city and
state, contact individual with address,
phone number, fax number, e-mail and or
website. Send information to Air Power
History, PO Box 10328, Rockville, MD
20854 or via e-mail: jneufeld@comcast.net.
Please send announcements as soon as
possible.

U.S. Navy readers are advised to log
on to www.navalinstitute.org and
then click on reunions.

between its flagship building on the
National Mall in Washington and the
Udvar-Hazy Center. A roundtrip ticket for
the shuttle bus is $7 (the price will increase
as of Jan. 1, 2005), with discounts available
for groups. The National Air and Space
Museum building on the National Mall in
Washington, D.C., home to John Glenn’s
Mercury spacecraft Friendship 7, the Apollo
11 command module Columbia, an unflown
lunar module, the backup Skylab orbital
workshop and a touchable moon rock
obtained during Apollo 17, is located at
Sixth Street and Independence Avenue
S.W. The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center is
located in Chantilly off Route 28 near
Washington Dulles International Airport.
Both facilities are open daily from 10 a.m.
until 5:30 p.m. (Closed December 25th) and
admission is free.

Peter Golkin
Office of Communications
National Air and Space Museum, MRC 321
Smithsonian Institution
P.O. Box 37012
Washington D.C. 20013-7012
phone (202) 633-2374; fax (202) 633-8174
www.nasm.si.edu

The Sampson AFB Veterans Associa-
tion seeks to contact all 3650th Basic

Military Training Wing members, espe-
cially permanent party, Women’s Air
Force, Basic Trainees, and Special
Training school personnel, from 1950 to
1956. Contact:

Chip Phillips
P,O. Box 31
Williamsville, NY 14231-0331
e-mail: chip34@aol.com 

The 4th Tactical Fighter Squadron
Alumni Rendezvous will be held at the
end of January 2005 I Tampa, Florida.
Contact:

Neil Cosentino
(813) 251-4669
e-mail: neilcosentino@verizon.net

The 41st Military Airlift Squadron
reunion will be held March 30-April 3,
2005, in Charleston, S.C. Contact:

Scotty White
(843) 763-6516 or (843) 367-9510
website: www.41mas.com

The 55th Reconnaissance Squadron
will meet April 27-28, 2005, in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Contact:

Buck Buchanon
330 Vine St.
Vacaville, CA 95688
(707) 446-2825

The 20th Fighter Wing Association
will hold its reunion on October 26-30,
2005, in Tucson, Arizona:

Reunions

We seek quality articles—based on sound scholarship, perceptive analysis, and/or firsthand experience—which are
well-written and attractively illustrated. The primary criterion is that the manuscript contributes to knowledge. Articles
submitted to Air Power History must be original contributions and not be under consideration by any other publication
at the same time. If a manuscript is under consideration by another publication, the author should clearly indicate this
at the time of submission. Each submission must include an abstract—a statement of the article’s theme, its historical
context, major subsidiary issues, and research sources. Abstracts should not be longer than one page.

Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate, double-spaced throughout, and prepared according to the Chicago Manual
of Style (University of Chicago Press). Use civilian dates and endnotes. Because submissions are evaluated anonymously,
the author’s name should appear only on the title page. Authors should provide on a separate page brief biographical
details, to include institutional or professional affiliation and recent publications, for inclusion in the printed article. Pages,
including those containing illustrations, diagrams or tables, should be numbered consecutively. Any figures and tables must
be clearly produced ready for photographic reproduction. The source should be given below the table. Endnotes should be
numbered consecutively through the article with a raised numeral corresponding to the list of notes placed at the end.

If an article is typed on a computer, the disk should be in IBM-PC compatible format and should accompany the man-
uscript. Preferred disk size is a 3 1/2-inch floppy, but any disk size can be utilized. Disks should be labelled with the
name of the author, title of the article, and the software used. WordPerfect, in any version number, is preferred. Other
word processors that can be accommodated are WordStar, Microsoft Word, Word for Windows, and AmiPro. As a last
resort, an ASCII text file can be used.

There is no standard length for articles, but 4,500-5,500 words is a general guide.
Manuscripts and editorial correspondence should be sent to Jacob Neufeld, Editor, c/o Air Power History, P.O. Box

10328, Rockville, MD 20849-0328, e-mail: jneufeld@comcast.net.

Guidelines for Contributors
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Our “What is it?” aircraft in our last issue was
the never-built Douglas XC–132 cargo transport.
Readers were asked to identify the XC–132 from an
artist’s conception of the big aircraft in flight.

Our follow-up photo shows a full-scale mock-up of
this behemoth. In February 1957, Douglas an-
nounced that the XC–132 would be manufactured for
the Air Force at the company’s Tulsa, Oklahoma
plant. At the time, Tulsa was ending its production
run of 274 Boeing-designed, license-built B–47E
Stratojet bombers and would have welcomed new
work.

The XC–132 design was a logical follow-up to the
manufacturer’s C–74 Globemaster and C–124
Globemaster II transports, and was developed at the
same time as the smaller (although by no means
small) C–133 Cargomaster. The C–133 was a
straight-wing, four-turboprop airlifter that first flew
in April 1956 and had a brief, somewhat troubled,
career. Douglas built 50 of them at its Long Beach,
California plant. They did a superb job of hauling
outsized cargoes, including Thor intermediate range
ballistic missiles, but three of the planes were lost in

mishaps that claimed a total of 59 lives.
The XC–132 would have been larger, with swept

wings and four huge turboprop engines. They were
to be 15,000-shaft horsepower Pratt & Whitney
YT57s. One of these engines was tested on the nose
of a much-modified C–124 Globemaster testbed
(aircraft no. 52-1069). The T57 engine drove a four-
bladed propeller, which had a span of 20 feet.

The Air Force considered two versions of the
XC–132 — a transport and an air-refueling tanker.
Both would have had a wing span of about 178 feet
and a gross takeoff weight of about 460,000 pounds,
putting them in the size category of the jet-powered
Lockheed C–5 Galaxy, which came along more than
a decade later.

Almost as soon as the Air Force announced the
XC–132, it cancelled the project. Douglas went on
to manufacture the C–133 fleet, but subsequently
surrendered its role of building large Air Force
lifters to Lockheed.

Twenty Air Power History readers correctly
identified the XC–132. The winner of the History
Mystery is Dave Sterling of McLean, Virginia.

Once more, we present the challenge for our
ever-astute readers. This issue’s “mystery” air-
craft was chosen to mark our theme of missiles
and space, highlighted in this issue of our jour-
nal. But remember, please: postcards only. The
rules, once again:

1. Submit your entry on a postcard. Mail the
postcard to Robert F. Dorr, 3411 Valewood Drive,
Oakton VA 22124.

2. Correctly name the aircraft shown here.
Also include your address and telephone number,
including area code. If you have access to e-mail,
include your electronic screen name.

3. A winner will be chosen at random from the
postcards with the correct answer. The winner will
receive an aviation book by this journal’s techni-
cal editor.

This feature needs your help. In that attic or
basement, you have a photo of a rare or little-
known aircraft. Does anyone have color slides?
Send your pictures or slides for possible use as
“History Mystery” puzzlers. We will return them.

This
Issue’s
Mystery
Plane

History Mystery
by Robert F. Dorr
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Report of the Semi-annual Meeting of the
Air Force Historical Foundation

At the semi-annual meeting of the Board of Trustees in mid-October, the Trustees unanimously approved a
strategic plan for the Foundation. To be implemented over the next few years, the plan aims to increase membership,
widen services to members, and strengthen our impact on the awareness and appreciation of air and space power
within the Air Force community and beyond.

The plan identifies seven objectives which—if fulfilled—will permit us to meet the intent of a new mission
statement, also a part of the plan. The mission statement and objectives are quoted below, and I encourage you to
have a look and to give us your feedback.

Mission:

The Air Force Historical Foundation is dedicated to promoting the preservation and appreciation of the history of the
United States Air Force and its predecessors. The Foundation seeks to inform and inspire the men and women who are,
or have been, affiliated with the Air Force and the general public, particularly those with an interest in national secu-
rity, about the dynamic heritage of air and space power and its relevance to contemporary and future issues.

Objectives:

· We will have outreach programs for all connected to the Air Force as well as the general public and those
interested in military aviation history and heritage.

· We will strengthen our ties with senior leadership of the Air Force, key organizations in the Air Force, and
external organizations such as the Air Force Association.

· We will identify areas for preservation of Air Force heritage which are not duplicative, which have high poten-
tial interest, and which are within our reach.

· We will expand our technology aggressively, especially to achieve a useful and appealing website.
· We will seek to expand our membership, in and out of uniform.
· We will seek sources of funding which permit us to achieve these objectives.
· We will reexamine the organizational structure of the Foundation.

In many cases, the key to get underway and bring the objectives to life is through the design and creation of
a new, dynamic website. I’m delighted to report that the Trustees approved our arranging with a respected, profes-
sional website builder to accomplish this. As soon as possible, you will be able to navigate a new, attractive, user-
friendly, and informative Foundation site.

I want to thank the members of the Strategic Planning Committee (Gen. Walt Kross, Lt. Gen. John Conaway,
Maj. Gen. Chuck Link, Col. Ken Alnwick, Jack Neufeld, John Kreis, and Col. George Williams) for their excellent work.
It was a pleasure working with them on this project, and I look forward to continuing our teamwork as we implement
the plan.

Of course, in order to make any significant headway, we will need the support of all our members, as never
before. And, yes, I’m referring to your gifts. My immediate predecessor, Gen. Bill Smith, who cares for this organiza-
tion with extraordinary passion, has contributed $10,000 in challenge grants in the last year (and more before that),
leading to double that amount in income to the Foundation. If you would like to squeeze some money out of my pock-
et, I have added a $5,000 challenge of my own that expires at the end of December. Send any amount; we’ll be grate-
ful and the cause we all support will be advanced. Thanks.

When this magazine arrives each quarter, it goes to the top of my reading pile. And that was true long before
I became the president of the Foundation. Fascinating subjects, great variety, skilled writers, superb pictures—and
on a subject I love. Thanks, Jack Neufeld, our editor-in-chief, for your commitment to high standards in history writ-
ing. I’m proud to be associated with what you’re doing.

Sadly, I must also report the recent passing of our longtime publisher, Brig. Gen. “Gundy” Gunderson. His
commitment to the Foundation, as its president and in many other capacities, is legend among Foundation advocates,
and his leadership and wisdom will be greatly missed. You can read more about Gundy on page 72. Goodbye, good
friend.

Lt. Gen. Michael A. Nelson, USAF (Ret.), President 

Foundation Notes
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Brigadier. General Brian S. Gunderson
1923-2004

Brig. Gen. Brian S. “Gundy” Gunderson, USAF (Ret.), died on
September 29, 2004, in Alexandria, Virginia. He was eighty-one
years old.

Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, in 1923, he was edu-
cated in Canada and England. After his graduation from Modern
Preparatory School, Salisbury, Wiltshire, England, in 1937, the
family moved to Omaha, Nebraska. He graduated from
Creighton Preparatory High School in 1938, and attended the
University of Omaha until 1941. He received his bachelor of sci-
ence degree from the University of Maryland in 1959, and a mas-
ter’s degree in international affairs from The George Washington
University in 1965. He graduated from the Air War College in
1960.

In 1941, General Gunderson joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force, serving for two years in Canada and England. Then, in
December 1943, transferred to the U.S. Army Air Forces. He
served with the Eighth Air Force in the European Theater of
Operations from 1943 to 1945, as combat crew and group staff
navigator in B–17 and B–24 aircraft. He logged fifty-one combat
missions, fifty of them on night operations.

From September 1945 to June 1946, he was a squadron com-
mander and the air inspector at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. In
December 1946 he was assigned as a personnel research analyst
in the Office of Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Personnel, at
Headquarters U.S. Army Air Forces.

In December 1947, General Gunderson was assigned to the 28th Strategic Bombardment Wing, Ellsworth Air
Force Base, South Dakota, where he served on a Strategic Air Command lead crew, on the standardization board, and
as the wing staff navigator, flying in B–29, B–36, and RB–36 aircraft. In May 1953 he was assigned to the 42d Strategic
Bombardment Wing, Loring Air Force Base, Maine, where he was the wing war plans officer.

From October 1953 to July 1954, he attended the first Senior Technical Observer Training Course at Mather
Air Force Base, California, and was the honor graduate in his class.

In October 1954 General Gunderson was assigned to Headquarters Fifth Air Force in Japan and Korea as chief
of the War Plans Branch and later as assistant chief, Plans and Policy Division.

In May 1956 he returned to Headquarters U.S. Air Force and was assigned to the Directorate of Plans, Deputy
Chief of Staff, Plans and Programs, as a war pans staff officer. From July 1959 to July 1960, General Gunderson attend-
ed the Air War College at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. After graduation he was assigned to NATO in the office of
the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) at Norfolk, Virginia, where he was chief of nuclear plans. In July
1963 he was assigned to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force as deputy executive assistant and in July 1967
became executive assistant. In July 1969, he was promoted to the grade of brigadier general and assumed duties as
chief of staff, U.S. Air Forces in Europe, with headquarters at Lindsey Air Station, Germany.

General Gunderson became chief, Office of Air Force History, Headquarters U.S. Air Force in June 1972 and
served until his retirement in April 1974. Following retirement, General Gunderson dedicated himself to the Air Force
Historical Foundation, serving as its president from 1983 to 1987, as a trustee throughout, and a publisher of Air Power
History, the Foundation’s journal. General Gunderson also contributed many articles to the journal, including his pop-
ular serialized “Slanguage” dictionary of World War II American-English military terms.

His military decorations and awards include the Legion of Merit with two oak leaf clusters, Distinguished
Flying Cross, Air Medal with three oak leaf clusters, Air Force Commendation Medal, Army Commendation Medal,
Presidential Unit Citation Emblem, and Canadian service medals. He was a master navigator.

He is survived by his wife of fifty-seven years, Doris; daughter Shelly, wife of Charles Brown; daughter Debbie,
wife of Jim Vosburg; son Michael, husband of Nancy; and three grandchildren Adam Brown, Ashleigh and Amanda
Gunderson.

In Memoriam
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